NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH COUNCIL

COUNCIL
Monday, 24 February 2020
YOU ARE SUMMONED TO ATTEND A MEETING OF NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH
COUNCIL, WHICH WILL BE HELD AT THE GUILDHALL NORTHAMPTON ON
MONDAY, 24 FEBRUARY 2020 AT 6:30 PM WHEN THE FOLLOWING BUSINESS IS
PROPOSED TO BE TRANSACTED
1.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

2.

MINUTES.
To approve the minutes of the proceedings of the Meeting of the Council held on
20 January 2020.

3.

APOLOGIES.

4.

MAYOR'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

5.

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND PETITIONS

6.

COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW

7.

GENERAL FUND REVENUE AND CAPITAL BUDGETS 2020-2021

8.

ROBUSTNESS OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND ADEQUACY OF RESERVES

9.

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA) BUDGET, RENT SETTING 2020/2021
AND BUDGET PROJECTIONS FOR FUTURE YEARS

10.

COUNCIL TAX 2020/21

11.

MATTERS OF URGENCY WHICH BY REASON OF SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES THE MAYOR IS OF THE OPINION SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED.

George Candler – Chief Executive
The Guildhall
Northampton
Public Participation
1. Comments and Petitions
1.1 A member of the public (or an accredited representative of a business ratepayer of the
Borough) may make a comment or present a petition on any matter in relation to which the
Council has powers. A comment or presentation of a petition shall be for no more than three
minutes. No notice of the nature of the comment to be made or of the petition is required
except for the need to register to speak by 12 noon on the day of the meeting.
(Public comments and petitions will not be taken and the Annual Council Meeting or other civic or
ceremonial meetings.)
NOTES
i.
Comments may be on one or more subjects but each person has no longer than three
minutes to have their say.
ii.
The same person may make a comment and present a petition on different subjects.
In such instances that person will have three minutes to make their comment and a separate three
minutes to present a petition.
2. Member and Public Questions
2.1 A member of the public (or business ratepayer of the Borough) may ask a maximum of two
written questions at each meeting, each limited to a maximum of 50 words, on any matter in
relation to which the Council has powers. Each question shall:
 be submitted in writing and delivered, e-mailed to Democratic Services no later
than 10.00am seven calendar days before the day of the meeting; and
 include the name and address of the questioner and the name of the Cabinet
member/Committee Chair to whom the question is put.
2.2 At the meeting, copies of all questions and the responses to them from the public and
Members will be made available to the public and press. The Mayor may allow one
supplementary question, without notice, that arises directly from the original question or
response.
(Questions will not be taken at the Annual Council Meeting or at civic or ceremonial meetings or
meetings called to deal with specific items of business.)
NOTES
In respect of paragraph 2.1 above, questions may be rejected on certain grounds that are set out on
page 4-12 of the Council’s Constitution and which may be viewed at
www.northampton.gov.uk/site/scripts/download_info.php?fileID=1919 or by seeking advice using
the contact details below.
3. Motions

3.1 A member of the public may register to speak to a motion under the ‘Notices of Motion’
item on the agenda. Registration to speak must be made to Democratic Services by 12 noon
on the day to the meeting. Speaking to a motion is restricted to three minutes per person.
(The ‘Notices of Motion’ item will not be taken at the Annual Council meeting or meetings called
for civic or ceremonial purposes.)
4. General
A member of the public may make a comment, present a petition, ask a question or speak to a
motion at the same meeting subject to the restrictions set out above.
5. Contacts
Democratic Services: e-mail democraticservices@northampton.gov.uk
Tel

01604 837722

Fax

01604 837057

Mail Democratic Services
Northampton Borough Council
The Guildhall
St Giles Square
Northampton NN1 1DE

Agenda Item 2

MINUTES
OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF A MEETING OF NORTHAMPTON BOROUGH
COUNCIL HELD AT THE GUILDHALL, NORTHAMPTON, ON Monday, 20 January
2020 AT SIX THIRTY O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING
PRESENT:

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR Councillor Choudary (in the Chair).

COUNCILLORS:

Malpas, Ansell, Aziz, Beardsworth, Birch, Bottwood, Davenport,
Duffy, G Eales, T Eales, Eldred, Golby, Graystone, Hadland,
Hallam, Haque, Hibbert, J Hill, Kilbride, King, Lane, Larratt, B
Markham, Marriott, McCutcheon, Meredith, Nunn, Oldham, Patel,
Sargeant, Kilby-Shaw, Smith, Stone, Walker and Roberts

1. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Councillor Birch declared an interest in respect of
2. MINUTES.
The minutes of the meeting held on 4th November 2019 were agreed and signed by
the Mayor.
3. APOLOGIES.
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Ashraf, Russell, Flavell,
Parekh, Chunga and Joyce.
4. MAYOR'S ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Mayor announced the sad passing of ex-councillor and Alderman Roy Liddington
and asked that the Mayor’s Office be contacted for further details of funeral
arrangements.
The Mayor further announced that the week commencing 3rd February was
“Children’s Mental Health Week” and advised that schools across the town would be
taking part in a mufti day to raise money for the Mayor’s Charity. He stated that he
had attended around 300 events and raised approximately £20,000 for The Lowdown
and thanked the Civic and Mayoral Officer for her continued hard work. The Mayor
congratulated Councillor Cali on the birth of her child earlier in the month.
Councillor Larratt offered his condolences to the family of Mr Liddington, commenting
that he was a great benefactor to the town. He advised that the funeral would be
taking place on the 30th January.
Councillor Beardsworth echoed the sentiments made by Councillor Larratt and
commented that Mr Liddington would be sadly missed.
5. PUBLIC COMMENTS AND PETITIONS
Eluned Lewis-Nichol, Chair of Kingsthorpe Conservation Area Committee, addressed
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Council in respect of agenda item 9 and stated that the application for a Kingsthorpe
Parish Council had been made solely by Whitehills and Spring Park Residents’
Association (WASPRA) but other areas would be affected. She queried why St
David’s ward was included in the proposal. Ms Lewis-Nichol stated that several key
bodies in the area had not been consulted, including the Kingsthorpe Conservation
Area Committee and questioned on what basis consultees were selected. She
advised that several people she had spoken with who did receive the consultation
questionnaire found it so convoluted that they were unable to complete it. Ms LewisNichol asked that the consultation be re-opened and made available to all of the
residents that would be affected by the proposal.
Ann Timpson addressed Council and paid tribute to the Guildhall Office staff and
expressed her sadness that the Guildhall Office would no longer be used as a place
to be welcomed into the building.
Linda Toone, Chair of Friends of Thornton Park, addressed Council in respect of
agenda item 9 and stated that the Group had not been made aware of the proposals
so could not make comment. She queried what implications a Kingsthorpe Parish
Council would have on the maintenance and running of the park and added that the
park was part of the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Plan and questioned whether the
proposal would affect this.
Toby Birch, Chair of the charity Community Spaces Northampton, addressed Council
in respect of agenda item 9 and stated that one of the community buildings run by the
charity would be situated within the new Kingsthorpe Parish Council boundary. He
advised that the charity had not been consulted on the proposal and elaborated that
the charity along with other local organisations, including Friends of Thornton Park,
WASPRA and Semilong residents and councillors, regularly attended park
organisation meetings, and at no point did WASPRA discuss its proposal for a Parish
Council. He added that many patrons of the community centre had also not been
consulted. Mr Birch queried who would take ownership of the community centre and
associated buildings and expressed concern about the increased costs of running the
centre which would not be in the best interests of the charity. He suggested that the
proposed boundary be reconsidered.
Tony Mallard, Chair of Eastfield Residents Association, addressed Council in relation
to garden waste collections and commented that many residents would not subscribe
to the proposed charges; instead, the town would see an increase in fly-tipping. He
added that over the years, Friends of Eastfield Park had done an outstanding job of
maintaining the park and now feared that it would once again become a dumping
ground for garden waste.
James Wright, resident of Queens Park, addressed Council in respect of agenda item
9 and stated several years ago, approval was granted by the Council to create a
Neighbourhood Plan (including Thornton Park and allotments), which was now in
progress. He noted that the proposed Kingsthorpe Parish Council also included
Thornton Park and added that Queens Park Residents Association would feel
particularly aggrieved if any influence they had over the park were to be taken away
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from them or watered down in any way.
Steve Miller, a Kingsthorpe resident and representative of WASPRA, addressed
Council in respect of agenda item 9 and commented that whist the residents’
association believed that a parish council for Kingsthorpe would offer a lot of exciting
opportunities, they previously expressed reservations around the format of the
consultation. Engagement with the public was not comprehensive and the pros and
cons were not clearly explained. Many residents that Mr Miller had spoken to had not
received the consultation and people at this meeting spoke of its inadequacies. Mr
Miller noted that just 5% of Kingsthorpe residents responded to the consultation; this
could not be considered a mandate. Mr Miller, in his opinion, concluded that due to
the poor consultation and narrow timescales between creating parish councils and
holding elections in May 2020, WASPRA could not presently support the creation of a
Kingsthorpe Parish Council
Aileen Dunkley, Chair of Kingsthorpe Conservation Area Advisory Committee,
addressed Council in respect of agenda item 9 and stated that it was difficult for the
Committee to give a view on the proposal since it had not been informed of it and
further stated that no Kingsthorpe residents that she had spoken to had seen the
consultation documents. She advised that had the Committee seen the proposals, it
would have objected based on the size and number of residents that would be
affected. Ms Dunkley felt that the proposal should be rejected based on the problems
with the consultation and that residents had been denied their right to an opinion on
the proposals.
6. MEMBER AND PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
The Mayor advised that 9 questions had been received from Councillors and that the
answers had been tabled in accordance with the Constitution.
Questions and answers were given as tabled unless where stated, supplementary
questions were asked as detailed below.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 1, Councillor Nunn
advised that he would be happy to meet with the petition organiser, however it was
the general consensus amongst homelessness agencies in the town that a
permanent homeless encampment was not the right way to deal with the problem.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 2, Councillor Hadland
confirmed that the western island site nearest to the Mayorhold car park was still a
priority and development would begin as soon as funding was available.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 3, Councillor Hallam
stated that he would supply Councillor Roberts with an answer outside of the
meeting.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 4, Councillor Hallam
stated that he was happy to meet and talk with Councillor Roberts.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 5, Councillor Hallam
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explained that he could not predict the future.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 6, Councillor King
explained that the Council was engaging with McDonalds to try to resolve issues
there. She noted the knife crime campaign and work with primary and secondary
schools within the borough and highlighted the Police’s own Operation Lily which saw
10 additional police officers in the town centre over the autumn and winter.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 7, Councillor King
advised that there were several services for victims of domestic abuse; referrals could
be made through MASH and referrals would be treated with the highest confidence
and dealt with as quickly as possible.
In response to a supplementary question relating to question 9, Councillor Hibbert
explained that certain projects would be brought to Cabinet for approval over the next
few months.
7. CABINET MEMBER PRESENTATIONS
Councillor Nunn submitted his report as Leader of the Council and highlighted the
salient points. In response to questions, the Leader confirmed that the “climate
emergency” was considered in all decisions made by the Council and that it had been
mentioned at the Economic Growth Strategy workshop held at the Park Inn in
December. Regarding “Park & Ride”, the Leader explained that it remained a “long
term aspiration” for the Council In response to several questions around the West
Northamptonshire Joint Committee, the Leader explained that savings made would
be through mainly County Council services and noted that leaders were kept up-todate with this work through the Leaders Oversight Board. The Leader explained that
virement of budgets was something that all S151 Officers had sight of, not just county
staff. The Leader noted that a briefing specific to the unitary budget would be held
later in the week. In response to a question relating to the St James Mill Link Road,
the Leader advised of a potential opportunity for funding which related to a number of
sites within the Enterprise Zone.
Councillor Larratt submitted his report as Deputy Leader. In response to questions,
Councillor Larratt advised that Balfour Beatty would not be looking at any streetlights
on highways or some footpaths. Council-owned streetlights would be replaced with
LED lighting. He explained that maintenance costs had gone over-budget and a
decision had been made to wait until the new contract with Balfour Beatty began
before carrying on with repairs. The Deputy Leader further explained that an
inventory of NBC-owned lights had been carried out and that all of these would be
looked at as part of the replacement and renewal contract. Regarding events held
over the Christmas period, Councillor Larratt suggested that the bad weather had
prevented people from attending. In response to a question relating to S106 training,
it was explained that work on the Constitution was required in order to allow
councillors to be involved in pre-planning application processes.
Councillor King submitted her report as Cabinet Member for Community Engagement
and Safety and highlighted the salient points. In response to a question relating to
crime statistics, Councillor King advised that if councillors required specific figures
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then she would be happy to provide these via email. With regard to “Days/Weeks of
Action”, Councillor King advised that numbers of attendees were recorded, they were
well-attended and would continue due to their success and positive feedback from
communities. Responding to a question relating to literature for schools around road
safety, Councillor King advised that materials were more focussed on “being a good
citizen”, knife crime, CSE and cyber-bullying, however she was aware of road safety
campaigns and would look into this. Councillor King reported that the Museum would
be opening in spring 2020 and that councillors would receive an invitation to preview
the new expansion soon.
Councillor Hibbert submitted his report as Cabinet Member for Housing and
highlighted the salient points. In response to questions, Councillor Hibbert reported
that the Council had been working closely with the Hope Centre and churches in the
town who had been heavily involved in setting up the Rough Sleepers Strategy.
Councillor Hibbert advised that the Homelessness Forums were setting up Task &
Finish Groups to deal with various issues relating to homelessness and noted that
these Groups would not necessarily be Council-led. In response to a further question,
Councillor Hibbert advised that the Salvation Army would be operating a night shelter
from 1st February. He explained that regulations were necessary for the safety of staff
and service users but would look into concerns raised by Councillors.
8. OPPOSITION GROUP BUSINESS
Councillor Beardsworth made a statement on “Democracy in this day and age” and
commented that there was no place for “first past the post” politics; the UK should be
more akin to countries using proportional representation like Denmark and Sweden.
She noted that the Conservative government won the General Election with 45% of
the public vote, however under proportional representation, the Liberal Democrat
Party would have 75 new MPs. Councillor Beardsworth highlighted comments made
by speakers regarding the Community Governance Review and stated that there was
no need to create new parish councils at this time, if the people did not want them.
Councillor Larratt replied and commented that a referendum had taken place in May
2011 regarding alternative voting methods and that the public had voted against
proportional representation. He stated that the “first past the post” method usually
delivered a single, strong government, void of the red tape and in-fighting that in his
opinion, European coalition governments were weighed down by.
Councillor Beardsworth stated that people should have the right to change their mind
and noted that since the referendum many young people had now become eligible to
vote. She advised that she had always tried to do the best job for all of her
constituents and not just the ones that voted for her and advised that if the
administration did not do the same, it would lose the respect and the votes of its
residents.
9. COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW
Councillor Larratt proposed the report which sought approval for the
recommendations contained within the report and commented that Members of the
Cross-Party Working Group had reached an agreement and had agreed to the
recommendations at its previous meeting on 13th January. Councillor Larratt stated
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that he did not dispute that there were issues with the consultation, however it was in
his opinion fair. He noted that individuals and not organisations were consulted and
elaborated that it was up to parish councils to ask for what they wanted and that the
merits of any application were considered on a case-by-case basis.
Councillor Nunn seconded the report and reserved his right to speak.
Councillor Stone commented that the Working Group had had to find a resolution
amongst the many differences between parties and individuals. She stated that all
were in agreement that a strong voice for Northampton was needed for communities
to thrive. Councillor Stone advised that the single area where there was major
disagreement was regarding Kingsthorpe, specifically the proposed boundaries. She
advised that the Labour group would be supporting the recommendations based on
the support given by residents in Far Cotton and Delapre, also Kingsthorpe with the
caveat that further discussions take place with Kingsthorpe residents in respect of the
proposed boundaries.
Councillor Beardsworth commented that there was no appetite amongst Kingsthorpe
residents for a parish council; she asked that it be removed from the proposals and
stated that she felt that things were being done “to” her constituents, not “with” them.
Councillor Birch commented that St David’s ward was included in the proposed
Kingsthorpe Parish Council despite the area voting against such a proposal and
elaborated that the area would not fit into the proposal. However she advised that she
would support the recommendations contained in the report, provided they were
adhered to.
Councillor Roberts congratulated Far Cotton Residents Association on their work in
ensuring that the community were given the proper information in order to make an
informed decision on the proposals. She noted that the CGR budget seemed to be
£100,000 over-budget and questioned where the funds to pay for this would come
from.
Councillor Meredith commented that due to the inconsistencies in the consultation, it
should be undertaken again and in a proper manner.
Councillor Davenport commented that local accountability was needed in Far Cotton
and Delapre and local people were needed to make decisions in their own area. She
hoped for a bigger voice for her ward in respect of S106 and CIL monies, as a parish
council.
Councillor McCutcheon commented that he believed a strong town council was the
best thing for Northampton following unitary.
Councillor G Eales commented that the way in which the consultation was carried out
set a dangerous precedent. He pointed out that a WASPRA representative had
spoken against the proposal, after initiating the application for a Kingsthorpe Parish
Council, and that nobody from Far Cotton & Delapre, or Duston, had made further
objections.
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Councillor Eales proposed to move that paragraphs c) and d) in 2.4 of the report be
removed and the word “Kingsthorpe” be removed from paragraphs a) and i) and defer
any decision relating to a Kingsthorpe Parish Council until the next full Council
meeting.
Councillor Beardsworth seconded the motion.
Councillor Malpas commented that Billing Parish Council put a lot of money into
Bellinge and explained that when parish councils worked well, they worked for the
benefit of all residents.
Councillor B Markham commented that he would support the proposals for a Far
Cotton & Delapre Parish Council as well as a Town Council but suggested that the
proposal for a Kingsthorpe Parish Council be deferred, since parish councils could be
created at any time.
Councillor Nunn replied and commented that parish councils provided essential
services such as for youth, seniors and mental health work. He stated that a small
response seemed reasonable as consultations did not normally garner many
responses from residents.
A vote was taken on the amendment proposed by Councillor G Eales that paragraphs
c) and d) in 2.4 of the report be removed and the word “Kingsthorpe” be removed
from paragraphs a) and i) and defer any decision relating to a Kingsthorpe Parish
Council until the next full Council meeting.
Upon a vote, the amendment was lost.
Councillor Larratt thanked Members for their contribution and advised that another
Community Governance Review would take place within 2-4 years to resolve any
issues that may arise.
The recommendations within the report were agreed.
RESOLVED:
1. Council considered the report of ORS on the second and final stage of the
consultation on a proposed town council for Northampton
2. Council considered the results of the separate consultation exercise in respect
of the proposals to create a parish council for Kingsthorpe and a community
council for Far Cotton & Delapre and included in this a separate consultation in
respect of Duston Parish Council’s proposal to extend its boundaries
3. Council approved the following recommendations of the Cross Party Working
Group at its meeting on 123th January 2020, namely;
a) That having considered the results of the ORS consultation exercise it
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accepted option ‘A’ contained in the report as the preferred option for a
town council in Northampton minus the area of Kingsthorpe and Far Cotton
& Delapre which were now recommended as separate parish and
community councils
b) That it accepted the results of the consultation in respect of Far Cotton &
Delapre and recommended the establishment of a community council for
the said unparished area of the Borough Council with the boundaries as
shown on the plan contained in the report
c) That it accepted the results of the consultation in respect of Kingsthorpe
and recommended the establishment of a parish council for the said
unparished area of the Borough Council with the boundaries as shown on
the plan contained in the report
d) That discussions between the Whitehills & Spring Park Residents
Association and various other voluntary groups etc in the Kingsthorpe area
begin as soon as possible to ensure both cohesion and joint working in the
setting up of the new parish council for Kingsthorpe
e) That Northamptonshire County Association of Local Councils be appointed
to carry out work on the establishment of a town council for Northampton
and any agreed ancillary work on the establishment of a new parish council
for Kingsthorpe and a community council for Delapre & Far Cotton in the
unparished areas of the Borough Council, and to commence work on these
proposals
f) That after consideration of the results of the consultation, the proposal
made by Duston Parish Council to extend its boundaries was not approved
g) That it approved the principle and method of initial financing by way of
grant funding from the Borough Council and any necessary reports on this
proposal be brought back to future meetings of the Cross Party Working
Group and/or Full Council
h) That it delegated authority to the Chief Executive in consultation with the
Chair of the Cross Party Working Group to oversee the process of
implementing the decisions of Full Council and the Cross Party Working
Group and to include the appointment of any necessary consultants to
assist the process of implementation and/or any required support
i) That Council noted the need for further additional meetings of Full Council
and the Cross Party Working Group in respect of a number of issues that
would require future approval such as agreeing statutory orders to set up a
town council for Northampton, a parish council for Kingsthorpe and a
community council for Delapre & Far Cotton and issues relating to the
number of town and parish councillors etc.
j) That Full Council agreed an additional budget of £100,000 to cover the
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period to the end of the financial year 2019-2020 which would include costs
already incurred on the consultation exercises and the implementation of
decisions taken by Full Council’s 20th January 2020 meeting
k) That a financial statement be submitted to the next Cross Party Working
Group on the costs of the community governance exercise and the
estimated required funds which would be needed for the period 2020/21
10. LOCAL COUNCIL TAX SUPPORT SCHEME - 2020/21
Councillor Eldred proposed the report which sought approval for the Council Tax
Reduction Scheme (CTRS) to remain at 35% reduction in 2020/21.
Councillor Nunn seconded the report.
Councillor Stone commented that she was happy that the Council was not making life
more difficult for low-earning taxpayers. She advised that she knew of two young
people in the town who were due to start their university education in September but
had received letters stating that they would need to begin paying council tax, but
noted that due to their immigration status would be exempt if they were in full-time
education. These young people had since joined the workforce instead of going to
university due to the risk of falling into debt. Councillor Stone stated that work needed
to be done to prevent this situation from happening in the future.
Councillor Beardsworth questioned whether by making these payments, the
individuals on the CTRS were being put under additional hardship.
Councillor Eldred advised that CTRS payments were collected over 12 months
instead of 10, providing people with a longer timeframe in which to pay their council
tax. He added that the Council would always seek to assist individuals who were
struggling to make payments.
The recommendations within the report were agreed.
RESOLVED:
Council endorsed the recommendation contained in the Cabinet report “Local Council
Tax Reduction Scheme” dated 23rd December 2019
11. COUNCIL TAX BASE 2020 2021
Councillor Eldred proposed the report which sought approval for the tax base for
2020/21 and added that a 200% premium was proposed on properties that stood
empty for more than 5 years.
Councillor Nunn seconded the report.
Councillor Beardsworth congratulated the Cabinet Member for Finance on the
additional recommendation in the report, stating that every property was important in
the fight against homelessness.
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The recommendations contained within the report were agreed.
RESOLVED:
1. Council approved the tax base for 2020/21 at 69,376.28 Band D equivalent
properties and associated parish tax bases within the report
2. Council approved the recommendation that the long-term empty property
premium of 200% be implemented for properties vacant for over five years, to
take effect from 1st April 2020.

12. PAY POLICY 2018/19
Councillor Nunn proposed the report for noting and that a further, more
comprehensive report would be brought before Council in due course.
Councillor Larratt seconded the report.
Councillor G Eales commented that going into unitary it was important that the new
authority was also a Living Wage employer, as well as its contractors. Regarding
redundancy policies, Councillor Eales stated the importance of balanced terms and
conditions across all authorities to prevent a “race to the bottom”.
Councillor Roberts commented that the Council should be striving for Living Wage
Accreditation
RESOLVED:
That the contents of the document be noted.
13. CLIMATE EMERGENCY CARBON FOOTPRINT
Councillor Hallam proposed the report titled “Northampton Borough Council Carbon
Emissions Baseline Data” and commented that nationally, per capita emissions had
reduced by 40% and that Northampton had reached reduced per capita emissions by
45% in the same time period. He thanked Councillors Kilby-Shaw and Joyce for
chairing 2 Climate Change Forums, and Steve Miller for his input. He noted that the
Council had recently purchased its first electric vehicle and assessment work was
now complete regarding EV charging points in the town’s car parks; installation work
would commence in the following weeks.
Councillor Kilby-Shaw seconded the report.
Councillor Malpas requested that noise generators be installed on electric vehicles to
ensure the safety of the visually impaired.
Councillor Beardsworth stated the importance of EV charging points across the town,
elaborating that annually 40,000 deaths were directly linked to poor air quality.
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Councillor Smith commented that it was good that what Northampton had committed
to was exceeding commitments made nationally and emphasised the importance of
people-driven conversations and sought assurance that “ordinary people” would
always be at the heart of the climate change movement.
Councillor B Markham stated many of the reductions were driven by central
government policies, not Council-led. He noted that public transport was a huge
contributor to carbon emissions, however no changes had been made in the town.
Councillor B Markham further noted that funding had been secured for EV charging
points, subject to finding suitable locations, and queried whether locations had been
found, as well as suitable locations for EV charging points for electric Hackney
Carriage vehicles.
Councillor Hallam advised of a website with locations of the existing EV charging
points across the town and would supply councillors with it. He advised that the
Council were “embracing electric” and would look into noise generators for the
Council’s electric vehicles.
RESOLVED:
That the report be noted.
14. CORPORATE PLAN
Councillor Nunn proposed the report which sought approval for the updated
Corporate Plan for 2019-21.
Councillor Larratt seconded the report.
Councillor Beardsworth commented that in her opinion, spending £100,000 on the
creation of new parish councils against the wishes of Northampton residents was not
an effective use of public money.
Council agreed to the recommendations contained in the report.
RESOLVED:
Council approved the updated Corporate Plan for 2019-2021 and authorised the
Chief Executive to finalise the document and publish it alongside the Council’s
Medium-Term Financial Plan.
15. CALENDAR OF MEETINGS
Councillor Patel proposed the report which sought approval for the Meeting Cycle for
2020/2021.
Councillor Oldham seconded the report.
RESOLVED:
Council approved the Meeting Cycle for 2020/2021.
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16. NOTICES OF MOTION
The Mayor advised that due to members of the public waiting to address Council on
motion ii) that it would be considered and debated first.
Zoe Robinson, Youth Development Co-ordinator for NAYC and guest Scarlett
addressed Council in respect of motion ii) and expressed the need for a youth centre
for Northampton which would provide a safe space, dedicated support and access to
a wide range of games and a place to learn life skills. Following concerns around
antisocial behaviour and knife crime, representatives from 20 schools and youth
organisations got together and following discussions, 10 young people created a
Youth Summit conference to explore and understand youth-related issues.
Scarlett emphasised the importance of a youth centre and elaborated that youth
projects had enabled her to develop and had given her the skills to be able to develop
other young people once she got older.
ii)

Councillor Stone proposed and Councillor Duffy seconded:

““We note that all the party manifestos promised new money for youth.
This council recognises that well-resourced youth work in Northampton will deliver
many benefits.
It will: provide meaningful and enriching activities for young people;
 provide jobs and career pathways for youth workers;
 deflect young people from gangs and criminal activity;
 enable young people to develop a voice and contribute to the regeneration of
the town.
To this end we agree to support the local campaign for a Youth Centre for
Northampton.
The centre will be multifaceted and provide a focus for developing our understanding
of what young people in the town need, for developing youth work, and developing a
youth voice for the town.
A youth centre, particularly in the town centre, will bring new energy and commitment
to the town.”
Council debated the motion.
Upon a vote, the motion was Carried.
i)

Councillor Roberts proposed and Councillor Birch seconded:

“This Council notes:
That analysis of the 2019 Local Election results by the Fawcett Society found that
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only 35% of councillors in England are women, up 1% since 2018. Of the seats that
were up for election in 2019, 35% went to women, up just 3 percentage points on
2015 when these seats were last contested;








Following the 2019 local elections, 45% of Labour councillors are female, 30%
of Conservative councillors are female and 34% of Liberal Democrat
councillors are female;
As of October 2019, 36 councils have passed a Parental Leave policy.
In 2019, the LGA co-produced the 21st Century Councils Equalities Toolkit
with MHCLG. The toolkit recommends that councils adopt a parental leave
policy, and t they link to the LGA Labour’s Parental Leave policy as a model to
adopt;
That the role of a councillor should be open to all, regardless of their
background, and that introducing a parental leave policy is a step towards
encouraging a wider range of people to become councillors, and is also a step
to encourage existing councillors who may want to start a family to remain as
councillors;
That parental leave must apply to parents regardless of their gender, and that
it should also cover adoption leave to support those parents who choose to
adopt.

This Council resolves:



To adopt a parental leave policy to give all councillors an entitlement to
parental leave after giving birth or adopting;
To ensure that councillors with children and other caring commitments are
supported as appropriate.”

Council debated the motion.
Upon a vote, the motion was lost.
At this juncture the Monitoring Officer announced that the guillotine had been reached
and that pursuant to part 2.4.2.2 of the Constitution, the remaining motions would be
put to the meeting without further discussion and a vote taken on whether the
remaining items should be accepted, rejected, referred, deferred or withdrawn.
It was proposed that motion iii) be rejected in accordance with paragraph 2.4.2.2 of
the Constitution.
The motion to reject motion iii) was seconded.
Upon a vote, the motion fell.
It was proposed that motion iv) be accepted in accordance with paragraph 2.4.2.2 of
the Constitution.
The motion to accept motion iv) was seconded.
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Upon a vote, the motion was carried.
17. MATTERS OF URGENCY WHICH BY REASON OF SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES THE MAYOR IS OF THE OPINION SHOULD BE
CONSIDERED.
None.
The meeting concluded at 10:05 pm
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Agenda Item 6
Appendices: 1

COUNCIL
24th February, 2020
Agenda Status: Public

Report
Title

Chief Executive

Community Governance Review and next steps

1.

Purpose

1.1

To report to Full Council the recommendations as set out below of the Cross
Party Working Group at its meeting on the 18th February, 2020. These
recommendations of the Cross Party Working Group follow the previous
recommendations of the Cross Party Working Group at its meeting on the 13 th
January, 2020 and the decisions made by Full Council at its meeting on the
20th January, 2020.

1.2

To date Full Council has already made the following main decisions at its
meeting on the 20th January, 2020, which were to create:
a)
b)
c)

1.3

A Town Council for Northampton as based on option A in the Opinion
Research Services (ORS) report.
A new Community Council for Far Cotton & Delapre.
A new Parish Council for Kingsthorpe.

As an essential and important part of the above decisions it is now necessary
to consider and then decide on the recommendations put forward by the Cross
Party Working Group at its meeting on the 18th February, 2020 which are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Working arrangements for the Town Council to include warding
arrangements and number of councillors.
Number of Parish Councillors for Far Cotton & Delapre Community
Council.
Number of Parish Councillors for Kingsthorpe Parish Council.
The content and approval of the necessary statutory orders to
implement a), b), c) & above.
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e)

The future work that will have to be considered in order to implement
further decisions to be made over the coming months on matters such
as office accommodation for the new councils, financing, transfer of the
Mayoralty etc which will also be part of the said statutory orders by way
of a series of amendments.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

It is recommended that Full Council:
a)

Considers the recommendations of the Cross Party Working Group at
its meeting on the 18th February, 2020 and set out in full, in its report
and plan now attached as Appendix ‘A’, and which are:
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

That a Community Governance Reorganisation Order be made
creating a Northampton Town council of 21 wards and 25
councillors as shown in red on the enclosed plan; a Far Cotton
and Delapré Community Council (unwarded) with 12 councillors;
and a Kingsthorpe Parish Council of five wards and 15
councillors both as shown in blue on the enclosed map (see
Appendix 1).
That the term of office of the new councillors shall be for 5 years
from 2020 onwards for four year terms.
That the Chief Executive be authorised to convene the first
meetings of the new councils. The first meeting of the Town
Council being planned for Monday 18th May at 6.00pm at the
Guildhall.
That it be noted that the new Town Council and likewise the new
Parish and Community Councils will not be exercising their full
civic functions until April 2021
That from 1st April 2020 until the first meetings of the new
councils, those borough councillors serving borough council
wards in those new Council areas shall have responsibility for
those new councils
That the Chief Executive, after consultation with the Cross Party
Working Group and subject where necessary to reports to Full
Council, be authorised to prepare schedules of land and property
to be transferred to the new councils including civic plate and
historic artefacts to the new Town Council and to approve the
budget requirement (grant to be paid) of the new councils and
this delegation to also include any necessary amendments to the
reorganisation orders for other matters that need to be included.
That the new councils will be known/titled as:
 Northampton Town Council
 Far Cotton & Delapre Community Council
 Kingsthorpe Parish Council

3

Issues

3.1

The Community Governance Reorganisation Order
To formally and legally create the new councils it will be necessary for Full
16th February, 2020 to authorise the making of
Council at its meeting on the 24

three separate orders for each of the new councils under section 82 of the
Local Government & Public Involvement in Health Act, 2007. This will deal
with the establishment and naming of the new councils, electoral
arrangements. i.e. number of councillors and wards, calling the first meetings
and other related matters.
The enclosed report to the Cross Party Working Group on the 18 th February,
2020 sets out in detail all the relevant issues relating to working arrangements,
elections etc (Appendix A) in addition, elected members should note that a
plan is also enclosed with the report showing the warding etc for the new
councils (also in Appendix A).
3.2

Over the coming months consideration will have to be given to such matters
as office accommodation for the new councils and also there will be a whole
range of other issues to be considered relating to the Mayoralty, transfer of
assets etc which will need to be discussed and decided upon by the Cross
Party Working Group.
Council should note that the existing Borough Council will continue as a legal
entity until midnight on 31st March 2021 and will therefore be responsible for
and continue to fund all those services which will only be transferred to the
new councils in April, 2021. This will apply to any offices, property etc. which
will also only transfer in 2021.

3.3

The above transfers when agreed will have to be the subject of amendments
to the three statutory orders for each of the three new councils. These orders
are part of the formal process for setting up new councils.

3.4

Council should also note from section 4.1 of the enclosed report to the Cross
Party Working Group (Appendix A) that there will be publicity for the new
councils and an event for prospective candidates to be organised on Thursday
12th March, 2020. This event will be organised by Northampton CALC which
is assisting the Council in setting up the new councils.

4.

Financial update

4.1

Initial set-up costs incurred by NBC
In July 2018 Council agreed to delegate a budget of up to £30,000 to
undertake any specialist activity associated with undertaking a community
governance review. Then in January 2020 Council agreed an additional
budget of £100,000 to cover the period to the end of the financial year
2019/20. This gives an overall budget of £130,000 – this money is coming
from NBC’s reserves.
Actual spend to date from this budget is £117k and has paid for staff costs,
canvassing costs and legal services. It is anticipated that there will be further
staff and admin costs incurred, as well as payments to NCALC. It is estimated
that the total cost will be in the region of £200k. Once these further costs are
confirmed, it is anticipated that Council will be required to decide whether to
agree to provide funding for these additional costs.

4.2

Election Costs
Election costs are not included in the above set up costs. The exact amount of
the election cost is not yet known
17but is broadly anticipated to be in the region

of £100k. This figure will be further refined moving forwards. These costs may
be met by NBC or passed on to the new Councils.
4.3

New Council year 1 costs (2020/21)
It is anticipated that NBC will give a grant to the new councils in 2020/21 to
cover necessary costs of their first year of operation (which might be
considered a ‘shadow council year’. It is anticipated that the new councils will
only have minimal operating costs in year one while they establish
themselves, with the ability to deliver a greater level of service in their second
year (2021/22) for which they will be able to set their own precept. Additional
funding may be provided on a loan basis to be repaid from the future precept.

4.3

Precepts to be raised by the new councils in year 2 onwards (2021/22
onwards)
Year 2021/22 will be the second year of operation of the new councils. The
new councils will be able to set their own precept for this year.
Use of NBC reserves
Where the costs described above are to be met by NBC, these costs will need
to come from NBC’s reserves. NBC’s existing reserves are earmarked for
existing risks and projects. Any sums to be spent on the above items are likely
to result in the need for NBC to find further savings, or to redirect reserves that
had been planned to be used elsewhere. Therefore, all future financial
decisions need to recognise the financial constraints that NBC is currently
operating within.

4.4

5.

Resources and Risk

5.1

None over and above those identified within this report.

6.

Legal

6.1

The Council has followed a community governance process under the relevant
legislation and any legal issues that may arise will be reported to future
meetings of the Cross Party Working Group.

7.

Environmental Implications (including climate change issues)

7.1

None at this stage.

8.

Other implications

8.1

None at this stage.

9

Background Papers

9.1

Report to Cross Party Working Group on Tuesday 18th January, 2020
enclosed as Appendix (A)

George Candler
Chief Executive
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Appendix A
Appendices:
1

CROSS PARTY WORKING GROUP
COMMUNITY GOVERNANCE REVIEW
Tuesday 18th February, 2020
Report Title

Community Governance Review (CGR)
Statutory Orders & Working Arrangements for
Town/Parish/Community Council

1.

Purpose

1.1

Following the last meeting of the Cross Party Working Group on 13 th January,
2020 and Full Council on 20th January, 2020 at which both meetings considered
the results of the consultations carried out by Opinion Research Services (ORS)
into the proposal to set up a Town Council for Northampton and the separate
consultation process for the proposal to establish a community council for Far
Cotton & Delapre and a parish council for Kingsthorpe, it is now necessary to
begin the initial and important stages of implementing the above decisions. As
stated the decisions are now made to create:

1.2
a) A Town Council for Northampton as based on option A in the ORS report
(Appendix 1)
b) A new parish council for Kingsthorpe as shown in the enclosed plan
(Appendix 1)
c) A new community council for Far Cotton & Delapre (Appendix 1)
As a vital and initial part of the above it is now necessary to consider and decide
upon:
a) Working arrangements for the Town Council to include warding
arrangements and number of councillors
b) Number of parish councillors for Kingsthorpe parish council (Appendix 1)
c) Number of parish councillors for Far Cotton & Delapre community council
(Appendix 1)
d) The content and approval of the necessary Statutory Order to implement the
Council’s decisions
e) The further work that will have to be considered in order to implement the
said decisions such as office accommodation for the new councils, financing
arrangements for the transfers of the Mayoralty etc.
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2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Working Group considers the following with a view to making
appropriate recommendations to Full Council at its meeting on the 24th February
2020
i)
That a Community Governance Reorganisation Order be made creating
a Northampton Town Council of 21 wards and 25 councillors as shown
in red on the enclosed plan; a Far Cotton and Delapre Community
Council (unwarded) with 12 councillors; and a Kingsthorpe Parish
Council of five wards and 15 councillors both as shown in blue on the
enclosed map (see Appendix 1).
ii)
That the term of office of the new councillors shall be for 5 years from
2020, and from 2029 onwards for four year terms.
iii)
That the Chief Executive be authorised to convene the first meetings of
the new councils. The first meeting of the Town Council being planned
for Tuesday 19th May at 6.00pm at the Guildhall.
iv)
That it be noted that the new Town Council and likewise the new parish
and community council will not be exercising its full civic functions until
April, 2021
v)
That from 1st April 2020 until the first meetings of the new councils, those
councillors serving borough council wards in those new Council areas
shall have responsibility for those councils
vi)
That the Chief Executive, after consultation with the Cross Party Working
Group and subject where necessary to reports to full Council, be
authorised to prepare schedules of land and property to be transferred
to the new councils including civic plate and historic artefacts to the new
Town Council and to approve the budget requirement (grant to be paid)
of the new councils and this delegation to also include any necessary
amendments to the reorganisation order.

3.

Issues

3.1.

The Community Governance Reorganisation Order
To formally create the new councils it will be necessary for Northampton
Borough Council at its full Council meeting on 24th February 2020 to make an
Order under section 82 of the Local Government and Public Involvement in
Health Act 2007. This will cover the establishment and naming of the new
councils, electoral arrangements (ie number of councillors and wards), the
calling of their first meetings and other related matters. This report sets out the
matters to be determined in order to draft the Order. It is critical that the Order
is made at the Council meeting if the electoral services team is able to complete
the statutory processes to hold elections to the new councils on the next
ordinary elections on Thursday 7th May 2020. Guidance from the MHCLG
states that new parish electoral arrangements come into force at ordinary parish
elections so they usually would otherwise have to wait until the next scheduled
parish elections. It will also be necessary to delegate power to the Chief
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Executive in consultation with the Cross Party Working Group to make further
amendments to the Community Reorganisation Order.
3.2.

Northamptonshire County Association of Local Councils (Northants CALC)
The Council at its last meeting also accepted a proposal from Northants County
Association of Local Councils (Northants CALC) for supporting the creation of
the new councils including interim clerking support. Officers of Northants CALC
are supporting officers of the Council on all matters relating to the new councils,
including the production of this report.

3.3.

Electoral Arrangements
The first key issue to determine is the number of councillors and wards for each
of the new councils. The 1972 Act, as amended, specifies that each parish
council must have at least five councillors; there is no maximum number. There
are no rules relating to the allocation of those councillors between parish wards
but each parish ward must have at least one parish councillor. In practice, there
is a wide variation of council size between parish councils. The Local
Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) advises that it has no
reason to believe that the pattern of council size to population has altered
significantly since research undertaken in 1992 which found parishes with
populations between 501 and 2,500 had six to 12 councillors; and those
between 2,501 and 10,000 had nine to 16 councillors. Most parish councils with
a population of between 10,001 and 20,000 had between 13 and 27 councillors,
while almost all councils representing a population of over 20,000 had between
13 and 31 councillors.
The National Association of Local Councils in its Circular 1126 suggested that
the minimum number of councillors for any parish should be seven and the
maximum 25.

3.4

Northampton Town Council
With an electorate of 94,668 and an estimated population (based upon the 2011
census) of 130,000+, the new Town Council will be the largest in England and
Wales. The electoral arrangements for the other current largest Town Councils
are as follows:
Sutton
Aylesbury Banbury Salisbury Shrewsbury Coldfield
36,989
32,257
29,765
37,223
73,172
25
22
23
17
24

Electorate
No members
No
electors/member 1480
1466
1294
2190
No wards
13
12
8
17
*Weston super Mare has the largest number of councillors.

3049
4

Weston
Weymouth s Mare
40,823
62,566
29
31*
1407
12

2,019
15

Having regard to practise elsewhere, the guidance and expediency given the
very tight timescales for completing the Order it would seem wise to follow as
closely as possible existing Borough Wards which would produce a total of 25
councillors. This gives a target member/ elector ratio of 1:3,750. Maintaining the
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current Borough Council arrangement of one councillor for most existing
Borough wards would broadly achieve this, although some adjustments would
be needed as below. All the following arrangements for 21 wards are shown on
the enclosed map in red as well as number of councillors for each ward.
(Appendix 1)
3.5

Single Member Existing Borough Wards unchanged (15)
Brookside (3,989 electorate), Boothville (3,489), Eastfield (3,856), Headlands
(3,940), Kingsley (4,266), Parklands (4,277), Phippsville 3,217), Semilong
(4,064), Trinity (3,150), Westone (4,520), Kings Heath (4,266), Park (2,029),
Rectory Farm (3,803) Rushmills (2,881), Riverside (3,721)

3.6

Two Member existing Wards unchanged (4)
Abington (7,643), Talavera (8,164)

3.7

Three Member existing Ward unchanged (3)
Castle (11,178

3.8

New Ward (1)
That part of Delapre and Briar Hill not included in the new community council
with an electorate of 3,163 is sufficient to form a new town ward. This could be
named simply Briar Hill Ward for Town Council purposes.

3.9

Minor change to existing single member Ward (1)
Spencer (4,056) plus PD NSND7 not included in New Duston parish (13
electors) making total electorate 4,069

3.10

Major change to existing single member ward (1)
That part of Old Duston ward not included in Duston Parish (PD NSOD5 (1,447
electors)) is much smaller than the criteria for a separate new ward but could
be added to St James but this would give a total electorate of 5,371 making it
rather large although not large enough to become a two member ward. This
need not be the end of the story and it will be possible to conduct another
shortened Community Governance Review to look at any anomalies in ward
boundaries or any other issues which arise from this Order.

3.11

Far Cotton and Delapre Community Council
This will be a single ward council with an electorate of 8,173 electors.
Existing parishes within the Borough, their electorate and number of councillors
are as follows:
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No. of
Electorate councillors
7,032
14
13,086
12
543
8
1,801
10
6,156
11
7,585
12

Parish
Great Billing
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury
Meadows
West Hunsbury
Upton
Collingtree

1,714
3,566
5,312
896

8
7
10
7

Given the above variation, a council comprising 12 councillors would seem
appropriate. (see note below about GPC) (Appendix 1)
3.12

Kingsthorpe Parish Council
Kingsthorpe comprises five existing Borough Wards with a total electorate of
17,240. Continuing the practise of following existing Borough Wards as far as
possible with three members per ward would produce a total of 15 parish
councillors. (Appendix 1)

3.13

General Power of Competence (GPC)
A further aspect to be borne in mind when determining the number of parish
councillors, is of course the likelihood of securing sufficient candidates for all
seats. Council Officers and Northants CALC will be working to encourage
participation in the coming parish elections and a more detailed report on this
aspect will be presented to future meeting.
The number of contested seats at this election is one of the key criteria enabling
the new parishes to adopt the General Power of Competence (GPC). Parish
Councils generally have limited powers compared with principal (Borough and
County) councils. However, the Localism Act 2011 enables “eligible” Parish
Councils in England which meet a set eligibility criteria to do anything that
individuals generally may do. The resolution to do so must be repeated at each
subsequent annual meeting. The criteria are


two thirds or more of the councillors have been elected, rather than co-opted
or appointed;



the clerk to the parish council holds the Certificate in Local Council
Administration (CiLCA) or equivalent;



the clerk to the parish council has completed the relevant training (i.e.
training in the exercise of the general power provided in accordance with the
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national training strategy for parish councils adopted by the National
Association of Local Councils.)
The Acting Town Clerk to the proposed Town Council meets this criteria so it
will be essential for the efficient operation of its business during the first term of
office that all seats are contested in the coming election.
3.14

Term of Office
The terms of office of the new councillors will be prescribed in the Order and will
need to be consistent with electoral terms for most other councils affected by
Local Government Reorganisation in Northamptonshire. This has resulted in the
current and next term of office being five years. With the last year of ordinary
elections being 2015, then the terms of office for the new councillors are
therefore recommended to be until 2020, then until 2025 and from 2029
onwards for four year terms.

3.15

Convening the first Meetings
The Order will need to specify who will be convening the first meetings of the
new councils and when they will be held. It is recommended that the Chief
Executive of the Borough Council be authorised to convene these first meetings.
A person appointed by him could attend each meeting and call for nominations
for Chairman.
The date of the first meeting must take place no later than 14 days after the day
on which the councillors elected to the new parish council take office. In the
case of the Town Council, assuming members will wish for the meeting to be
held in the Council Chamber at the Guildhall and having regard to other
scheduled meetings, it is recommended that the first meeting of Northampton
Town Council be held on Tuesday 19th May at 6.00 p.m.

3.16

Temporary Authority until New Councils’ AGM
The new councils will come into legal effect on 1 April 2020 but it will be
necessary to make arrangements for who is to have authority between then and
the first meetings of those councils up to six weeks later. Following precedent
from other areas it is recommended that the new parishes shall be represented
by those persons who immediately before 1 April 2020 are elected borough
councillors for those respective areas.

3.17

Historic Artefacts and Civic Plate
The Council has determined that one of the key functions of the new Town
Council will be to protect, maintain and enhance the town’s unique and historic
heritage. As the Town Council will be operating in parallel to the existing Brough
Council for its first year, it would clearly not wish confuse or impact on the status
of the current Mayor. Although the new Town Council will have the right to style
its chairman as “Town Mayor” it is proposed that the Town Council does not
undertake any major civic role until its second Annual Meeting in May 2021 and
that during its first year there shall be a Chairman and Vice Chairman of the
Town Council. Accordingly, the mayoral chains, robes, badge of office, maces,
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civic plate and other associated artefacts can be transferred to the Town Council
on 1 April 2021. In view of the short time available to prepare a comprehensive
list it is recommended that the Chief Executive, after consultation with the Cross
Party Working Group and subject to reports to full council, be authorised in the
Order to compile a schedule of artefacts and plate to be transferred by that date.
It is intended that, in order to demonstrate continuity of the Mayoralty at the
Town Council Annual Meeting in May 2021 the last Borough Mayor could be in
attendance to take part in a brief “handing over ceremony” of the civic plate
during the election of the first Town Mayor and Deputy Town Mayor.
3.18

Transfer of Property and Services
In order that the new Town Council has time to become established and to
develop its service delivery capacity it is proposed that transfer of any land,
property or other services be phased over two or three years. The first tranche
of property and services to be transferred on 1st April 2021 shall include
allotments, closed churchyards and appropriate office accommodation. The
Working Group at future meetings will need to consider what transfer of assets
etc is appropriate to the new Councils.

3.19

Grants to the new Councils
The Order would usually specify for the purposes of regulation 3 of the Local
Government Finance (New Parishes) (England) Regulations 2008 a “budget
requirement” or grant to be paid to each new parish council. However, as once
again there is insufficient time to finalise these amounts it is recommended that
in the Order the Chief Executive is authorised to specify the amount of the grant
to be paid to each of the new parishes.

4.

Matters for Consideration

4.1

In addition to the time critical work being undertaken to prepare the
Reorganisation Order, Northants CALC has also begun work on the following
areas –
Website

Elections:

the domain name (northamptontowncouncil.gov.uk) has
been purchased and a website has been procured as per the
project plan. The website will go live as soon as NBC give
the green light (most probably the week of the 17 Feb when
the papers for the council meeting on the 24 Feb are
available)
an event will be hosted by Northants CALC at the Guildhall
(venue still to be booked) on Thursday March 12 to
encourage prospective candidates to find out more about
being a town/parish/community councillor. The event will be
led by Danny Moody (Chief Exec) with support from Marie
Reilly (Training Manager) or Lesley Sambrook Smith (Deputy
Chief Exec) as required. Northants CALC have prepared
election material and Diana Bowden will provide candidate
packs. An additional event is to be arranged in the town
centre during the day to try to encourage people to stand for
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GANNT chart:

Next steps:

election. This will be before the March 12 event, however
input from NBC is required as to the most suitable venue in
the town centre.
GANNT chart has been prepared and is being used by
Northants CALC to manage the project. Critical next steps
are preparation of staff recruitment pack and identification of
suitable office premises.
New policy documents for NTC. The Acting Town Clerk when
appointed to the Town Council intends producing regular
updates for existing borough councillors on progress being
made. This could possibly be extended to local community
groups to keep them abreast of developments.
Our immediate actions post-election will include new
councillor inductions, and “visioning” session for new
councillors to help determine the future strategies of the
Town Council.

The Community
Governance
Re-Organisation
Orders

The decisions made by this Working Group and then
considered by Full Council on the 24th February 2020 will
need to be incorporated into three Community Governance
Reorganisation Orders, one for each of the new councils.
These three Orders will over the coming months have to
reflect the decisions of Full Council and any other decisions
made under the proposed Delegated Powers to the Chief
Executive in consultation with the Working Group.

Financial Report A Financial Report will be brought to the next meeting of this
Working Group.

George Candler
Chief Executive
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Moves into Kings Heath Ward
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Moves into St James Ward
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Agenda Item 7
Appendices:
Cabinet report plus
11 appendices

COUNCIL
24 February 2020
Agenda Status: Public

Report
Title

Directorate: Management Board

General Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme
2020/21 and Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 – 2023/24

1.

Purpose

1.1

To report the outcome of the consultation process on the 2020/21 general
fund revenue and capital budget and the Government funding settlement for
2020/21.

1.2

To agree the Cabinet’s recommendations for the 2020/21 general fund
budgets and council tax level and the indicative levels for 2020/21 to 2023/24.

1.3

To outline the general fund capital programme and funding proposals for
2020/21 and future years.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the feedback from consultation with the public, organisations and the
Overview and Scrutiny and Audit Committees be considered and welcomed
(detailed at appendices 9, 10 and 11).

2.2

That a general fund revenue budget for 2020/21 of £27.770m (excluding
parishes, or £29.006m including parish precepts) be approved (detailed in
appendices 1 and 2).

2.4

That the Council increases the council tax for its own purposes (excluding
County, Police, Fire and Parish Precepts) by £5.00 (2.21%) per year per
average band D property for 2020/21.

2.5

That the Council approve the general fund capital budget and outline
programme and proposed financing for 2020/21, including the schemes in the
development pool, as set out in appendix 4.
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2.6

That Council confirm a minimum level of general fund balances for 2020/21 of
£3.0m that reflects the risks being faced by the Council, with a prudent level of
£4.0m included in the budget setting, and also note the position on earmarked
reserves (appendix 7).

2.7

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer in consultation with
the Cabinet Member for Finance, and where appropriate the relevant Head of
Service and Cabinet Member to:
 Transfer monies to/from earmarked reserves as appropriate during the
financial year; and
 Update prudential indicators in both the prudential indicators report
and treasury strategy report to Council, for any budget changes that
impact on these.

2.8

That the draft fees and charges set out in appendix 8 be approved, including
immediate implementation where appropriate. Note the one small amendment
to the fees and charges schedule as detailed at section 3.1.3.

2.9

That Council approve the treasury management strategy (and associated
appendices) for 2020/21 at appendix 5 of this report.

2.10

That authority be delegated to the Council’s Chief Finance Officer, in liaison
with the Cabinet Member for Finance, to make any temporary changes
needed to the Council’s borrowing and investment strategy to enable the
authority to meet its obligations.

2.11

That Council delegate authority to the Chief Executive, Heads of Service and
Chief Finance Officer to implement all budget options and restructures.

3. Issues and choices
3.1

Report background

3.1.1

In the event that there are changes made in accordance with the delegated
authority to the Chief Finance Officer following Cabinet’s meeting on 19
February 2020, updated appendices to the cabinet report will be tabled
reflecting these changes.

3.1.2

See also Cabinet report attached.

3.1.3

The Cabinet report of 19 February 2020 stated that “the final 2020/21 local
government finance settlement is expected to be laid before the House of
Commons in February, but has not yet been released at the time of writing
this report”. Since this time, the final settlement has been released via a
written statement. There was nothing unexpected in this statement, so there
would be no changes to Northampton Borough Council’s budget as a result
of this. However, it should be noted that the planned debate on the final
settlement, scheduled for 12 February has been delayed, and as a result, at
the time of writing this report, the parliamentary vote on the settlement has
not yet taken place. There is, therefore, a risk that this budget is being set on
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the basis of the communicated settlement, but this has not yet been ratified
by Government.
3.1.4

There has been one minor inclusion to the fees and charges schedule
compared to the version that went to Cabinet on 19 February 2020. This is
the inclusion of a line to state that fees are available on request for
photography and filming at the Guildhall for commercial list. This has been
added to appendix 8 with this report.

4.

Implications (including financial implications)

4.1

Policy

4.1.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.2

Resources and risk

4.2.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.3

Legal

4.3.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.4

Equality

4.4.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.5

Other implications

4.5.1 See Cabinet report attached.
5. Background papers
5.1

See Cabinet report attached.
Stuart McGregor,
Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer)
George Candler,
Chief Executive
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CABINET REPORT
Report Title

General Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme
2020/21 and Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 to
2023/24

AGENDA STATUS:

PUBLIC

Cabinet Meeting Date:

19 February 2020

Key Decision:

YES

Within Policy:

YES

Policy Document:

YES

Directorate:

Management Board

Accountable Cabinet Member:

Cllr B Eldred

Ward(s)

NA

1. Purpose
1.1

To report the outcome of the consultation process on the 2020/21 general fund
revenue and capital budget and the government funding settlement for 2020/21.

1.2

To agree Cabinet’s proposals for recommendation to Council on 24 February
2020 for the 2020/21 general fund budgets and council tax level and the
indicative levels for 2021/22 to 2023/24.

1.3

To outline the general fund capital programme and funding proposals for
2020/21 and future years.

2. Recommendations
2.1

That the feedback from consultation with the public, organisations and the
Overview and Scrutiny and Audit Committees be considered and welcomed
(detailed at appendices 9, 10 and 11).
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2.2

That the changes to the proposed budget (detailed at paragraph 3.2.6), in light
of technical adjustments and the provisional local government funding
settlement, be agreed.

2.3

That a general fund revenue budget for 2020/21 of £27.770m (excluding
parishes, or £29.006m including parish precepts) be recommended to Council
for its own purposes (detailed in paragraph 3.2.4 and appendices 1 and 2).

2.4

That the Council be recommended to increase the council tax for its own
purposes (excluding county, police, fire and parish precepts) by £5.00 (2.21%)
per year per band D property for 2020/21.

2.5

That the Council be recommended to approve the general fund capital
programme and proposed financing for 2020/21, including the inclusion of
schemes in the development pool, as set out in appendix 4.

2.6

That Council be recommended to confirm a minimum level of general fund
balances for 2020/21 of £3.0m that reflects the risks being faced by the Council,
with a prudent level of £4.0m included in the budget setting, and also note the
position on earmarked reserves (appendix 7).

2.7

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer in consultation with the
Cabinet Member for Finance, and where appropriate the relevant Head of
Service and Cabinet Member to:
 Transfer monies to/from earmarked reserves should that become
necessary during the financial year.
 Update prudential indicators in both the prudential indicators report and
treasury strategy report to Council, for any budget changes that impact on
these.

2.8

That the draft fees and charges set out in appendix 8 be approved, including
immediate implementation where appropriate.

2.9

That Council be recommended to approve the treasury management strategy
(and associated appendices) for 2020/21 at appendix 5 of this report.

2.10

That authority be delegated to the Council’s Chief Finance Officer, in liaison with
the Cabinet Member for Finance, to make any temporary changes needed to
the Council’s borrowing and investment strategy to enable the authority to meet
its obligations.

2.11

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer to make any technical
changes necessary to the papers for the Council meeting of 24 February 2020,
including changes to the finance settlement and changes relating to council tax
precepts set by other precepting bodies.
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3. Issues and choices
3.1 Report background
3.1.1 The Council is required to set a balanced budget and its council tax for 2020/21
in February 2020. The proposals in this report have been developed by officers
in consultation with Cabinet Members and Corporate Management Board.
3.1.2 Cabinet agreed a draft budget in December 2019 and the proposals within this
have been subject to a period of public consultation and have been reviewed by
both Audit Committee and Overview and Scrutiny Panel. The outcomes of these
consultations are set out in appendices 9, 10 and 11.
3.1.3 The Cabinet report in December set out the national and local economic context
and background to the sources of funding that underpin the budget and medium
term financial plan.
3.2 Issues
3.2.1 Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP)
The MTFP provides a forecast of the Council’s expenditure and income over
the next four years. This is set in the context of the proposed local government
reorganisation and creation of a new unitary authority. Whilst this means that
Northampton Borough Council may cease to exist in its current form beyond
2020/21, the budget set for that year must be sustainable. Therefore, forecasts
are prepared for three financial years beyond 2020/21 on a no-change basis.
These forecasts, detailed in appendix 1, include efficiency and other savings
as well as growth requirements.
3.2.2 Savings proposals of £1.387m and growth proposals of £0.320m for 2020/21
are set out in appendix 2. Implementation of the proposed savings listed in
appendix 2 will enable the Council to set a balanced budget for 2020/21.
3.2.3 The MTFP forecasts further savings requirement of £1.502m in 2021/22 rising
to £2.622m in 2023/24. The exact figure is subject to any changes to
government funding and other changes to forecast budgets. These further
savings can be achieved through the strands set out in the approved medium
term financial strategy:
 Growth – realising the benefits of growth through the generation of
additional business rate income and council tax.
 Partnerships – working with other local authorities, private sector and
community partners to deliver high quality and cost effective front-line and
support services.
 Use of IT/digital channels – to reduce transaction costs and increase staff
productivity through the use of technology.
 Maximise income generation – ensure that income is maximised by setting
charges at an appropriate level, as well as increasing demand through
effective marketing.
 Review service and staffing structures – to ensure that these are fit for
purpose and are appropriate to the Council’s changing needs and priorities.
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 Investment/commercial opportunities – realising opportunities to undertake
appropriate investments that will generate a commercial return.
 Realise opportunities from new environmental services contract – the new
contract will provide significantly improved quality and provide opportunities
to reduce the costs involved in rectifying shortfalls in current service
provision.
3.2.4 General fund revenue budget 2020/21
The proposed budget for 2020/21 is shown in appendix 1 and summarised in
the table below. A balanced budget has been achieved through the Council’s
prudent financial management and continued commitment to delivering
efficiency savings.
2020/21
£m

Description
Service base budget

30.400

Proposed growth

(1.387)

Proposed savings

0.320

Corporate budgets*

(1.161)

Contribution from reserves

0.834

Net budget

29.006

Business rates

(9.306)

New homes bonus

(2.424)

Council tax

(17.251)

Collection fund surplus

(0.025)

Total funding

(29.006)

Savings to be identified
* This figure includes £1.236m of parish precepts

0

3.2.5 Changes to the budget since the December draft budget
The draft budget was approved by Cabinet in December 2019. Following the
publication of the draft budget, the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local
Government has released the provisional local government finance settlement
(on 20 December 2019). This did not contain any significant changes but has
allowed some further refinement of the Council’s forecast 2020/21 funding
levels. The final 2020/21 settlement is expected to be laid before the House of
Commons in February but has not yet been released at the time of writing of
this report.
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3.2.6 Further work and technical adjustments to the continuation budget and
corporate budgets have also been carried out. A summary of all the changes to
the budget since the publication of the draft budget are shown in the table below:
Summary of changes since Cabinet December 2019
Additional homelessness grant

2020/21
budget
£m
(0.553)

Removal of Events saving option

0.010

Updated debt financing costs forecast

0.100

Increase contribution to reserves

0.492

Updated parish precept payment figures

0.066

Total changes to net budget

0.115

Changes to funding
New homes bonus

(0.024)

Updated parish precept council tax income

(0.066)

Collection fund surplus

(0.025)

Total changes to funding

(0.115)

3.2.7 Council tax
As part of the local government finance settlement, the Secretary of State has
set a referendum trigger for 2020/21 of a 2% or £5.00 increase (whichever is
greater) in the band D equivalent council tax, which will apply for all lower-tier
(district and borough) councils.
3.2.8 The draft budget for 2020/21 proposed an increase in council tax at this
referendum trigger level. This will be an increase of £5.00 (or 2.21%) per year,
or 9.6p per week, for an average band D property. It is recommended that
Cabinet recommend this increase to Council.
3.2.9 Northampton Borough Council’s 2020/21 tax base of 69,376.28 band D
equivalent properties was agreed by Council at their meeting of 20 January
2020.
3.2.10 The average band D council tax (excluding parishes) for the last 5 years is
shown in the table below. Note that due to the fire functions of Northamptonshire
County Council being transferred to the Northamptonshire Commissioner Fire
& Rescue Authority from 1 January 2019, a notional amount of £59.00 was split
out form the County Council amount for 2018/19 and allocated to the new Fire
Authority.
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Preceptor
Northampton Borough
Council
Northamptonshire
County Council (NCC)
NCC Adult Social
Care Precept
Northamptonshire Fire
& Rescue Authority
Northamptonshire
Police & Crime
Commissioner
Total

2016/17
£

2017/18
£

2018/19
Actual
£

2018/19
Notional
£

2019/20
£

2020/21
£

207.91

212.91

219.28

n/a

225.84

230.84

1,089.87

1,111.87

1,146.63

1,087.63

1,146.38

TBC

21.38

54.72

89.72

89.72

89.72

TBC

n/a

n/a

0.00

59.00

60.76

TBC

204.96

209.04

221.04

n/a

245.04

TBC

1,524.12

1,588.54

1,676.67

1,676.67

1,767.74

TBC

3.2.11 Special expenses
The Council charges special expenses to its residents as part of its council tax
charge. Special expenses relate to expenditure deemed solely to apply to a part
of the borough where precepting authorities in other parts of the borough have
chosen to precept and supply the same service separately. These are known
as concurrent services.
3.2.12 Northampton Borough Council charges special expenses for the maintenance
of its smaller parks and open spaces as this service is also carried out by parish
councils in some areas. Because these smaller parks and opens spaces are not
evenly distributed across the borough, the special expense charge (unlike the
main council tax element) differs across the parishes of the borough.
3.2.13 The basic mechanism is to deduct the relevant expenditure from the total
council tax applying to the total tax base, and then re-apply that expenditure
over the parishes affected. This means that residents in different parts of the
borough will pay different amounts according to the distribution of parks and
open spaces across the borough. See appendix 6 for further details and
explanation of special expenses.
3.2.14 Capital strategy
The draft capital strategy is attached as appendix 3. There have been the
following minor changes since this was reported to Cabinet with the draft budget
in December:
 Requirement for all schemes over £100k to go to Corporate Management
Board for approval.
 Additional section on investment properties added.
3.2.15 The aim of the capital strategy is to provide a clear framework for capital funding
and expenditure decisions. This is in the context of the Council’s vision, values,
objectives and priorities, financial resources, and spending plans. The capital
programme is designed to support the delivery of the Council’s priorities as set
out in the corporate plan. It takes into account proposed changes to CIPFA’s
prudential code and the latest minimum revenue provision guidance from
central government.
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3.2.16 The strategy supports the development of an approved capital programme that
shows the Council’s commitment to maintaining and improving its capital stock
and infrastructure. This in turn underpins the delivery of high quality and value
for money services and helps to secure a better environment for the people of
Northampton.
3.2.17 General fund capital programme 2020/21 to 2023/24
The draft general fund capital programme and funding for the next four years is
detailed in appendix 4 and summarised in the table below. The value of the
proposed programme for 2020/21 is £47.6m. Proposed new schemes include
enhancements to parks and sports facilities, car park improvements,
replacement of footbridges and the upgrade of IT assets.
Description
Ongoing schemes in the current approved capital programme
Schemes in the current development pool awaiting formal
approval
New proposals
Total general fund capital programme

2020/21
budget
£m
7.050
37.900
2.621
47.571

Funding source:
Grants and contributions

3.589

S106 funded schemes

0.318

Self-funded schemes

12.150

Borrowing

31.514

Total Funding

47.571

3.2.18 The proposed capital programme would require funding from a variety of
sources. The revenue impact of borrowing is reflected in the debt financing
budget and the treasury management strategy and prudential indicators.
3.2.19 Further significant schemes supporting the achievement of the medium term
financial strategy may be brought into the capital programme over the next 12
months, supported by robust capital appraisals and business cases.
3.2.20 Earmarked reserves and general fund balances
Earmarked reserves are held to mitigate against specific risks and future
spending pressures. They are reviewed on an ongoing basis, but specifically as
part of the budget process and again at the closure of accounts. Contributions
to and from reserves will be adjusted for future years as the forecasts of
government funding are updated.
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3.2.21 General fund reserves as at 1 April 2019 stood at a total of £30.4m. A
breakdown is shown in the table below:
Reserves
Service specific
earmarked reserves
Corporate earmarked
reserves
Technical reserves
Minimum level of
general reserves
Total general fund
reserves

Balance at
1 April 2019
£m

Purpose
To cover specific known spending
commitments
Held to mitigate against corporate risks
and to fund future funding pressures
To deal with technical accounting
differences across financial years

1.6
19.7
5.0
4.0

To cover general unquantified risks

30.4

3.2.22 The forecast balances on earmarked reserves are set out in appendix 7.
3.2.23 As part of the budget process the Council determines a prudent minimum level
of general fund balances to hold against general risks. This minimum level is
designed to cope with unpredictable circumstances, which cannot be addressed
by management or policy action within the year. The risk assessed minimum
level of general fund balances for 2020/21 is £3.0m and reflect the risks being
faced by the Council, with a prudent level of £4.0m included in the budget
setting. This is the same level as in 2019/20. The risks assessed in respect of
housing related services is reflected in the prudent level of £4.0m with an
absolute minimum of £3.0m.
3.2.24 Robustness of estimates and adequacy of reserves
The Local Government Act 2003 places a duty on the Chief Finance Officer to
comment on ‘the robustness of the estimates’ included in the budget and the
adequacy of the reserves for which the budget provides. This is subject to a
separate report to this Cabinet meeting.
3.2.25 Fees and charges
The draft schedule of fees and charges for 2020/21 is attached at appendix 8.
The Cabinet is recommended to agree the fees and charges that have been
reflected in the budgeted income figures. These figures have been reviewed
through the medium term planning process and updated where feasible.
3.2.26 Treasury management strategy
The treasury management strategy 2020/21 at appendix 5 sets out the
Council’s policy for its debt and investment portfolios over the next financial
year. It is reviewed annually and reported to Cabinet and Council as part of the
budget setting process. The purpose of the strategy is to establish the
framework for the effective and efficient management of the Council’s treasury
management activity, including the Council’s investment portfolio, within
legislative, regulatory, and best practice regimes, and balancing risk against
reward in the best interests of stewardship of the public purse. The resources
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required to deliver the Council’s treasury management strategy and policies
over the next five years are incorporated into the Council’s HRA and general
fund revenue budgets.
3.2.27 Next steps
The Council meeting on 24 February 2020 will consider the recommendations
of this Cabinet in relation to the expenditure and tax proposals that relate to the
Council’s own spending.
3.2.28 In addition to the Council’s own council tax, there are separate council taxes for
the county, police authority, fire authority and the parishes. Not all of these
precepting bodies may have set their council taxes at the date of the Cabinet
report being written, with the result that these will be reported to the Cabinet if
known by that date and at Council on 24 February 2020 in any event.
3.3 Choices (options)
3.3.1 It is recommended that Cabinet make the recommendations to Council as
detailed in section 2 of this report, taking into account the items detailed for
noting.
3.3.2 The Cabinet may choose to make amendments to the proposed budgets or to
the proposed council tax increase and adjust the budget proposals accordingly,
in consultation with the Chief Executive and the Chief Finance Officer. It would
then recommend the amended budget and council tax (if applicable) to Council.
4. Implications (including financial implications)
4.1 Policy
4.1.1 The revenue and capital budgets are set in support of the Council’s priorities
and within the context of the medium term financial strategy and capital strategy.
4.2 Resources and risk
4.2.1 The resource implications are detailed throughout the report and appendices.
4.2.2 The robustness of the estimates and adequacy of the Council’s reserves are
subject to a separate report.
4.2.3 A report on risks and the 2020/21 budget was also considered by the Audit
Committee at its meeting on 6 February 2020.
4.3 Legal
4.3.1 The Council must set a balanced budget for the next financial year by midnight
on 11 March 2020 (Local Government Finance Act 1992 section 32 (10). Failure
to do this would leave the Council potentially vulnerable to court action by way
of judicial review. Delay in sending out council tax demands would result in
losses being incurred by the Council.
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4.3.2 The Council has a legal duty with regard to assessment of the impact of its
activities, including financial decision making, with regard to the Public Sector
Duty of Equality (“PSED”) imposed upon local authorities at section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010, which mandates that Local Authorities must have due regard
to;
 eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under the Act


advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic in that Act and persons who do not share it and



foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

4.3.3 Failure to comply with this duty could potentially present an increased risk of a
challenge to these proposals, and the Council’s budget in general, in the High
Court.
4.4 Equality and health
4.4.1 Each of the medium term planning options submitted have been considered
taking into account the statutory PSED at section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.
4.4.2 Compliance with the PSED is an ongoing process with regard to the budget
setting process and financial management generally. No problematic impacts
have been identified so far. If Cabinet decides to recommend that the
proposals are adopted at full Council, any potentially problematic impacts that
are identified as part of the ongoing process will be reported to full Council, as
well any proposed amendments to mitigate that impact, in compliance with the
requirements of the PSED.
4.5 Consultees (internal and external)
4.5.1 Public consultation on the 2020/21 draft budget was launched on the 16
December 2019. This included an online consultation questionnaire that was
open until 31 January 2020. Paper questionnaires were also available on
request. In addition, a public meeting was held on 27 January 2020. The
consultation period will formally close on the date that the budget is approved
by Council in February 2020.
4.5.2 A summary of the results of the public consultation are reported at appendix 9.
4.5.3 Overview and Scrutiny Committee reviewed the budget proposals at its meeting
on 9 January 2020. The views of the Overview and Scrutiny Committees are
reported in an extract of the minutes of that meeting in appendix 10.
4.5.4 Audit Committee reviewed the budget proposals from a risk perspective on 6
February 2020. An extract of the minutes of that meeting are at appendix 11.
4.6 How the proposals deliver priority outcomes
4.6.1 The budget is a key ingredient of effective financial governance, which
contributes to the priority of “spending your money wisely”. More broadly, the
10
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Council’s budget is the financial representation of the Council’s priority
outcomes.
4.7 Environmental implications (including climate change issues)
4.7.1 Any potentially negative environmental impacts, especially with regard to
climate change issues, were considered as part of each of the medium term
planning options submitted. The proposals in this report have been formulated
so as to avoid any negative environmental impact.
4.8 Other implications
4.8.1 None not already covered above.
5. Background papers
5.1

No background papers.

5.2

Appendices:
1. Proposed general fund revenue summary 2020/21 to 2023/24
2. General fund savings and growth options 2020/21
3. Capital strategy 2020/21
4. Proposed general fund capital programme and financing 2020/21 to 2023/24
5. Treasury management strategy 2020/21
6. Special expenses
7. General fund reserves forecast
8. Draft fees and charges 2020/21
9. Consultation – public consultation
10. Consultation – Overview and Scrutiny Committee
11. Consultation – Audit Committee
George Candler, Chief Executive
Stuart McGregor, Chief Finance Officer
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General Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme 2020/21
and Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 to 2023/24:
Appendix 1
Proposed general fund revenue summary 2020/21 to 2023/24
Description
Service Base Budget
Total Savings
Total Growth
Total MTP Options
Gross Revenue Budget
Corporate Budgets
Debt Financing
Recharges from General Fund to HRA
Parish Grants
Parish Precepts
Other Corporate Budgets
Contribution to/(from) Earmarked Reserves
Total Corporate Budgets
Net Budget
Funding
Business Rates Baseline
Other Business Rates elements
New Homes Bonus
Total Government Funding
Council Tax
Band D Council Tax
Tax Base
NBC Council Tax
Parish-related Council Tax
Total Council Tax
Surplus on Collection Fund
Total Funding

Budget
2020/21
£
30,400,475
(1,387,000)
320,000
(1,067,000)
29,333,475

Budget
2021/22
£
30,930,272
(1,387,000)
300,000
(1,087,000)
29,843,272

Budget
2022/23
£
31,297,941
(1,387,000)
300,000
(1,087,000)
30,210,941

Budget
2023/24
£
31,742,733
(1,387,000)
300,000
(1,087,000)
30,655,733

2,153,423
(2,650,000)
(18,652)
1,236,759
(1,883,000)
834,480
(326,990)
29,006,485

2,736,901
(2,650,000)
(18,652)
1,170,692
(854,000)
(724,408)
(339,467)
29,503,805

2,903,930
(2,650,000)
(18,652)
1,170,692
(678,000)
(551,000)
176,970
30,387,911

3,058,364
(2,650,000)
(18,652)
1,170,692
3,364,000
(4,555,000)
369,404
31,025,137

(6,868,442)
(2,438,053)
(2,423,755)
(11,730,250)

(6,870,000)
(2,590,000)
(846,273)
(10,306,273)

(6,870,000)
(2,690,000)
(554,741)
(10,114,741)

(6,870,000)
(2,790,000)
0
(9,660,000)

230.84
69,376
(16,014,582)
(1,236,759)
(17,251,341)
(24,894)
(29,006,485)

235.84
70,070
(16,525,078)
(1,170,692)
(17,695,770)
0
(28,002,042)

240.84
70,771
(17,044,182)
(1,170,692)
(18,214,874)
0
(28,329,615)

245.84
71,478
(17,572,016)
(1,170,692)
(18,742,708)
0
(28,402,708)

0

1,501,763

2,058,296

2,622,429

Budget Gap
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General Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme 2020/21
and Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 to 2023/24:
Appendix 2
General fund savings and growth options 2020/21
Head of
Service

Key service area

MTP
Reference

Commercial Services

S01

C&C

Commercial Services

S02

C&C

Digital Team

S03

C&C

Environmental Services
Core Contract

S04

CFO

Information Technology

S05

CFO

LGSS

S06

CEO

Community and Other
Grants

S07
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C&C

MTP description
Savings options
Environmental Protection Business support. Income
generation by increasing the provision of charged for
services. Potential to expand provision of some primary
authority advice in respect to environmental protection.
Officers already provide pre-application advice in relation to
noise, air quality, contaminated land and odour control to
applicants for planning permission. It is possible to charge for
this service on a full cost recovery basis.
Food and safety Business Support. Income generation by
increasing the provision of charged for services. Currently the
Council provides business support to four companies through
the primary authority scheme. This work is carried out on a
full cost recovery basis. There is opportunity to expand this
service through additional partnerships with businesses
operating in the area.
Saving resulting from sharing resources with the LGR project
team.
The Environmental Services Contract is multi-faceted,
providing refuse/recycling collections, street and
environmental management along with allotments, cemeteries
and public conveniences. Various options are being drawn up
to reduce existing costs.
Efficiency reduction in managed ICT budget
Reducing contract costs in conjunction with Shared Service
provider
Reduction in grants funding. Includes Small Grants scheme
and members grants.

13

2020/21

Savings / growth (£000)
2021/22 2022/23
2023/4

-25

-25

-25

-25

-25

-25

-25

-25

-40

-40

-40

-40

-200

-200

-200

-200

-50

-50

-50

-50

-90

-90

-90

-90

-90

-90

-90

-90

General Fund Revenue Budget and Capital Programme 2020/21
and Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 to 2023/24:
Appendix 2
Head of
Service

Key service area

MTP
Reference

MTP description
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EAC

Estates Management

S08

EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC

CCTV
Car Parking
Facilities Management
Facilities Management

S10
S11
S12
S13

EAC

Facilities Management

S14

EAC

Markets
Housing Advice and
Options
Housing Advice and
Options
Housing Advice and
Options
Councillor & Managerial
Support
Borough Secretary
Group

S15

Savings options
Increase in Commercial Property income, through rent
reviews and planned acquisitions
Efficiency measure to reduce the number of fibre lines used
Deletion of vacant post
Deletion of vacant post
Deletion of vacant post
Postage and print savings. Electronic transfer of mail to
central hub for printing, enveloping and dispatch, with the
option for customers to opt into an e-mail or texted version of
the information and a push towards this methodology.
Review of market operations

S16

H&W
H&W
H&W
BS
BS

2020/21

Savings / growth (£000)
2021/22 2022/23
2023/4

-300

-300

-300

-300

-20
-22
-37
-27

-20
-22
-37
-27

-20
-22
-37
-27

-20
-22
-37
-27

-40

-40

-40

-40

-50

-50

-50

-50

Additional saving in the net cost of temporary accommodation

-40

-40

-40

-40

S17

Deletion of vacant post within Housing Service

-30

-30

-30

-30

S18

Delete the vacant part time post Landlord Liaison team

-25

-25

-25

-25

S19

A reduction in the Member training budget

-3

-3

-3

-3

S20

Restructure of posts within Borough Secretary Group

-78

-78

-78

-78

-13

-13

-13

-13

-5

-5

-5

-5

BS

Electoral Services

S21

BS

Legal

S22

Electoral Services postage cost reduction. The method of the
annual canvass is due to change in 2020. Initially the electoral
register data will be electronically matched with council tax.
Any properties/electors who match do not need to have a
form sent out.
Review and Increase the amount of fees charged to external
companies for commercial property and planning S106
agreements.
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Head of
Service

Key service area

MTP
Reference

MTP description

Democratic Services

S23

PLA

Building Control

S24

PLA
PLA
PLA
PLA

Development Control
Development Control
Development Control
Head of Planning
Planning Policy &
Heritage
Planning Policy &
Heritage

S25
S26
S27
S28

Savings options
Reduction in printing costs through ‘paper light committees’
Building control increased income from building regulation
charges
Deletion of vacant post
Efficiency reduction of professional services budget
Increase pre-application fee income
Removal of advertising publicity budget

S29

Deletion of vacant post

BS

PLA
PLA

S30

19
45
C&C

Environmental Services
Core Contract

G01

EAC

Property Maintenance

G02

EAC

Economy, Assets &
Culture

G03

PLA

Planning

G04

Joint working efficiency savings through working with other
organisations
Total savings
Growth options
The Environmental Services Contract provides for tree
maintenance but the amount of actual tree maintenance is
limited by budget, by increasing the budget by 10K, it is
hoped that increased works can be undertaken thus
improving the local environment.
Asset maintenance. To improve the information held on NBC
assets, condition and structural data. Including bridges,
monuments and large structures. To deliver improved
maintenance and management of the NBC assets.
Increase budget for feasibility, design and development
works, recognising more regeneration projects and schemes
are being brought forward.
Sustainability action plan
Total growth
Net total budget options

15

2020/21

Savings / growth (£000)
2021/22 2022/23
2023/4

-5

-5

-5

-5

-12

-12

-12

-12

-27
-30
-20
-10

-27
-30
-20
-10

-27
-30
-20
-10

-27
-30
-20
-10

-38

-38

-38

-38

-35

-35

-35

-35

-1,387

-1,387

-1,387

-1,387

10

10

10

10

200

200

200

200

90

90

90

90

20
320

0
300

0
300

0
300

-1,067

-1,087

-1,087

-1,087
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Northampton Borough Council
Draft Capital Strategy 2020 to 2024
Contents
Introduction and Context
Overarching Strategy
Sources of Capital Funding
Programme Build
Governance Arrangements
Capital Monitoring
Risk Management
Asset Management
Non-Financial Investments - Investment Properties
INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
Capital expenditure represents major investment in new and improved assets such as
land, buildings, infrastructure, equipment and information technology. It therefore
plays a key part in the provision and development of the Council’s services.
The aim of the capital strategy is to provide a clear framework for capital funding and
expenditure decisions. This is in the context of the Council's vision, values,
objectives and priorities, financial resources, and spending plans. The Capital
Programme is designed to support the delivery of the Council’s priorities as set out in
the Corporate Plan. It takes into account proposed changes to CIPFA’s Prudential
Code and latest Minimum Revenue Provision guidance from central government.
The high level strategic objectives of the capital strategy are included in the
approved Medium Term Financial Strategy in order to reinforce the links and
overlaps between capital and revenue, and the need to have a mind to both in
decision making.
The strategy supports the development of an approved capital programme that
shows the Council’s commitment to maintaining and improving its capital stock and
infrastructure. This in turn underpins the delivery of high quality and value for money
services and helps to secure a better environment for the people of Northampton.
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OVERARCHING STRATEGY
The Council’s capital strategy is to deliver a capital programme that:


Contributes to the Corporate Plan, and the Council’s vision, values, strategic
objectives and priorities



Is closely aligned with the Council’s Asset Management Plan



Supports service-specific and other NBC plans and strategies



Is affordable, financially prudent and sustainable, and contributes to achieving
value for money

In prioritising the capital programme, particular emphasis will be given to schemes
that:


Achieve the Council’s priorities



Improve the town and its environment and facilities



Improve performance against national and local targets



Improve efficiency and effectiveness in service delivery, including through
partnership working



Generate or increase income streams



Promote effective asset management, including DDA and health & safety
issues

SOURCES OF CAPITAL FUNDING
Under the Council’s capital funding strategy, funding streams are allocated in the
following order. Cabinet may make changes to the funding strategy where necessary
to deliver capital schemes that are key to delivering the Council’s agreed priorities:
Hypothecated funding
Funding linked directly to a specific scheme, such as grants, third party contributions
(including Section 106 contributions) and revenue contributions, is allocated 100% to
the relevant scheme. Schemes funded by external grants and contributions will not
commence until such funding is definitely secured. The conditions attached to grants
and contributions vary according to the particular grant. Some will fund the full cost of
the scheme, others just a percentage, with the local authority having to fund the
balance. Most, but not all, grants are time-limited. Government grants tend to be
focused towards central government priorities.
Self-funded borrowing
Where the capital investment itself will produce revenue savings or additional income,
which is sufficient to cover the cost of borrowing to fund the investment. This could
include development of, or improvements to, the Council’s own assets where the
17
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Council’s borrowing costs are offset by income from leasing the assets to a partner
provider such as the Northampton Partnership Homes (NPH).
Business Rates Uplift
Capital improvements within the Enterprise Zone may be funded by borrowing which
will eventually be repaid through the increase in business rate income flowing from
new or expanded businesses. The borrowing is undertaken via the South East
Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP) through the Growing Places Fund
or Local Infrastructure Fund. This is to manage the timing difference between the
investment in the Enterprise Zone and the consequent increase in business rates.
Where necessary any gap will be managed by NBC undertaking borrowing from the
Public Works Loan Board (PWLB).
Revenue and Capital Reserves
The Council has, as part of its overall financial strategy, set aside reserves in order to
provide additional capital funding. The Delivering the Efficiency Plan Reserve was
created in October 2016 to support any project that delivers efficiency savings and/or
additional income over the medium term. This may include funding of capital
expenditure where this supports these aims.
Revenue Contributions
In the past revenue contributions have been a fairly minor source of capital financing
for the Council due to pressures on the revenue budget. They are, however,
sometimes used to top up small shortfalls in the funding required for a particular
scheme.
Capital Receipts
Capital receipts are derived from asset sales. These could include income to the
Council as lessor from finance leases.
General Fund (GF) asset sales come from a variety of sources. Generally speaking,
100% of GF asset sales (after any ‘clawback’, for example from the Homes and
Communities Agency) can be used to support capital expenditure. Sometimes the
asset sale is linked directly to a capital project, for example in a relocation scheme.
More often, GF asset sales relate to surplus assets that are held corporately and are
not specific to a scheme.
General Fund capital receipts are not allocated or committed prior to receipt or
certainty that they will be received, unless inextricably linked to a specific project.
General Fund capital receipts received during the year will be taken into account as a
potential funding source for new schemes or variations in the relevant financial year
or the following financial year, subject to revenue budget considerations e.g. debt
financing budget implications.
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Prudential Borrowing
Prudential Borrowing will be used to fund capital investment if the cost of the borrowing
is affordable within the overall General Fund revenue projections. This will be the
funding source of last resort as it does result in ongoing revenue costs, i.e. MRP (see
below) and interest.
Under the Local Government Act 2003 councils operate within the rules contained in
the ‘Prudential Code’. These allow local authorities to set their own limits with regard
to borrowing undertaken to support capital expenditure. Borrowing may be
undertaken, provided that it is, and can be shown to be, prudent, affordable and
sustainable. This method of financing capital expenditure is called “prudential
borrowing”.
In order for borrowing to be prudent, affordable and sustainable, there must be an
identifiable, long-term source of revenue funding for the associated revenue (debt
financing) costs. Ideally this will come from revenue savings or additional income
arising directly from the capital scheme. For example, refurbishment of a building may
generate maintenance and/or energy savings, or the building of a car park could
generate income through charges. The cost of this “self-funded” borrowing should be
borne by the service that uses the asset.
Where there is no additional income or cost saving, i.e. the capital scheme is to meet
corporate priorities and support the growth and improvement of the Borough, then the
cost of borrowing will be recognised as a cost to the General Fund.
In some circumstances the Council will provide loans to other organisations, such as
to the University of Northampton to part-fund the new campus development. This is
treated as capital expenditure and funded through borrowing.
Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP)
The Council is required to make provision for the principal repayment of borrowing.
Prior to 2007-08 the Council was required by statute to provide for the repayment of a
minimum amount of 4% of General Fund debt principal each year. This debt
repayment is known as the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP).
The Local Authorities (Capital Finance & Accounting) (England) (Amendment)
Regulations 2008, which came into force in February 2008, require the Council to
make instead ‘prudent provision’ for the repayment of debt. A number of options for
prudent provision are set out in the regulations. The underlying principle is that the
repayment of debt should be aligned to the useful life of the asset or assets to which
it relates.
The authority is required, under the new regulations, to prepare an annual statement
of their policy on making MRP for submission to Council. The Council’s policy
statement on MRP is set out in the annual Treasury Strategy, which is agreed by
Council during Feb/March each year.
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In Year Changes
Underspends on GF schemes may not be automatically diverted to other schemes.
This will be considered against the demands of the programme as a whole. The only
call on capital receipts during the year would be for unforeseen high priority emergency
capital works that cannot be financed from alternative sources. Agreement will be
through the normal channels – that is the submission of a project appraisal or variation
to Management Board and, if required, Cabinet.
The funding strategy is used to determine the allocation of funding to the programme
at the start of the year and throughout the year. Depending on the timing and
restrictions of the funding streams, the most appropriate funding will be used at the
year end. The Finance Team, under the direction of the Chief Finance Officer, will
apply the available funding to the outturn expenditure in line with the best interests of
the Council.
HRA Capital Funding
The balance of funding of capital investment in the Council’s housing stock and
associated assets is determined through the HRA business plan. This provides a 30year forecast of the management, maintenance and capital investment needs and
resources available.


Usable capital receipts from the sale of council housing stock under right to buy,
as well as sale of other HRA assets, are directed at the HRA capital programme
in order to meet and maintain the Northampton Standard.



Major Repairs Reserve - In line with the statutory requirement, the Major
Repairs Reserve is entirely earmarked for HRA capital expenditure on the
Council’s housing stock.



Revenue – under the self-financing regime the HRA is forecast to have an
amount of revenue available each year to part-fund the capital programme.



Borrowing – there is scope for prudential borrowing within the HRA, with the
removal of the HRA debt cap.

Revenue Implications of Capital Projects
The revenue implications of capital projects are identified through medium term
planning and the capital appraisal process, and fed into the Council’s medium term
revenue budget to ensure that all revenue implications are taken into account.
Through the Asset Management Plan an appropriate balance of funding is
determined between capital investment and repairs and maintenance. This is kept
under regular review.
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PROGRAMME BUILD
The Council agrees its capital programme on an annual basis in February immediately
preceding the start of each financial year. The agreed programme consists of:


A firm and fully funded programme for the following year. This includes
continuations from previous years as well as new starts in year



Continuation schemes and forecasts for the subsequent 4 years



Development Pool – includes schemes for which costs require refinement.
These schemes will be moved into the approved programme once this
additional work is satisfactorily completed and appropriate approvals obtained.

A business case will be required for all schemes over £100k before projects can be
moved into the approved capital programme.
Within the available funding envelope, projects are prioritised for inclusion in the
capital programme based on the extent to which they contribute to the achievement
of corporate priorities. Bids for inclusion are supported by capital appraisals – these
must demonstrate that the project provides an effective and value for money
solution, and that all possible sources of external funding have been sought.
In addition to specific capital schemes the programme includes a number of “Block
Programmes”. Specific projects within these blocks are agreed during the year
following the receipt of capital appraisals and the appropriate approvals.
A draft capital programme is prepared for Cabinet in December and is then subject
to public consultation alongside revenue budgets. Final decisions are made by Full
Council in February.

GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS
Approval process
A detailed approval process is included on the NBC intranet.
In Year Appraisals and Variations
In addition to the approvals outlined below, all new in-year capital schemes must be
supported by a capital appraisal and, for schemes over £100k, a full business case.
Any changes to existing schemes will require completion of a variation form. The
funding for the project must be identified at this stage. Where there is no additional
funding to support the bid, resources must be identified from within the existing
programme.
Project Managers must consult the nominated contact in LGSS Finance to ensure
forms are completed correctly and expenditure meets the definition of capital. The
LGSS tax team will also need to check that any VAT or other tax implications are
properly taken into account.
21
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Delegation Levels for Appraisals and Variations
Schemes valued in excess of £100k (including in-year variations where the total
project value exceeds £100k) must be approved by Corporate Management Board
(CMB) to ensure full oversight and affordability of the approved capital programme.
Fully Funded Schemes
Capital schemes of any value can be approved by the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) if
they are fully funded by section 106, external grants or other contributions, or fully
funded by additional income or revenue savings. This delegated approval is subject
to consultation with Cabinet Members if more than £100k.
Other Schemes
These limits apply to General Fund schemes. Changes to the HRA capital
programme can be agreed in line with the NPH partnership agreement.
Below £100k – Approval by CFO
£100k to £250k – Approval by CFO, after consultation with the Cabinet Member for
Finance and relevant Cabinet Member(s). As outlined above, CMB approval will
also be required.
Over £250k – Approval by CMB and Cabinet required
All changes to the capital programme approved under delegation will be reported to
Cabinet via the Finance Monitoring report.
In signing the appraisal form the relevant Director is confirming that the Cabinet
Member (Portfolio holder) has been consulted.
Block Programmes
The capital programme includes block programmes for improvements to
regeneration areas, parks/allotments, operational buildings and commercial landlord
responsibilities.
Approval for individual schemes within these blocks should be sought through the
submission of a capital appraisal by the relevant project manager, with final approval
through CMB for schemes in excess of £100k and Cabinet approval for schemes
over £250k.
Urgent Approvals
Due to their long-term nature, capital investment decisions should be carefully
considered. LGSS Finance should be consulted as soon as a scheme is under
consideration and a capital appraisal form completed. In the vast majority of cases
22
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this will allow schemes to be considered and approved through the usual process as
outlined above.
In the rare circumstance where urgent approval is required, this can be secured via
e-mail from the Chief Finance Officer. An approved capital appraisal form will still be
required. CMB approval will also be necessary for projects over £100k. If the
scheme is more than £250k then Cabinet approval will still be required. Approvals
from CMB / Cabinet can be obtained retrospectively in the case of time-critical
projects.
MONITORING THE CAPITAL PROGRAMME
Project management & monitoring
Project managers are responsible for the proper and effective control and monitoring
of their projects, including financial monitoring.
This includes ensuring that:


Only capital expenditure is charged to the capital project



Only expenditure properly attributable to the scheme is coded to the scheme



The scheme expenditure is contained within the agreed budget, and that any
‘unavoidable’ variations are dealt with appropriately



Realistic expenditure profiles are determined



A realistic forecast outturn for the financial year and the project as a whole are
calculated and kept under regular review. Changes must be input into Agresso
Planner on a monthly basis, along with clear explanations for any variation



Any proposed carry forward from current to future years is identified and added
to Agresso Planner



Any grants or third party funding is applied for and all grant conditions met



The source of any revenue funding is identified

Project managers are also responsible for carrying out project reviews following
scheme completion. This is an area of work that the Council is developing, the Finance
Team will request information on completed projects as part of their ongoing
monitoring role.
Directorate Management Teams
Each Service Management Team is responsible for ensuring they receive and review
reports on the capital expenditure position for their services and that any appropriate
corrective action needed to address any monitoring issues is agreed and
implemented.
LGSS Finance
Nominated Finance Business Partners within the Finance Team are responsible for
providing support and advice to assist project managers in managing and monitoring
23
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their capital budgets. The team also has a key role in consolidating and co-ordinating
the monitoring information that is required for reporting purposes. This involves
reporting to Service Management Teams, Management Board and Cabinet. The
nominated senior lead in the LGSS Finance team is responsible for ensuring that the
agreed programme is fully and appropriately financed at all times.
Capital Programme Monitoring
The capital programme position is reported to Management Board on a monthly basis
throughout the year, commencing from period 2 (end of May). Regular reporting to
Cabinet forms part of the overall Finance Monitoring report and covers the latest
programme and any amendments to be notified or approved, expenditure to date, and
the forecast outturn. It also outlines the financing position and any steps needed to
deal with potential financing difficulties.
At year-end, an outturn report and carry-forward report are taken to Cabinet. These
will include an analysis of proposed carry forward to the following year, including the
reasons for that carry forward and how it is to be financed.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Any significant risks associated with specific projects are identified in the capital
appraisal form. General risks in relation to the overall capital programme are managed
through the Finance Team in conjunction with individual Project Boards:
Risk

Mitigation

Project Overspend

Project managers update financial forecasts on a monthly
basis. Any forecast overspend must be dealt with
immediately – identifying savings elsewhere within the
programme or alternative sources of funding.

Project Slippage

Any forecast carry forwards are also identified on a monthly
basis. The impact of these carry forwards on the
associated funding is reflected in the overall monitoring
reported to Management Board.

Capital receipts – As part of the funding capital receipts are not allocated or
delay or non-receipt
committed prior to receipt or certainty that they will be
received

ASSET MANAGEMENT
Council Assets
The Council owned property, plant and equipment assets with a total net book value
of £719m at March 2018. Council assets included around 11,400 council dwellings,
and 925 hectares of parks and open spaces.
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The Asset Management team will identify any property assets that are surplus, i.e.
no longer required for the delivery of Council services, and make recommendations
to Cabinet for disposal in order to generate capital receipts.

NON-FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS – INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Treasury Management investments (or financial investments) arise from receiving and
holding cash resources before it is paid out again to support service delivery and the
capital programme. The Treasury Management Strategy includes the formal
Investment Strategy which outlines the risk and governance arrangements applied in
managing these funds. The Council’s primary objective when undertaking treasury
management investments is to strike an appropriate balance between security of
capital invested and availability/liquidity of funds to meet its financial commitments,
then to earn a return. The Council maintains diversity of its treasury management
investments as a means of limiting exposure to credit risk and ensuring it holds
sufficient liquidity. For short-term treasury management investments, a range of
unsecured certificates of deposit, money market funds and loans to other local
authorities will be primarily utilised.
For longer-term treasury management
investments, higher yielding asset classes and/or more secure (collateralised/assetbacked) options are sought.
Non-financial investments are non-financial assets that the organisation holds
primarily or partially to generate a profit. This will usually be a physical asset that can
be released to recoup the capital invested. Where financial return is the main
investment objective, the Council may be willing to accept a different risk profile than
it would with treasury management investments. Non-financial investments are part
of the Council’s Capital Strategy and included here.
The Council also owns a number of commercial properties and agricultural land used
to generate income. These “investment properties” are kept under review to ensure
that they continue to generate a good return – if not they will be considered for
disposal. The Council will also seek opportunities to invest in additional property
assets to generate a financial return and support the growth and regeneration of the
Borough.
Northampton Borough Council will purchase investment properties through the
approved General Fund Capital Programme the rental streams generated from the
investment properties will be used to pay borrowing costs with the remainder used to
fund council services.
The approval for the purchase of investment properties will be in line with the approvals
outlined in this strategy. Robust businesses cases should be provided, including
detailed financial breakdown of the investment and a risk assessment.
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Capital programme 2020/21 to 2023/24
Indicative
General Fund Capital Programme

Directorate

Funding
source

Scheme
Budget pre
2020-21

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

SchemeTotal

£

£

£

£

£

£

Ongoing schemes in the current Capital Programme
Vulcan Works

EAC

G,C,S-F

9,467,300

4,472,600

13,939,900

Market Stall Covers

EAC

C

20,000

20,000

40,000

Capital Improvements - Regeneration Areas

EAC

C

333,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

533,000

Commercial Landlord Responsibilities

EAC

C

59,400

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

259,400

Housing

G

1,778,400

1,457,200

1,457,200

1,457,200

1,457,200

7,607,200

Environmental Services Vehicles

C&C

C

657,500

262,200

190,800

262,200

262,200

1,634,900

IT Infrastructure

CFO

S-F

138,300

150,000

150,000

150,000

150,000

738,300

Operational Buildings - Enhancements

EAC

C

579,500

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

1,579,500

Parks/Allotments/Cemeteries Enhancements

C&C

C

319,200

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

1,319,200

Revenues and Benefits Capital Investments

CFO

C

306,400

14,900

14,900

14,900

Upton Country Park

EAC

G

2,085,000

53,000

C&C

C

40,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

15,784,000

7,049,900

2,432,900

2,504,300

30
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Disabled Facilities Grant

Car Park Machines
Total schemes in current capital programme
(ongoing into future years)
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Indicative
General Fund Capital Programme

Directorate

Funding
source

Scheme
Budget pre
2020-21

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

SchemeTotal

£

£

£

£

£

£

Schemes in the current Development Pool awaiting formal approval
EAC

S-F/C

10,000,000

10,000,000

20,000,000

Office Block

EAC

S-F

1,000,000

7,000,000

8,000,000

Mayorhold Car Park

C&C

C

Four Waterside Development

EAC

S-F

5,000,000

10,000,000

15,000,000

Temporary Accommodation/Housing

Housing

C, S-F

8,000,000

7,000,000

15,000,000

Town Centre Regeneration

EAC

S-F

1,000,000

1,000,000

Unitary Transformation work**

CFO

C

500,000

1,400,000

1,900,000

Vulcan Works - fitting out

EAC

S-F

1,000,000

1,000,000

Vulcan Works Roof

EAC

C

500,000

500,000

31
57

Economic Regeneration Property Schemes*

500,000

1,000,000

500,000

1,000,000

Total schemes in current development pool

25,500,000

37,900,000

1,500,000

1,000,000

Total 2019-20 capital programme incl Development Pool

41,284,000

44,949,900

3,932,900

3,504,300

4,000,000

2,469,400

65,900,000
96,140,500

*Note: some work for this project has already moved into the approved capital programme and is due to be completed in 2019-20. The
figure for 2019-20 shown here gives the total for the scheme including the work that has already move into the approved capital programme.
**Note: total budgeted spend for Local Government Reorganisation work, including this amount, is £2.4m
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Indicative
General Fund Capital Programme

Directorate

Funding
source

Scheme
Budget pre
2020-21

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

SchemeTotal

£

£

£

£

£

£

50,000

50,000

New schemes
Northampton Parks and Open Spaces

C&C

G, C

50,000

C&C

C

50,000

50,000

C&C

G, C

139,000

139,000

C&C

C

46,500

Replacement of Guildhall Boilers

EAC

C

350,000

350,000

Elgar Centre M and E

EAC

G

125,000

125,000

Hazelrigg House

EAC

C

50,000

50,000

Guildhall Roof

EAC

C

500,000

500,000

Derngate Theatre Roof

EAC

C

50,000

IT Infrastructure Refresh

CFO

C

300,000

300,000

500,000

IT Server Assets

CFO

C

190,000

40,000

50,000

Footbridge replacements / rebuild

EAC

C

200,000

250,000

450,000

Obelisk Monument

EAC

C

20,000

80,000

100,000

Further Monument Work

EAC

C

Standens Barn shop roof replacement

EAC

C

20,000

20,000

Blackthorn Community Centre Extension

EAC

G

200,000

200,000

Billing Brook Lakes Phase 2

EAC

G

70,000

70,000

Rectory Farm Community Centre Phase 2

EAC

G

50,000

Penvale Park - footpath

C&C

C

St Michael's MSCp - Lift Refurbishment L1 & L2

C&C

C

160,000

160,000

Towcester Road Chapel Improvements

C&C

C

50,000

50,000

Dallington Car Park Improvements
Racecourse Enhancement and Restoration of
Basketball / Netball pitches
Telecare Digital Switch

46,500

139,500
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50,000

50,000

1,100,000
60,000

50,000

28

41,284,000

340,000

100,000

50,000
300,000

Total proposed new schemes 2020-21 onwards
General Fund Capital Programme - Total

46,500

150,000

300,000

2,620,500

1,066,500

696,500

110,000

4,493,500

47,570,400

4,999,400

4,200,800

2,579,400

100,634,000
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Key to Funding Sources
G - Grants & Contributions
SF - Self-funded Borrowing
C - Corporate Resources - Capital Receipts or Borrowing
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1.

Introduction
Back ground

1.1. The Council is required to operate a balanced budget, which broadly means that
cash raised during the year will meet cash expenditure. Part of the treasury
management operation is to ensure that this cash flow is adequately planned,
with cash being available when it is needed. Surplus monies are invested in low
risk counterparties or instruments commensurate with the Council’s low risk
appetite, providing adequate liquidity initially before considering investment
return.
1.2. The second main function of the treasury management service is the funding of
the Council’s capital plans. These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing
need of the Council, essentially the longer-term cash flow planning, to ensure
that the Council can meet its capital spending obligations. This management of
longer-term cash may involve arranging long or short-term loans, or using longerterm cash flow surpluses. On occasion, when it is prudent and economic, any
debt previously drawn may be restructured to meet Council risk or cost
objectives.
1.3. The contribution the treasury management function makes to the authority is
critical, as the balance of debt and investment operations ensure liquidity or the
ability to meet spending commitments as they fall due, either on day-to-day
revenue or for larger capital projects. The treasury operations will see a balance
of the interest costs of debt and the investment income arising from cash
deposits affecting the available budget. Since cash balances generally result
from reserves and balances, it is paramount to ensure adequate security of the
sums invested, as a loss of principal will in effect result in a loss to the General
Fund Balance.
1.4. Whilst any commercial initiatives or loans to third parties will impact on the
treasury function, these activities are generally classed as non-treasury activities,
(arising usually from capital expenditure), and are separate from the day to day
treasury management activities.
1.5. CIPFA defines treasury management as:
“The management of the local authority’s borrowing, investments and cash flows,
its banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective control
of the risks associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum
performance consistent with those risks.”
Reporting Requirements
Capital Strategy
1.6. CIPFA’s revised Prudential and Treasury Management Codes requires local
authorities to prepare a capital strategy report to provide the following:
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 a high-level long term overview of how capital expenditure, capital
financing and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of
services;
 an overview of how the associated risk is managed;
 the implications for future financial sustainability;
1.7. The aim of this capital strategy is to ensure that all elected members on the full
council fully understand the overall long-term policy objectives and resulting
capital strategy requirements, governance procedures and risk appetite.
1.8. The capital strategy is reported separately from the Treasury Management
Strategy Statement; non-treasury investments will be reported through the
former. This ensures the separation of the core treasury function under security,
liquidity and yield principles, and the policy and commercialism investments
usually driven by expenditure on an asset.
1.9. Where the Council has borrowed to fund any non-treasury investment, there
should also be an explanation of why borrowing was required and why the
MHCLG Investment Guidance and CIPFA Prudential Code have not been
adhered to.
1.10. If any non-treasury investment present a book-value loss during the final
accounts and audit process, the strategy and revenue implications will be
reported through the same procedure as the capital strategy.
1.11. To demonstrate the proportionality between the treasury operations and the nontreasury operation, high-level comparators are shown throughout this report.
Treasury Management Reporting
1.12. Full Council is currently required to receive and approve, as a minimum, three
main treasury reports each year, which incorporate a variety of policies,
estimates and actuals:
a) Prudential and treasury indicators and treasury strategy (this report) The first, and most important report is forward looking and covers:





the capital plans, (including prudential indicators);
a minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy, (how residual capital
expenditure is charged to revenue over time);
the treasury management strategy, (how the investments and borrowings
are to be organised), including treasury indicators; and
an investment strategy, (the parameters on how investments are to be
managed).

b) A mid-year treasury management report - This is primarily a progress report
and will update members on the capital position, amending prudential indicators
as necessary, and whether any policies require revision.
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c) An annual treasury report - This is a backward looking review document and
provides details of a selection of actual prudential and treasury indicators and
actual treasury operations compared to the estimates within the strategy.
Treasury Management Strategy
1.13. This strategy covers two main areas:
Capital;
 the capital expenditure plans and the associated prudential indicators;
 the minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy.
Treasury Management;
 the current treasury position;
 treasury indicators which limit the treasury risk and activities of the Council;
 prospects for interest rates;
 the borrowing strategy;
 policy on borrowing in advance of need;
 debt rescheduling;
 the investment strategy;
 creditworthiness policy; and
 the policy on use of external service providers.
1.14. These elements cover the requirements of the Local Government Act 2003, the
CIPFA Prudential Code, MHCLG MRP Guidance, the CIPFA Treasury
Management Code and MHCLG Investment Guidance.
Training
1.15. The CIPFA Code requires the responsible officer to ensure that members with
responsibility for treasury management have access to training in treasury
management. The Councils treasury advisory contract includes provision for
annual delivery of member training, as necessary. The training needs of treasury
management officers are also periodically reviewed.
Treasury Advisors
1.16. The Council uses Link Asset Services (LAS) as its external treasury management
advisors. The Council recognises that responsibility for treasury management
decisions remains with the organisation at all times and will ensure that undue
reliance is not placed upon the services of our external service providers. All
decisions will be undertaken with regards to all available information, including,
but not solely, our treasury advisors.
1.17. The Council also recognises that there is value in employing external providers of
treasury management services in order to acquire access to specialist skills and
resources. The Council will ensure that the terms of their appointment and the
methods by which their value will be assessed are properly agreed and
documented, and subjected to regular review.
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Non-treasury Investment Advice
1.18. The scope of investments within the Council’s operations now includes both
conventional treasury investments (the placing of residual cash from the
Council’s functions) and more commercial type investments, such as investment
properties. Commercial type investments may require specialist advice, and
therefore the Council will undertake appropriate due-diligence on a case-by-case
basis.

2.

Current Treasury Management position

2.1. The Council’s projected treasury portfolio position at 31st March 2020, with forward
estimates, is summarised below. Table 1 shows external borrowing against the
Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) - which is a measure of the need to borrow
for capital expenditure purposes - highlighting any forecast over or under
borrowing.
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2.2. The figures exclude any borrowing undertaken or planned for third party loans so
as to focus on the Council’s own cash position:
Table 1: Treasury Portfolio at 31 March 2020
£m

2020/21
2021/22
Estimate Estimate

2022/23
Estimate

2023/24
Estimate

2024/25
Estimate

2025/26
Estimate

External borrowing
Borrowing at 1
April

230

255

254

261

261

261

Expected change
in borrowing

25

7

7

-

-

-

Borrowing at 31
March (1)

255

262

261

261

261

261

CFR (exec 3rd
Party Loans) at
31 March (2)

334

343

348

345

342

339

Under/(over)
borrowing (2-1)

79

81

87

84

81

78

Investments
Investments (exc
3rd Party Loans) at
1 April
Expected change
in investments
Investments (exc
3rd Party Loans)
at 31 March (3)

25

10

10

10

10

10

(15)

-

-

-

-

-

10

10

10

10

10

10

Net borrowing
(exc 3rd Party
Loans) (1-3)

245

252

251

251

251

251

2.3. The Council’s prudential and treasury indicators for 2020/21 to 2024/25 are set
out at Appendix 3.
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3.

Interest Rates

3.1. The Council has appointed Link Asset Services (LAS) as its treasury advisor and
part of their service is to assist the Council to formulate a view on interest rates.
The following table gives their central view at November 2019.

3.2. Economic and interest rate forecasting remains difficult with so many external
influences weighing on the UK, not least Brexit. The above forecasts, (and MPC
decisions), will be liable to further amendment depending on how economic data
and developments in financial markets transpire over the next year. Geopolitical
developments, especially in the EU, could also have a major impact.
3.3. A summary of the balance of risks to this forecast is included at Appendix 5.
Investment and borrowing rates
3.4. Investment returns are likely to remain low during 2020/21 but to be on a gently
rising trend over the next few years.
3.5. The general situation is for volatility in bond yields – from which borrowing rates
are derived - to endure as investor fears and confidence ebb and flow between
favouring relatively more “risky” assets i.e. equities, or the “safe haven” of
government bonds. The overall longer run trend is for gilt yields and PWLB rates
to rise, albeit gently, although there are likely to also be periods of sharp volatility
from time to time.
3.6. There will remain a cost of carry (the difference between higher borrowing costs
and lower investment returns) to any new long-term borrowing that causes a
temporary increase in cash balances as this position will, most likely, incur a
revenue cost.

4.

Borrowing Strategy

4.1. The Council is currently maintaining an under-borrowed position against
borrowing capacity. This means that the capital borrowing need (the Capital
Financing Requirement) has not been fully funded with loan debt as cash
supporting the Council’s reserves, balances and cash flow has been used as a
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temporary measure. This strategy is prudent as investment returns are low and
counterparty risk is still an issue that needs to be considered.
4.2. Against this background and the risks within the economic forecast, caution will
be adopted with the 2020/21 treasury operations. The CFO will monitor interest
rates in financial markets and adopt a pragmatic approach to changing
circumstances:


if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a sharp FALL in long and
short term rates, (e.g. due to a marked increase of risks around relapse into
recession or of risks of deflation), then long term borrowings will likely be
postponed, and potential rescheduling from fixed rate funding into short
term borrowing may be considered.



if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a much sharper RISE in long
and short term rates than that currently forecast, perhaps arising from an
acceleration in the rate of increase in bank rate, an increase in global
economic activity, or a sudden increase in inflation risks, then the portfolio
position will be re-appraised. Most likely, fixed rate funding may be drawn
whilst interest rates are lower than they are projected to be in the next few
years.

4.3. Borrowing decisions are treated as separate from the capital schemes that derive
an overall borrowing requirement and are instead based on the overall cashflows
and risk management of the Councils debt portfolio. However, the financial
viability of certain capital schemes funded by unsupported borrowing will be
heavily influenced by the cost of borrowing associated with them. Where the CFO
determines that the Council would benefit most from the certainty of fixing
borrowing costs for particular capital schemes, the Council may borrow on that
basis.
Policy on Borrowing In Advance of Need
4.4. The Council will not borrow more than or in advance of its needs purely in order
to profit from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. Any decision to borrow
in advance will be within forward approved CFR estimates, and will be
considered carefully to ensure that value for money can be demonstrated and
that the Council can ensure the security of such funds.
4.5. Risks associated with any borrowing in advance activity will be subject to prior
appraisal and subsequent reporting through the mid-year or annual reporting
mechanisms.
Debt Rescheduling
4.6. Where short-term borrowing rates are considerably cheaper than longer term
fixed interest rates, there may be potential opportunities to generate savings by
switching from long-term debt to short-term debt. However, these savings are
considered in the light of the current treasury position and the size of the cost of
debt repayment (premiums incurred).
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4.7. The reasons for any rescheduling to take place will include:
 the generation of cash savings and / or discounted cash flow savings;
 helping to fulfil the treasury strategy;
 enhance the balance of the portfolio (amend the maturity profile and/or
the balance of volatility).
4.8. Consideration will also be given to identify if there is any residual potential for
making savings by running down investment balances to repay debt prematurely
as short term rates on investments are likely to be lower than rates paid on
current debt.
4.9. All rescheduling will be subsequent reported through the mid-year or annual
reporting mechanisms.
Municipal Bonds Agency
4.10. The Municipal Bond Agency was established with the purpose of offering loans to
local authorities at rates lower than those offered by the Public Works Loan
Board (PWLB). To date, the Agency has not issued any bonds. In the future, the
Council may make use of this new source of borrowing should it prove cost
effective to do so.
Temporary Borrowing
4.11. The Council may occasionally undertake short-term temporary borrowing if this is
needed to cover its cash flow position.
4.12. The CFO may also authorise the taking of short-term deposits under mutually
agreed and documented terms from other local not-for-profit organisations.

5.

Annual Investment Strategy (AIS)

5.1. MHCLG and CIPFA have extended the meaning of ‘investments’ to include both
financial and non-financial investments. This report deals solely with financial
investments (as managed by the treasury management team). Non-financial
investments, essentially the purchase of income yielding assets, are covered in
the Capital Strategy (a separate report).
5.2. The Council’s investment policy has regard to the latest versions of the following:
 MHCLG’s Guidance on Local Government Investments (“the Guidance”);
 CIPFA Treasury Management in Public Services Code of Practice and
Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes (“the Code”);
 CIPFA Treasury Management Guidance Notes.
5.3. The Council’s counterparty and credit risk management policies and its approved
instruments for investments are set out in Appendix 6. The Council’s investment
priorities will be security first, liquidity second and then yield (return) – in that
order.
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5.4. The above guidance from MHCLG and CIPFA place a high priority on the
management of risk. This Council has adopted a prudent approach to managing
risk and defines its risk appetite by the following means:
5.4.1.

Minimum acceptable credit criteria are applied in order to generate a list
of highly creditworthy counterparties. This also enables diversification
and thus avoidance of concentration risk. The key ratings used to monitor
counterparties are the short term and long-term ratings.

5.4.2.

Ratings will not be the sole determinant of the quality of an institution; it is
important to continually assess and monitor the financial sector on both a
micro and macro basis and in relation to the economic and political
environments in which institutions operate. The assessment will also take
account of information that reflects the opinion of the markets. To
achieve this consideration the Council will engage with its advisors to
maintain a monitor on market pricing such as “credit default swaps” and
overlay that information on top of the credit ratings.

5.4.3.

Other information sources used will include the financial press, share
price and other such information pertaining to the banking sector in order
to establish the most robust scrutiny process on the suitability of potential
investment counterparties.

5.4.4.

This Council has defined the list of types of investment instruments that
the treasury management team are authorised to use. There are two lists
in Appendix 6 under the categories of ‘specified’ and ‘non-specified’
investments:


Specified investments are those with a high level of credit quality and
subject to a maturity limit of one year.



Non-specified investments are those with less high credit quality,
may be for periods in excess of one year, and/or are more complex
instruments which require greater consideration by members and
officers before being authorised for use.

5.4.5.

Counterparty lending limits (amounts and maturity) will be set through
applying the matrix table in Appendix 6.

5.4.6.

Transaction limits are set for each type of investment in Appendix 6.

5.4.7.

This authority will set a limit for the amount of its investments which are
invested for longer than 365 days.

5.4.8.

Investments will only be placed with counterparties from countries with a
specified minimum sovereign rating.

5.4.9.

The Council has engaged external consultants to provide expert advice
on how to optimise an appropriate balance of security, liquidity and yield,
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given the risk appetite of this authority in the context of the expected level
of cash balances and need for liquidity throughout the year.
5.4.10. All investments will be denominated in sterling.
5.5. Consummate to these risk management parameters, the Council will pursue
value for money in treasury management and will regularly monitor the yield from
investment income against an appropriate time-weighted benchmark for
investment performance.
Approach to Investments
5.6. Investments will be made with reference to the core balance and cash flow
requirements and the outlook for short-term interest rates (i.e. rates for
investments up to 12 months). Greater returns are usually obtainable by investing
for longer periods. While most cash balances are required in order to manage the
ups and downs of cash flow, where cash sums can be identified that could be
invested for longer periods, the value to be obtained from longer term
investments will be carefully assessed.


If it is thought that Bank Rate is likely to RISE significantly within the time
horizon being considered, then consideration will be given to keeping most
investments as being short-term or variable.



Conversely, if it is thought that Bank Rate is likely to FALL within that time
period, consideration will be given to locking in higher rates currently
obtainable, for longer periods

Loans to Third Parties
5.7. The Council may make grants or loans to third parties for the purpose of capital
expenditure, as allowable under paragraph 25 (1) (b) of the Local Authorities
(Capital Financing and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003 (Statutory
Instrument No. 3146). This will usually be to support local economic
development, and may be funded by external borrowing.
5.8. The Council also has powers to provide financial support to organisations under
general powers of competence under the Localism Act 2011.
5.9. Enhancement to the governance and due diligence in respect of the awarding of
grants and third party loans has been developed. This covers:



Checklists and a guidance;
The incorporation of external independent advice as part sign-off
process.

5.10. Loans of this nature that remain outstanding have been lent to Northampton
Town Rugby Football Club (NTRFC). The Council has also acted as intermediary
to advance PWLB loans at cost to the University of Northampton (UoN) which are
100% guaranteed by HM Treasury.
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Enterprise Zones
5.11. The Council continues to take forward infrastructure improvements to enable
development and to attract investment into the Enterprise Zone, supporting
employment growth. Loans have been granted from the Government’s Growing
Places Fund (GPF) and Local Infrastructure Fund (LIF). The repayment of
funding (principal and interest) will be met, for the most part, from business rates
uplift in line with the Enterprise Zone financial model.

6.

List of Treasury Management Strategy (TMS) appendices

TMS Appendix 1:

Treasury Management Scheme of Delegation and Role of Chief
Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer)

TMS Appendix 2:

Policy for attributing income and expenditure and risks between
the General Fund and the HRA

TMS Appendix 3:

Prudential and Treasury Indicators 2020/21

TMS Appendix 4:

Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Policy Statement 2020/21

TMS Appendix 5:

Interest Rate Forecast Commentary

TMS Appendix 6:

Annual Investment Strategy 2020/21
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TMS Appendix 1
Treasury Management Scheme of Delegation and role of the
Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer)
Treasury Management Scheme of Delegation
Council
The Council is responsible for:
 Adoption of the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management in the Public
Services;
 Approval of the Treasury Management Policy Statement;
 Approval of the annual Treasury Management Strategy and annual Investment
Strategy;
 Setting and monitoring of the Council’s prudential and treasury indicators;
 Approval of the treasury management mid-year and outturn reports;
 Approval of the debt financing revenue budget as part of the annual budget
setting process.
Cabinet
The Cabinet is responsible for:
 Consideration and scrutiny of the all of the above and recommendation to
Council;
 Receiving monitoring information on the debt financing budget as part of the
revenue budget monitoring process;
 Approving the selection of external service providers and agreeing terms of
appointment in accordance with the Council’s procurement regulations.
Treasury management role of the Section 151 Officer
The Council’s Chief Finance Officer (CFO) is the officer designated for the purposes of
Section 151 of the Local Government Act 1972 as the Responsible Officer for treasury
management at the Council.
The Council’s Financial Regulations delegates responsibility for the execution and
administration of treasury management decisions to the CFO, who will act in
accordance with the Council’s policy statement and TMPs and CIPFA’s Standard of
Professional Practice on Treasury Management.
The CFO has delegated powers through this policy to take the most appropriate form
of borrowing from the approved sources, and to make the most appropriate form of
investments in approved instruments.
Prior to entering into any capital financing, lending or investment transaction, it is the
responsibility of the responsible officer to be satisfied, by reference to the Council’s
legal department and external advisors as appropriate, that the proposed transaction
does not breach any statute, external regulation or the Council’s Financial
Regulations.
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TMS Appendix 1 cont.
The CFO may delegate his power to borrow and invest to members of his staff.
The CFO is responsible for:
 Ensuring that the schedules to the Treasury Management Practices (TMPs) are
fully reviewed and updated annually and monitoring compliance to the Treasury
Management in the Public Services: Code of Practice and Guidance Notes;
 Submitting regular treasury management reports to Cabinet and Council;
 Submitting debt financing revenue budgets and budget variations in line with
the Council’s budgetary policies;
 Receiving and reviewing treasury management information reports;
 Reviewing the performance of the treasury management function and
promoting value for money;
 Ensuring the adequacy of treasury management resources and skills, and the
effective division of responsibilities within the treasury management function;
 Ensuring the adequacy of internal audit, and liaising with external audit;
 Recommending the appointment of external service providers (e.g. treasury
management advisors) in line with the approval limits set out in the Council’s
procurement rules;
 Ensuring that the Council’s Treasury Management Policy is adhered to, and if
not, bringing the matter to the attention of elected members as soon as
possible.
 Preparation of a capital strategy to include capital expenditure, capital financing,
non-financial investments and treasury management, with a long term
timeframe.
 ensuring that the capital strategy is prudent, sustainable, affordable and prudent
in the long term and provides value for money.
 ensuring that due diligence has been carried out on all treasury and nonfinancial investments and is in accordance with the risk appetite of the authority.
 ensure that the authority has appropriate legal powers to undertake expenditure
on non-financial assets and their financing.
 ensuring the proportionality of all investments so that the authority does not
undertake a level of investing which exposes the authority to an excessive level
of risk compared to its financial resources.
 Ensuring that an adequate governance process is in place for the approval,
monitoring and ongoing risk management of all non-financial investments and
long term liabilities.
 provision to members of a schedule of all non-treasury investments including
material investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures, loans and financial
guarantees.
 ensuring that members are adequately informed and understand the risk
exposures taken on by an authority.
 ensuring that the authority has adequate expertise, either in house or externally
provided, to carry out the above.
 Creation of Treasury Management Practices which specifically deal with how
non treasury investments will be carried out and managed.
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TMS Appendix 2
Policy for attributing income and expenditure and risks
between the General Fund and the HRA
1.1

The Council is required to have a clearly agreed policy for attributing income
and expenditure and risks between the General Fund and the HRA.

1.2

The Council uses a two pool approach to splitting debt between the HRA and
General Fund, whereby loans are assigned to either the HRA or the General
Fund.

1.3

The Council applies the requirements of the CLG Item 8 Credit and Item 8 Debit
(General) Determination from 1 April 2012 in recharging debt financing and debt
management costs between the HRA and the General Fund. The interest rates
to be applied are determined as follows:
Principal Amount
HRA Credit Arrangements CFR:
concession agreements and finance
leases
HRA Loans CFR: long term loans
(external)

Average rate on HRA credit
arrangements
Average rate on HRA external debt
Average rate on GF external debt/or
for formally agreed borrowing from GF
resources an agreed PWLB equivalent
rate.
Average rate on external
investments/or for earmarked medium
term reserves an actual external
investment rate

HRA Loans CFR: short term loans
payable (under-funded CFR)
HRA Loans CFR: short term loans
receivable (over-funded CFR)

1.4

Interest Rate

HRA Cash balances: short term loans
payable (cash balances overdrawn)

Average rate on external investments

HRA Cash balances: short term loans
receivable (cash balances in hand)

Average rate on external
investments/or for earmarked medium
term reserves an actual external
investment rate

For the purpose of calculating interest rates:
 HRA cash balances are based on the average of opening and closing
HRA cash balances;
 HRA CFR external debt is based on actual external debt;
 Other HRA CFR balances based on the mid-year position.
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TMS Appendix 2 cont.
1.5

Debt management costs are charged to the HRA on an apportioned basis that
takes into account the weighting of time spent on managing debt and
investments respectively.

1.6

Risk associated with external loans sit with either the GF or HRA depending on
which of these the loan has been earmarked to. This will include interest rate
risk, for example the risk of interest rate rises associated with variable loans.

1.7

Similarly, risk associated with any external investment of earmarked medium
term HRA reserves sits with the HRA. This will include the risk of impairment in
the event of the failure of an investment counterpart.

1.8

Where risk cannot be earmarked specifically to either the General Fund or
HRA, it is apportioned fairly between the two using relevant available data. For
example, in the event of impairment of an investment counterpart, any losses
will be apportioned between the two funds based on an estimated proportion of
cash balances held.
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TMS Appendix 3
Prudential and Treasury Indicators
The prudential indicators for 2020/21 to 2024/25 are set out below, each one with a
commentary and risk analysis.

Affordability
a) Estimate of financing costs to net revenue stream
Commentary
This indicator has been calculated as the estimated net financing costs for the year
divided by the amounts to be met from government grants and local taxpayers for the
non-HRA element, and by total HRA income for the HRA element. However, it should
be recognised however that ultimately all debts of a local authority fall on the taxpayer.
The objective is to enable trends to be identified.
The figures below reflects the cumulative impact of borrowing costs (interest and MRP
where applicable) for capital programme schemes agreed each year, set against the
backdrop of net revenue streams in future years.
Financing costs to net revenue stream

General
Fund
HRA

2020/21
Estimate
%

2021/22
Estimate
%

2022/23
Estimate
%

2023/24
Estimate
%

2024/25
Estimate
%

8.49

9.74

10.11

10.46

10.39

31.42

31.75

31.32

30.77

30.49

Effectively, each respective fund has a debt servicing cost to income cover ratio of:
 General Fund – ranging from 9.5 to 11.8 times
 HRA – ranging from 3.1 to 3.3 times
Risk Analysis
Debt financing costs relating to past and current capital programmes have been
estimated in accordance with proper practices. Actual costs will be dependent on the
phasing of capital expenditure and prevailing interest rates, and will be closely
managed and monitored on an ongoing basis. Carry forwards in the capital
programme, whether planned or unplanned, will delay the impacts of debt financing
costs to future years.
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Prudence
Capital Expenditure
b) Estimates of capital expenditure
Commentary
This indicator requires reasonable estimates of the total of capital expenditure to be
incurred during the forthcoming financial year and at least the following two financial
years.
The draft capital programme for 2020/21 to 2024/25 for both the GF and HRA is
included elsewhere on this agenda and sets out the levels of estimated capital
expenditure.
Estimates include continuation schemes from previous years, new bids for the coming
year, and block programmes for the coming and future years. The programme is
agreed annually and will be adjusted in the context of future bids submitted and
available resources when the annual programmes for the future years are agreed.
Variations to the existing programme may also be agreed during the year.
Risk Analysis
There is a real risk of cost variations to planned expenditure against the capital
programme, arising for a variety of reasons, including tenders coming in over or under
budget, changes to specifications, and slowdown or acceleration of project phasing.
There is also the possibility of needing to bring urgent and unplanned capital works
into the capital programme. The risks are managed by officers on an ongoing basis, by
means of active financial and project monitoring. Any significant issues are reported to
Cabinet as part of the finance and performance reporting cycle.
The availability of financing from capital receipts, grants and external contributions
also carries significant risk. This can be particularly true of capital receipts, where
market conditions are a key driver to the flow of funds, causing particular problems in a
depressed or fluctuating economic environment. The financing position of the capital
programme is closely monitored by officers on an ongoing basis and any significant
issues are reported to Cabinet as part of the finance and performance reporting cycle.
c) Estimates of capital financing requirement (CFR)
Commentary
External borrowing arises as a consequence of all the financial transactions of the
authority and not simply those arising from capital spending. The CFR can be
understood as the Council’s underlying need to borrow money long term for a capital
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purpose – that is, after allowing for capital funding from capital receipts, grants, third
party contributions and revenue contributions.
The Council is required to make reasonable estimates of the total CFR at the end of
the forthcoming financial year and the following two years thereafter. A local authority
that has an HRA must identify separately estimates of the HRA and General Fund
CFR.
The CFR has been calculated in line with the methodology required by the relevant
statutory instrument and the guidance to the Prudential Code. It incorporates the
actual and forecast borrowing impacts of the Council’s previous, current and future
capital programmes.
The table below shows the impact of proposed new capital expenditure funded by
borrowing offset by annual repayments of principal (MRP – General Fund only, the
HRA is not required to make an annual MRP charge). The table also splits out the
impacts of loans to third party organisations funded by borrowing, where these are
included in the Council’s capital programme.
The changes to CFR are subject to future Council decisions in respect of the capital
programme for those years.
Capital Financing Requirement (Closing CFR)
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
31 March 31 March 31 March
£m
£m
£m
General Fund
118
120
119
HRA
216
223
229
Total
334
343
348

2023/24
31 March
£m
116
229
345

2024/25
31 March
£m
113
229
342

Loans to third
parties (GF)

20

20

19

19

19

Total

354

363

367

364

361

Risk Analysis
The capital financing requirement will vary from the estimates if there are changes to
capital programme plans that result in reduced or increased borrowing to support
expenditure. This will include adjustments between years as a result of carry forwards
in the capital programme, which can impact on the profile of capital expenditure and
the profile of the minimum revenue provision.
All borrowing plans must be affordable in revenue terms and to this end additional
borrowing to fund capital expenditure will only be approved through the normal capital
project approval process and where it has been demonstrated to be prudent affordable
and sustainable.
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External Debt
d) Authorised limit for external debt
Commentary
For the purposes of this indicator the authorised limit for external debt is defined as the
authorised limit for borrowing plus the authorised limit for other long term liabilities.
This requires the setting for the forthcoming financial year and the following four
financial years of an authorised limit for total external debt (including temporary
borrowing for cash flow purposes), gross of investments, separately identifying
borrowing from other long term liabilities.
The authorised limit represents the maximum amount the Council may borrow at any
point in time in the year. It has to be set at a level the Council considers is “prudent”
and be consistent with plans for capital expenditure and financing. It contains a
provision for forward funding of future years capital programmes, which may be
utilised if current interest rates reduce significantly but are predicted to rise in the
following year.
This limit is based on an estimate of the most likely but not worst case scenario, with
additional sufficient headroom over and above this to allow for operational
management, for example unusual cash movements. It includes headroom for any
planned loans to third party organisations where applicable.
The authorised limit is set at an amount that allows a contingency for any additional
unanticipated or short-term borrowing requirements over and above the operational
boundary during the period (see (e) below).
Other long-term liabilities relate to finance leases and credit arrangements.
The CFO will have delegated authority to effect movement between the separately
agreed figures for borrowing and other long-term liabilities. Any such changes will be
reported to Council.
Authorised limit for external debt
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Borrowing

404

413

417

414

411

Other longterm liabilities

5

5

5

5

5

Total

409

418

423

419

416
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Risk Analysis
Risk analysis and risk management strategies have been taken into account in setting
this indicator, as have plans for capital expenditure, estimates of the capital financing
requirement and estimates of the Council’s cashflow requirements.
e) Operational boundary for external debt
Commentary
The proposed operational boundary is based on the same estimates as the authorised
limit. However it excludes the additional headroom included within the authorised limit
to allow for unusual cash movements.
The operational boundary represents a key management tool for in year monitoring by
the CFO. Within the operational boundary, figures for borrowing and other long-term
liabilities are separately identified.
The borrowing element of the operational boundary has been set with reference to the
maximum Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) over the coming three years. It
includes headroom for any planned loans to third party organisations.
Other long-term liabilities relate to finance leases and credit arrangements.
The CFO will have delegated authority to effect movement between the separately
agreed figures for borrowing and other long-term liabilities. Any such changes will be
reported to Council.
Operational boundary for external debt
2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Limit
£m

Borrowing

384

393

397

394

391

Other longterm liabilities

5

5

5

5

5

Total

389

398

403

399

396

Risk Analysis
Risk – Risk analysis and risk management strategies have been taken into account in
setting this indicator, as have plans for capital expenditure, estimates of the capital
financing requirement and estimates of the Council’s cash flow requirements.
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Treasury Indicators
f) Maturity structure of borrowing
This indicator sets both upper and lower limits with respect to the maturity structure of
the Council’s borrowing.
The indicator represents the amount of projected borrowing that is maturing in each
period expressed as a percentage of total projected borrowing at the start of the
period.
The proposed limits for the forthcoming year are:
Maturity Structure of Borrowing
Lower Limit
%
Under 12 months
0%

Upper Limit
%
50%

Between 1 and 2 years

0%

50%

Between 2 and 5 years

0%

50%

Between 5 and 10 years

0%

50%

Between 10 and 20 years

0%

50%

Between 20 and 30 years

0%

60%

Between 30 and 40 years

0%

80%

Over 40 years

0%

100%

Risk Analysis
The debt maturity profile is actively managed to ensure that debt maturity is prudently
spread across future years. This ensures that the Council can properly plan for the
maturity of its borrowings, and is not exposed to unmanageable risks.
g) Total principal sums invested for periods longer than 365 days
Under the Local Government Act 2003 and the MHCLG Guidance on Local Authority
Investments, all Councils are permitted to invest for periods exceeding 1 year (or 365
days). The Council is required to set a limit to the level of such investments it might
wish to make.
This limit can be expressed as a percentage or as an absolute amount (i.e. a monetary
figure). The Council has chosen to work to a limit represented as an absolute amount
as officers consider this to be the most transparent method and the more
straightforward to monitor.
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The limits have been set at a level that would allow for monies not anticipated to be
spent in year to be invested for longer periods if interest rates are favourable.
The proposed limits – excluding Third Party Loans – for the forthcoming and following
four financial years are as follows:
Upper limit on investments for periods longer than 365 days

Investments > 365
days

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

Upper
Limit
£m

Upper
Limit
£m

Upper
Limit
£m

Upper
Limit
£m

Upper
Limit
£m

15

15

15

15

15
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Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement
1.1

The Local Authorities (Capital Finance & Accounting) (Amendments) (England)
Regulations 2008, which came into force in February 2008, require local
authorities to make ‘prudent provision’ for the repayment of its General Fund
debt. This debt repayment is known as the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP).

1.2

A number of options for prudent provision are set out in the regulations. The
underlying principle is that the repayment of debt should be aligned to the
useful life of the asset or assets for which the borrowing has been carried out.

1.3

Since 2007-08 the Council has used the transitional measures available to
calculate MRP for all capital expenditure prior to 1 April 2008 as if the previous
regulations were still in force.

1.4

The authority is required, under the 2008 regulations, to prepare an annual
statement of their policy on making MRP for submission to Council. The
Council’s policy statement on MRP for 2020/21 is set out below. The policy is
considered by the Chief Finance Officer (CFO) to provide for the prudent
repayment of debt.
1.4.1

The Council has implemented the 2008 CLG Minimum Revenue
Provision (MRP) guidance from 2008-09 onwards, and assessed their
MRP from 2008-09 onwards in accordance with the main
recommendations contained within the guidance issued by the Secretary
of State under section 21(1A) of the Local Government Act 2003.

1.4.2

MRP relating to the historic debt liability incurred for years up to and
including 2007-08 will continue to be charged at the rate of 4% on the
reducing balance, in accordance with option 1 of the guidance, the
“regulatory method”.

1.4.3

The debt liability relating to capital expenditure incurred from 2008-09
onwards will be subject to MRP under option 3, the “asset life method”,
and will be charged over a period that is reasonably commensurate with
the estimated useful life applicable to the nature of expenditure, using
the equal annual instalment method. For example, capital expenditure on
a new building, or on the refurbishment or enhancement of a building,
will be related to the estimated life of that building.

1.4.4

Estimated life periods will be determined in line with accounting guidance
and regulations. To the extent that expenditure is not on the creation of
an asset and is of a type that is subject to estimated life periods that are
referred to in the guidance, the Council will generally adopt these
periods. However, the Council reserves the right to determine useful life
periods and prudent MRP in exceptional circumstances where the
recommendations of the guidance would not be appropriate.
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1.4.5

As some types of capital expenditure incurred by the Council are not
capable of being related to an individual asset, asset lives will be
assessed on a basis that most reasonably reflects the anticipated period
of benefit that arises from the expenditure. Also, whatever type of
expenditure is involved, it will be grouped together in a manner that
reflects the nature of the main component of expenditure and will only be
divided up in cases where there are two or more major components with
substantially different useful economic lives.

1.4.6

The Council will seek to spread MRP charges prudently in relation to
asset lives, and with regard to the revenue impact of MRP charges.
Where prudent to do so, capital receipts will be used to repay borrowing
previously taken out in relation to assets with a short life. MRP on
residual debt will be based on the lives of the remaining asset for which
borrowing was undertaken.

1.4.7

MRP will be charged from the financial year after the asset comes into
use.

1.4.8

In cases where the Council has approved the use of capital receipts to
fund the asset, this funding will be assumed when the receipt is
contractually certain, even if not actually received. In such cases no MRP
charge will be made.

1.4.9

No MRP will be charged in respect of capital expenditure funded by
borrowing where the expectation is that a future capital receipt will be
applied to the CFR as a voluntary debt repayment for the borrowing - for
example capital expenditure on preparing assets for sale. Where this
approach is used it will be reviewed on an annual basis, in consideration
of updated expectations over the timing and certainty of capital receipts,
and to ensure that the latest estimate of proceeds is sufficient to cover
the MRP liability.

1.4.10 In respect of Finance leases held on the balance sheet, the MRP will be
set at a charge equivalent to the element of the annual lease charge that
goes to write down the balance sheet liability, thereby applying Option 3
in a modified form.
1.4.11 The Council will take advantage of any transitional arrangements
introduced to minimise or negate the impact of retrospective accounting
adjustments as a result of new accounting guidance or proper practice.
1.4.12 In respect of loans to third parties supported by borrowing, where these
are treated as capital expenditure, and contractual terms are in place to
secure repayment over a period not exceeding the life of the asset, the
Council will not charge MRP on the related expenditure; the CFR will be
reduced by the third party loan repayments as and when these are
received.
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1.4.13 In respect of infrastructure improvements and other capital schemes
where repayment of the funding (principal and interest) will be met from
business rates uplift in line with the Enterprise Zone financial model, and
the repayment does not exceed the life of the asset, the Council will not
charge MRP on the related expenditure; the CFR will be reduced by the
amount of repayment of principal through business rates as and when
these are made.
1.4.14 The Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement will be continuously
reviewed throughout the financial year and particularly with respect to
any developments in the Council’s Efficiency Plan. Any required
amendments or changes will be brought back to Council for approval.
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Interest Rate Forecast Commentary – Link Asset Services
(LAS)
The interest rate forecasts applied in this Strategy are predicated on an assumption of
an agreement being reached on Brexit between the UK and the EU.
In the event of an orderly non-agreement exit, it is likely that the Bank of England
would take action to cut Bank Rate in order to help economic growth deal with the
adverse effects of this situation. This is also likely to cause short to medium term gilt
yields to fall.
If there was a disorderly Brexit, then any cut in Bank Rate would be likely to last for a
longer period and also depress short and medium gilt yields correspondingly.
It is also possible that the government could act to protect economic growth by
implementing fiscal stimulus.
Balance of risks to the UK includes:
 The overall balance of risks to economic growth in the UK is probably to the
downside due to the weight of all the uncertainties over Brexit, as well as a
softening global economic picture.
 The balance of risks to increases in Bank Rate and shorter term PWLB rates
are broadly similarly to the downside.
 In the event that a Brexit deal is fully agreed with the EU, including the new
terms of trade, and approved by Parliament, the balance of risks to economic
growth and to increases in Bank Rate is likely to change to the upside.
One risk that is both an upside and downside risk is that all central banks are now
working in very different economic conditions than before the 2008 financial crash as
there has been a major increase in consumer and other debt due to the exceptionally
low levels of borrowing rates that have prevailed since 2008. This means that the
neutral rate of interest in an economy, (i.e. the rate that is neither expansionary nor
deflationary), is difficult to determine definitively in this new environment, although
central banks have made statements that they expect it to be much lower than before
2008. Central banks could therefore either over or under do increases in central
interest rates.
Downside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates include:
 Brexit – if it were to cause significant economic disruption and a major downturn
in the rate of growth.
 Bank of England takes action too quickly, or too far, over the next three years to
raise Bank Rate and causes UK economic growth, and increases in inflation, to
be weaker than we currently anticipate.
 A resurgence of the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis.
 Weak capitalisation of some European banks.
 Germany and other EU minority governments
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In October 2019, the IMF issued a report on the World Economic Outlook which
flagged up a synchronised slowdown in world growth. However, it also flagged
up that there was potential for a rerun of the 2008 financial crisis, but this time
centred on the huge debt binge accumulated by corporations during the decade
of low interest rates. In October 2019, the deputy Governor of the Bank of
England also flagged up the dangers of banks and the shadow banking sector
lending to corporates, especially highly leveraged corporates, which had risen
back up to near pre-2008 levels.
Geopolitical risks, for example in North Korea, but also in Europe and the
Middle East, which could lead to increasing safe haven flows.

Upside risks to current forecasts for UK gilt yields and PWLB rates include:
 Brexit – if agreement was reached all round that removed all threats of
economic and political disruption between the EU and the UK.
 The Bank of England is too slow in its pace and strength of increases in Bank
Rate and, therefore, allows inflationary pressures to build up too strongly within
the UK economy, which then necessitates a later rapid series of increases in
Bank Rate faster than we currently expect.
 UK inflation, whether domestically generated or imported, returning to sustained
significantly higher levels causing an increase in the inflation premium inherent
to gilt yields.
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Annual Investment Strategy
1.

Investment policy

1.1

The MHCLG and CIPFA have extended the meaning of ‘investments’ to include
both financial and non-financial investments. This report deals solely with
financial investments managed by the treasury management team. Nonfinancial investments, essentially the purchase of income yielding assets, are
covered in the Capital Strategy.

1.2

The Council’s appetite for risk must be clearly identified in its strategy report.
The Council affirms that its investment policies are underpinned by a strategy of
prudent investment of funds held on behalf of the local community. The
objectives of the investment policy are firstly the security of funds (protecting
the capital sum from loss) and then liquidity (keeping money readily available
for expenditure when needed). Once approved levels of security and liquidity
are met, the Council will seek to maximise yield from its investments, consistent
with the applying of the agreed parameters. These principles are carried out by
strict adherence to the risk management and control strategies set out in the
TMP Schedules and the Treasury Management Strategy.

1.3

Responsibility for risk management and control lies within the Council and
cannot be delegated to an outside organisation.

2.

Creditworthiness policy

2.1

The Council’s counterparty and credit risk management policies and its
approved instruments for investments are set out below. These, taken together,
form the fundamental parameters of the Council’s Investment Strategy.

2.2

The Council defines high credit quality in terms of investment counterparties as
those organisations that:

2.3

Meet the requirements of the creditworthiness service provided by the Council’s
external treasury advisors and;
 UK banking or other financial institutions or are;
 UK national or local government bodies or are;
 Triple-A (AAA) rated Money Market funds.

3.

Sovereign limits

3.1

The Council will distinguish between UK and Non-UK domiciled entities when
determining counterparty and duration limits. These limits are set out in the
table at paragraph 7.4 below. Sovereign credit ratings form part of the
creditworthiness service provided by the Council’s external treasury advisors
and the Council may further restrict the use of certain domicile countries as
necessary.
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4.

Investment position and use of Council’s resources

4.1

The application of resources, such as capital receipts, reserves etc, to either
finance capital expenditure or for other budget decisions to support the revenue
budget will have an ongoing impact on investments balances and returns
unless resources are supplemented each year from new sources such as asset
sales.

4.2

Investment decisions will be made with reference to the core balance, cash flow
requirements and the outlook for interest rates.

5.

Specified investments

5.1

Under the Local Government Act 2003 the Council is required to have regard to
the CLG Guidance on Local Government Investments. This requires that
investments are split into two categories:
i.
ii.

Specified investments – broadly, sterling investments, not exceeding 365
days and with a body or investment scheme of high credit quality.
Non-specified investments – do not satisfy the conditions for specified
investments. This may include investment products that would normally
be considered as specified investments, but are judged to have a higher
level of risk than normal attached to them.

5.2

The detailed conditions attached to each of these categories are set out in the
TMP Schedules.

5.3

The majority of the Council’s investments in 2020/21 will fall into the category of
specified investments.

6

Non-specified investments

6.1

Prior to the start of each financial year, Officers review which categories of nonspecified investments they consider could be prudently used in the coming
year.

6.2

The recommendation for 2020/21 is that the following non-specified
investments may be entered into:

6.3
Long-term investments (those for periods exceeding 365 days), which could
prudently be used where interest rates are favourable and funds are not required for
short-term cashflow management. Amounts deposited for over 365 days will be
determined by liquidity considerations and by whether longer term interest rates are
favourable, and all deposits will be in accordance with counterparty limits. Only
counterparties in the Council’s current approved counterparty list that have duration
limits of over 365 days will be used for such
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investments. Any overall stricter limits in force in the Council’s investment counterparty
policies at any time will take precedence.
6.4

The following items, being non-specified only by virtue of the Council’s lack of
previous exposure to these instruments, are:








UK Government Gilts;
Treasury Bills;
Bonds issued by a financial institution that is guaranteed by the UK
Government and multi-lateral development banks as defined in
Statutory Instrument 2004 No. 534;
Reverse Gilt Repos;
Commercial paper;
Gilt funds and other bond funds;
Enhanced money market funds;

6.5

Before proceeding with any of the above treasury management staff will take
advice from the Council’s external treasury advisors as appropriate, ensure that
they fully understand the product and its risks, and prepare a business case to
be signed off by the CFO.

7.

Counterparties

7.1

Over-arching policies for the management of counterparty and credit risk are
set out in the TMP Schedules. The Council’s approach to counterparties for
2020/21 is set out below.

7.2

The CFO will use the recommendations of the creditworthiness service
provided by the Council’s external treasury advisors to determine suitable
counterparties and the maximum period of investment, using the ratings
assigned.

7.3

The CFO will determine, in the context of the above, and taking into account
appropriate risk management factors:




Any further criteria to be put in place to determine suitable counterparties;
The maximum investment amount to be held with each type of counterparty
assigned a rating;
The maximum investment period with each type of counterparty assigned a
rating.
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7.4

The following table sets out the Council’s counterparty criteria for 2020/21.
Investments may be placed with counterparties recommended by the
Council’s external treasury advisors, and which meet the following criteria

Counterparty Type

Limit; per
individual
counterparty or
banking group

Limits;
Duration

UK Government

Unlimited

5 years

(1b)

UK nationalised or part nationalised
banking institutions

£15m

1 years

(1c)

Other UK counterparties

£10m

3 years

(1d)

Other Local Authorities

£10m

3 years

(2a)

Non UK counterparties having a
sovereign rating of AAA

£10m

3 years

(2b)

Non UK counterparties having a
sovereign rating of AA+

£10m

2 years

(2c)

Non UK counterparties having a
sovereign rating of AA

£10m

1 year

(1a)

(3)

Money Market Funds (CNAV/LNAV)
£15m
having a credit rating of AAA

N/A - Liquid
deposits

(4)

Pooled Property Funds

5 years

£15m

7.5
Maximum counterparty limits may be temporarily exceeded by small amounts
and for very short periods where interest is added by the counterparty to the principal
investment amount, for example in the case of some call and deposit accounts. In
such instances the interest amounts will be withdrawn back to the Council’s main bank
account as soon as reasonably practicable.
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7.6

Any types of investments that fall within the category of specified investments
as set out in the TMP Schedules and any types of non-specified investments
approved as part of this document may be made within the bounds of the
counterparty policies.

7.7

The total value of investments over 365 days at any one time is restricted by the
treasury indicator for the upper limit on investments for periods longer than 365
days.

7.8

The Council may enter into forward agreements up to 3 months in advance of
the investment commencing. If forward deposits are to be made, the forward
period plus the deal period should not exceed the limits above.

7.9

The CFO has discretion during the financial year to lift or increase the
restrictions on the counterparty list and/or to adjust the associated lending limits
on values and periods should it become necessary to enable the effective
management of risk in relation to investments. At all times the Council’s
minimum level of credit risk will be met.

8

Liquidity of Investments

8.1

Most short-term investments are held for cashflow management purposes and
officers will ensure that sufficient levels of short-term investments and cash are
available for the discharge of the Council’s liabilities.

8.2

Investment periods range from overnight to 365 days as specified investments,
or 5 years as non-specified investments. When deciding the length of each
investment, regard is had to both cashflow needs and prevailing interest rates.
As cash balances available for investment are forecast to be somewhat
reduced compared to previous years, the preservation of liquidity will be a
critical determinant for treasury officers when determining the value and
duration of investments.

8.3

Amounts deposited for over 365 days will also be determined by liquidity
considerations and by whether longer term interest rates are favourable, and all
deposits will be in accordance with counterparty limits and the treasury indicator
for investments over 365 days. Long term investments of over 2 years will only
be made in exceptional circumstances and with approval of the CFO.

8.4

For short term and overnight investment, the Council makes full use of triple A
rated Money Market Funds (CNAV and LNAV) and bank call and deposit
accounts offering competitive rates and, in most instances, instant access to
funds.

8.5

The Council may occasionally undertake short-term temporary borrowing if this
is needed to cover its cash flow position.
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9.

Investments defined as capital expenditure

9.1

The acquisition of share capital or loan capital in any corporate body is defined
as capital expenditure under Regulation 25(1) (d) of the Local Authorities
(Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) Regulations 2003. Such
investments will have to be funded from capital or revenue resources and will
be classified as ‘non-specified investments’.

9.2

Investments in money market funds which are collective investment schemes
and bonds issued by multilateral development banks – both defined in SI 2004
No 534 – will not be treated as capital expenditure.

9.3

A loan or grant or financial assistance by this Council to another body, for
capital expenditure by that body, will be treated as capital expenditure by the
Council.

10.

Lending to third parties

10.1

Officers will ensure that any loans to or investments in third parties comply with
legislative requirements. This would normally, but not necessarily, be under one
of the following Acts of Parliament:

10.2

The Localism Act 2011 gives local authorities a general power of competence
to act in the same manner as any other legal person, except where those
powers are specifically limited by statute;

10.3

The Local Government Act 2000 contains wellbeing powers for local
government that allow local authorities to do anything, including to give financial
assistance to any person, which they believe is likely to promote or improve the
economic, social or environmental wellbeing of their area. Certain conditions,
including consultation requirements, must be complied with in order to meet the
requirements allowing the local authority to use the wellbeing powers.

10.4

Loans of this nature must be approved by Cabinet. The primary aims of the
Investment Strategy, in order of priority, are the security of its capital, liquidity of
its capital and then to obtain a return on its capital commensurate with levels of
security and liquidity. These aims are crucial in determining whether to proceed
with a potential loan to a third party.

10.5

Recipients of this type of investment are unlikely to be a financial institution and
therefore unlikely to be subject to a credit rating. In order to ensure security of
the Council’s capital, financial due-diligence must be completed prior to any
loan or investment being agreed. The Council will use specialist advisors to
complete financial checks to ascertain the creditworthiness of the third party.
Additional guarantees may be sought where necessary. This will be via security
against assets and/or through guarantees from a parent company.
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11.

Provisions for credit related losses

11.1

If any of the Council’s investments appears at risk of loss due to default (i.e. this
is a credit related loss and not one resulting from a fall in price due to
movements in interest rates) the Council may make a prudent revenue
provision of an appropriate amount.

12.

Banking services

12.1

It is the Council’s intention that, should the event of the credit rating downgrade
of the provider of its banking services lead to that bank falling below the
Council’s minimum investment criteria, the bank may continue to be used for
short-term liquidity requirements (kept under daily review).

13.

End of year investment report

13.1
At the end of the financial year, the Council will report on its investment
activity as part of its Annual Treasury Report.
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Special Expenses
The “Draft General Fund Medium Term Financial Plan 2020/21 – 2023/24 and Draft Budget 2020/21” report that went to Cabinet on
23 December 2019 contained an appendix 6 on special expenses. That appendix contained an explanation of special expenses
and the methodology for calculating them and provisional special expenses figures for 2020/21. The calculation and the figures
have not changed going into the final 2020/21 budget.
Council Tax position for 2020/21
The following sets out the proposed components of council tax in Northampton for 2020/21 (subject to formal approvals by Full
Council and other precepting bodies):
Authority / Preceptor
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Northampton Borough Council
Northamptonshire Police & Crime Commissioner
Northamptonshire Fire & Rescue Authority
Northamptonshire County Council
Parish Precepts (average)
Total

2020/21
Band D
230.84
tbc
tbc
tbc
17.83
tbc

This shows that the average band D council tax relating to NBC is £230.84. However, this figure is only an average figure across all
areas of the Borough – this figure will vary from area to area due to special expenses.
Increase in Council Tax for Northampton Borough Council
District and Borough Councils are required to hold a referendum if they wish to increase their council tax greater than the higher of
2% or £5.00. This calculation is based on the average level of council tax – averaging out the variations that will be found across
the Borough due to the application of special expenses. In 2019/20 this figure was £225.84. This has increased by £5.00 to
£230.84 in 2020/21 which is within the required threshold.
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Parish line on Council Tax Demands
If you live in a parished area, then on the council tax demand that you receive, the special expense charges are combined with the
parish precepts to give an overall council tax that is specific to that area. The table below shows these two separate elements
separately:
2020/21
Area within the Borough
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Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury
Unparished

NBC special
expense
10.25
0.00
4.31
0.00
2.42
0.00
3.51
15.98
0.00
6.45
11.80

% change compared to 2019/20

Parish Precept
60.71
47.00
88.51
96.56
55.00
15.35
70.38
48.58
25.40
14.99
0.00

Total specific to
parished area
70.96
47.00
92.83
96.56
57.42
15.35
73.90
64.57
25.40
21.44
11.80
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NBC special
expense
2.8%
n/a
3.1%
n/a
3.2%
n/a
3.1%
3.5%
n/a
3.1%
1.8%

Parish Precept
2.6%
17.2%
2.6%
37.3%
12.2%
5.0%
9.6%
3.4%
-8.6%
13.3%
n/a

Total specific to
parished area
2.7%
17.2%
2.6%
37.3%
11.8%
5.0%
9.3%
3.4%
-8.6%
10.0%
1.8%
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General fund reserves forecast

Description

Forecast
balance
31/03/2020
£m

Expected (use)
/ contribution
2020/21
£m

Forecast
balance
31/03/2021
£m

Reason for reserve / proposed use

Earmarked reserves
Service specific reserves

71
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0.995

0.141

1.136 To cover specific known spending commitments

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.221

0.057

5.700

-1.000

Corporate sixfields recovery reserve

9.500

0.350

9.850 To cover risk of Sixfields loan money recovery costs

Other corporate reserves

1.398

1.236

2.634 To fund other corporate risks and funding needs

Technical reserves

5.048

0.050

5.098 To deal with technical accounting differences across financial years

22.862

0.834

4.000

0.000

26.862

0.834

Corporate delivering the
efficiency plan reserve
Corporate MTFP cashflow
reserve
Corporate environmental
services vehicles and plant

Total earmarked reserves
Minimum level of general reserves
Total general fund reserves

To be used for one-off investment leading to improved efficiency
and savings
To be retained to cover any timing delays in achieving savings
0.279
targets
To fund borrowing costs in relation to the plant and equipment
4.700
purchased for use on delivering the Environmental Services contract

23.696
4.000 To cover general unquantified risks
27.696
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Fees & Charges
Statutory /
NonStatutory

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Activity / Item

Basis

Waste Services
Bulky Waste Collection

Up to three Items

Non - S

31.40

15.00

Green Waste Collection

Annual charge

Non - S

0.00

42.00

Adult Grave for 1 - 5'6"
Adult Grave for 2 - 6'6"
Child
Cremated Remains

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

485.00
562.00
97.00
182.00

500.00
579.00
100.00
188.00

Grave Depth 6'6"
Grave Depth 5'6"
Child up to 12 Years
Still Born - 1 Month Old
NGH Hospital service
Cremated Remains
Scattering of Ashes

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

530.00
484.00
76.00

546.00
499.00
79.00

Non - S
Non - S

43.34
182.00
26.00

78.00
188.00
27.00

Mausoleum

Non - S

4,403.00

4,532.00

Vault

Grant of Right and First Interment
Second Interment

Non - S
Non - S

968.00
458.00

800.00
472.00

Memorial Erection Rights

Headstone - Adult
Headstone - Child

Non - S
Non - S

131.00
35.00

135.00
37.00

Vase - Plain
Vase - Inscribed

Non - S
Non - S

No Charge
62.00

64.00
64.00

Kerb only
Kerb and Headstone

Non - S
Non - S

197.00
327.00

203.00
337.00

Memorial Tablet
Additional Inscription
Grave Number Marker
Permanent Grave Number Marker

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

62.00
46.00
19.00
29.00

64.00
48.00
20.00
30.00

Use of Chapel
Use of Chapel - Winter Fuel Charge

Non - S
Non - S

76.00
9.00

79.00
9.00

Search Fee (Inc VAT) - Small Search
Non - S
Search Fee (Inc VAT) - Medium search
Non - S
Search Fee (Inc VAT) - Full search
Non - S
Non Resident Fees - families that have resided outside the Borough for more than 5

No Charge
29.00
77.00

No Charge
30.00
80.00

Cemetery
Grant of Right

Kerb Sets

Weekend surcharge by prior
arrangement

Saturday

250.00

Sunday
Bank Holiday
surcharge to choose a grave/plot for scheduled
interment upto 30 minute meeting

500.00
750.00
15.00

Allotments
Standard Plot

10 Poles

Non - S

36.00

38.00

Half size

5 Poles

Non - S

18.00

19.00

Gate Key Fee - either £6 or £4
dependent on type of lock used
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Fees & Charges
Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Parks
Some bookings may require a differing VAT treatment than that assumed below. The
actual total fee charged may vary as a result.
Football

Senior Pitch
Junior Pitch

Non - S
Non - S

30.00
10.00

31.00
11.00

Rugby

Senior Pitch

Non - S

30.00

31.00

Gaelic Football

Senior Pitch

Non - S

30.00

31.00

Use of Changing Rooms

Changing Facilities for any activity - with
showers
Monday - Saturday
Sunday

Non - S
Non - S

14.00
18.00

15.00
19.00

Changing Facilities for any activity - without
showers
Monday - Saturday
Sunday

Non - S
Non - S

10.00
15.00

11.00
16.00

Cricket

Day Match
Evening Match
Junior School Match

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

42.00
28.00
15.00

44.00
29.00
16.00

Bowls

Rink per person, per hour
OAP's & Unemployed
Matches - 3 rinks per hour
Matches - 4 rinks per hour
Matches - 5 rinks per hour
Hire of Bowls per game

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

3.00
3.00
21.00
26.00
32.00
2.00

4.00
4.00
22.00
27.00
33.00
3.00

Hard Court - Per Court per hour
Per Court, per hour with floodlights
Concession

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

7.00
12.00
3.00

8.00
13.00
4.00

Mini 5 a Side Football

Hire of Pitch

Non - S

5.50

6.00

Call Care
Non - HRA

Lifelines - Inside Borough

Yearly Charge

Non - S

239.20

239.20

Lifelines - Inside Borough

Charge per week

Non - S

4.60

4.60

Yearly Charge

Non - S

239.20

239.20

Lifelines - Outside Borough Charge per week

Non - S

4.60

4.60

Installation Charges - Inside Borough

Non - S

60.00

60.00

Installation Charges - Outside Borough

Non - S

60.00

60.00

Monitoring Charges

Yearly Charge

Non - S

41.60

41.60

Monitoring Charges

Charge per week

Non - S

0.80

0.80

Environmental Health

Yearly Charge

Non - S

56.28

56.28

Environmental Health

Charge per week

Non - S

1.08

1.08

40.00
20.00

40.00
20.00

Lifelines - Outside Borough

Licensing Fees
Gambling Act 2005
Lotteries

New Application
Annual Fee

S
S
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Fees & Charges

S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
8,000.00

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
8,000.00

New Large Casino
Regional Casino
Bingo Club
Betting Premises (exc track)
Tracks
Family Entertainment Centre
Adult Gaming Centre

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

10,000.00
15,000.00
3,500.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

10,000.00
15,000.00
3,500.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
2,000.00
2,000.00

Existing Casino

S

2,000.00

2,000.00

Small Casino
Large Casino
Regional Casino
Bingo
Betting Premises (exc track)
Tracks
Family Entertainment Centre
Adult Gaming Centre

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

4,000.00
5,000.00
7,500.00
1,750.00
1,500.00
1,250.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

4,000.00
5,000.00
7,500.00
1,750.00
1,500.00
1,250.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

Premises Licence Annual Fee

Existing Casino
Small Casino
Large Casino
Regional Casino
Bingo
Betting Premises (exc track)
Tracks
Family Entertainment Centre
Adult Gaming Centre

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

3,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
15,000.00
1,000.00
600.00
1,000.00
750.00
1,000.00

3,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
15,000.00
1,000.00
600.00
1,000.00
750.00
1,000.00

Club Machine Permits

New Application Part 2 & 3
Annual Fee
Variation Permit

S
S
S

200.00
50.00
100.00

200.00
50.00
100.00

Prize Gaming Permit

New Application
Renewal
Change of Name

S
S
S

300.00
300.00
25.00

300.00
300.00
25.00

Alcohol Licensed Premises

Notification of 2 or less machines
Notification of change
New application gaming machine permit
Gaming machine permit existing
Transfer of permit
Machine Permit Annual Fee
Variation Permit
Change of Name

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

50.00
50.00
150.00
100.00
25.00
50.00
100.00
25.00

50.00
50.00
150.00
100.00
25.00
50.00
100.00
25.00

15.00
25.00

15.00
25.00

Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

Premises Licence New Application New Small Casino

Premises Licence Variation
Application

Copy of Permits
Copy of Licences

Unlicensed Family Entertainment
Centre

New Application

S

300.00

300.00

Renewal
Change of Name

S
S

300.00
25.00

300.00
25.00
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Activity / Item
Licensing Act 2003 Alcohol &
Regulated Entertainment
Premises Licence New
Grant/Variation

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Band A (RV £0 - £4,300) *

S

100.00

100.00

Band B (RV £4,301 - £33,000)*
Band C (RV £33,001 - £87,000)*
Band D (RV £87,001 - £125,000)*
Band D x 2*
Band E (RV £125,000+)*
Band E x 3*

S
S
S
S
S
S

190.00
315.00
450.00
900.00
635.00
1,905.00

190.00
315.00
450.00
900.00
635.00
1,905.00

Premises Licence Annual Fee

Band A (RV £0 - £4,300) *
Band B (RV £4,301 - £33,000)*
Band C (RV £33,001 - £87,000)*
Band D (RV £87,001 - £125,000)*
Band D x 2*
Band E (RV £125,000+)*
Band E x 3*

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

70.00
180.00
295.00
320.00
640.00
350.00
1,050.00

70.00
180.00
295.00
320.00
640.00
350.00
1,050.00

Club Premises Certificate

Theft/loss etc.
Change of name/rules of club & change of
registered address
Premises - duty to notify change of address

S
S

10.50
10.50

10.50
10.50

S

10.50

10.50

23.00

23.00

Community Premises DPS
condition removal
Personal Licence

New Application
Change of name/address
Theft/loss etc.

S
S
S

37.00
10.50
10.50

37.00
10.50
10.50

Premises Licence Miscellaneous

Transfer Premises Licence
Interim authority notice following death etc.
Minor Variation

S
S
S

23.00
23.00
89.00

23.00
23.00
89.00

Provisional Statement

New Application

S

315.00

315.00

21.00

21.00

Right of Freeholder/Notification of
interest
Temporary Event application
(TEN)

New Application

S

21.00

21.00

Theft/loss etc.

S

10.50

10.50

Replacement badge

Non-S

20.00

20.00 *

Replacement licence
Renewal
Disclosure & Barring Application
Replacement badge buddy

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

25.00
140.00
44.00
1.50

25.00
140.00
44.00
1.50

*
*
*
*

New Plate
Renewal
Transfer of vehicle
Replacement licence
Replacement plate
Replacement bracket

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

99.00
93.00
12.00
22.00
16.00
15.00

99.00
93.00
12.00
22.00
16.00
15.00

*
*
*
*
*
*

RV = Rateable Value
*Exemptions may be applicable & additional fee
multipliers may apply for premises used for
consumption primarily for the sale of alcohol or
capacities over 5,000. Fees available upon
request.
Taxi and Private Hire
Drivers Licence/Badge 3 year
Licence

Vehicle

* Provisional, pending consultation and Licencing Committee
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Activity / Item

Basis

Private Hire Operators 5 Year
Licence

New Application

Statutory /
NonStatutory
Non-S

Renewal 0 vehicle
Renewal 1 vehicle
Renewal 2 - 5 vehicle
Renewal 6 - 20 vehicle
Renewal 21 - 50 vehicle
Renewal 51 - 100 vehicle
Renewal 101 - 200 vehicle
Renewal 201 - 300 vehicle
Renewal 301 - 400 vehicle
Renewal 400+ vehicle
Payment Arrangement
Operator change of name

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

1,450.00
1,100.00
1,600.00
1,750.00
2,050.00
2,650.00
3,850.00
6,250.00
11,050.00
20,650.00
50.00
220.00

1,450.00
1,100.00
1,600.00
1,750.00
2,050.00
2,650.00
3,850.00
6,250.00
11,050.00
20,650.00
50.00
220.00

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

New Private Hire Driver

Initial Appointment
Induction Day
Grant of 3 year licence
Induction re-take

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

30.00
100.00
190.00
55.00

30.00
100.00
190.00
55.00

*
*
*
*

Miscellaneous

Recovery of returned cheque
Safety Awareness Course
Hackney Test

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

35.00
200.00
55.00

35.00 *
200.00 *
55.00 *

1 - 50 pitches
51 - 75 pitches
76 - 100 pitches
101 - 125 pitches
126 - 150 pitches
151 - 175 pitches
176 - 200 pitches
1 - 20 pitches
21 - 50 pitches
51 - 75 pitches
76 - 100 pitches
101 - 125 pitches
126 - 150 pitches
151 - 175 pitches
176 - 200 pitches

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

15.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
45.00
50.00
55.00
nil
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
45.00
50.00

16.00
32.00
37.50
43.00
48.00
53.50
58.50

Non - S
Non - S

750.00
2,500.00

775.00
3,000.00

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

240.00
480.00
720.00
960.00
1200.00
1440.00
1680.00

290.00
580.00
870.00
1160.00
1450.00
1740.00
2030.00

Car Boots
Registration Fee

Fee Per Event

Sex Shop/Entertainment
Establishment
Sex Establishments
Per Year
Sex Entertainment Establishments Per Year

Street Trading
Standard Area*
Street Trading Standard Area

Trading 1 day per week
Trading 2 days per week
Trading 3 days per week
Trading 4 days per week
Trading 5 days per week
Trading 6 days per week
Trading 7 days per week

* Provisional, pending consultation and Licencing Committee
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Premium Park
Street Trading Premium Park

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

Trading 1 day per week
Trading 2 days per week
Trading 3 days per week
Trading 4 days per week
Trading 5 days per week
Trading 6 days per week
Trading 7 days per week

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

300.00
600.00
900.00
1200.00
1500.00
1800.00
2100.00

360.00
720.00
1080.00
1440.00
1800.00
2160.00
2520.00

* Standard Areas = Industrial Estates & Layby's.
Street Trading is prohibited in town centre
locations.
Environmental Health
Licences
Animal Boarding Establishment
Animal Boarding Establishment
Dog Breeding
Dog Breeding
Dangerous Wild Animal
Pet Shops
Riding Establishment
Zoo Licence
Scrap Metal Dealers Licence (Site
Licence)
Scrap Metal Dealers Licence
(Collectors Licence)
Scrap Metal Dealers Licence
(Variation to Licence)
Scrap Metal Dealers Licence
(Duplicate Licence issued)
Tattooing, Ear Piercing,
Acupuncturing, Electrolysis
Tattoo and Body Art Covention

Issue of Annual Licence Traditional Border
Issue of Annual Licence Domestic Border
Licence Renewal
Issue of New Licence
Licence to Keep Certain Animals
Annual Licence
Annual Licence
Annual Licence
3 Year Licence

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

175.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
300.00
150.00
120 + Vet fees
600.00
325.00

175.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
300.00
150.00
120 + Vet fees
600.00
400.00

3 Year Licence

S

240.00

300.00

As Required

S

65.00

75.00

As Required

S

15.00

18.50

Registration - one off fee

S

160.00

200.00

Administration Fee (New for 2012/13) (Per
Exhibitor)

S

50.00

75.00

No Notice Displayed - Fixed Penalty Notice
reduced to £150 if paid in 14 days
Maximum Fine on Conviction £1000
Smoke Free Areas - reduced to £30 if paid
within 15 days

S

200.00

200.00

S

50.00

50.00

Within 3 working days of request
Urgent Rate
Contaminated Land etc
Hourly Rate

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

90.00
130.00
90.00
90.00

95.00
135.00
95.00
95.00

Up to 5 Pages
Additional Pages

Non - S
Non - S

200.00
30.00

220.00
35.00

LA Funerals - Claim to Banks / Treasury
Works in Default
Risk Assessment
Second Visit / Investigation / Authorisation
Analysing a Sample - Taken under Reg 10
Analysing a Sample - Taken during check
monitoring
Analysing a Sample - Taken during audit
monitoring

S
S
S
S
S
S

550.00
45.00
500.00
100.00
25.00
100.00

575.00
65.00
500.00
100.00
25.00
100.00

S

500.00

500.00

Fixed Penalties and Fines
Smoke Free Areas

Certificates & Statements
Health Export Certificate
Environmental Searches
Consultancy
Statement and Legal Advice
(Private Cases)

Public Health / Environmental
Protection Charges
Funerals
Drainage Works Filthy
Private Drinking Water Supplies

* Provisional, pending consultation and Licencing Committee
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Statutory /
NonStatutory

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
60.00
60.00
250.00

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
65.00
65.00
275.00

set by DEFRA

set by DEFRA

Non - S

25.00

25.00

Fixed Penalties - to be approved at
Cabinet
Dogs
Dog Fouling (FPN) (discounted amount £50)

S

80.00

Dogs

Dog Control (FPN) new for CN & E Act
(discounted amount £50)
Depositing Litter (discounted amount £50)
Failure to comply with street litter clearing notice
(discounted amount £80)
Failure to comply with waste receptacle notice
(discounted amount £75)
Unauthorised distribution of litter on designated
land (discounted amount £75)
Failure to produce waste transfer note (waster's
carriers licence)
Graffiti and Fly Posting (discounted amount £75)

S

80.00

S
S

tbc
tbc

100.00 (subject to
approval)
100.00 (subject to
approval)
120.00
120.00

S

110.00

110.00

S

110.00

110.00

S

300.00

300.00

S

110.00

110.00

Failure to nominate key holder (discounted
amount £50)
Noise from premises - dwelling (discounted
amount £80)
Noise from premises - licenced premises
Nuisance premises
FPN (discounted amount £300)

S

80.00

80.00

S

100.00

100.00

S
S
S

500.00
100.00
400.00

500.00
100.00
400.00

General

First A4 sheet
Additional sheets
A3
Additional sheets
Copying Statutory Notices
Copy of Taped Interview

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

4.00
0.50
4.00
0.50
30.00
30.00

4.00
0.50
4.00
0.50
30.00
30.00

New proposal

fee for re-rating under FHRS scheme

Non- S

Activity / Item

Basis

Filthy & Verminous Premises
Silencing of Alarms
Domestic Noise

Works in Default
Burglar, Car etc
Seizure and Storage of Noise Equipment

LA Environmental Regulations of
Industrial Plant

LAPC / LAPPC / LA-IPPC Application for Permit / S
Renewal

Animal Welfare Service
Stray Dogs

Stray Dog Release Fee

Litter
Litter
Litter
Litter
Litter and Waste
Graffiti / Fly Posting
Noise
Noise
Noise
Parking (cars for sale)
Fly Tipping
Photocopying and Printing

S
S
S

0.00 175.00 (Subject to
approval)

Election Fees
Copy of Electoral Register
Electronic Version - Full Register (restricted
sales)

S

£20 admin fee plus £20 admin fee plus
£1.50 per thousand £1.50 per thousand
entries (or part)
entries (or part)

Electronic Version - Edited

S

£20 admin fee plus £20 admin fee plus
£1.50 per thousand £1.50 per thousand
entries (or part)
entries (or part)

Paper Copy - Full Register (restricted sales)

S

£10 admin fee plus £10 admin fee plus
£5 per thousand
£5 per thousand
entries (or part)
entries (or part)
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
2020/21
Value inc VAT
Value inc VAT
£
£
£10 admin fee plus £10 admin fee plus
£5 per thousand
£5 per thousand
entries (or part)
entries (or part)

Paper Version - Edited

S

Confirmation of Registration - Individual

Non - S

15.00

15.00

Certifying Foreign Pensions

Non - S

10.00

10.00

Subject Access Request

S

0

0

FOI time per hour (first 18 hrs free)

S

25.00

25.00

Borough Secretary

Chief Finance Officer

Postage & Packing request documents

at cost

Provision of CCTV Footage (redaction where
necessary charged in addition to recover actual
costs only)
Provision of Additional CCTV Footage (per hr)
Photocopying (per A4 side)

at cost

36.50 (up to 1hr of
footage)

37.50

25.00

25.00

0.12
0.12

0.12
0.12

462.00 per 0.1
hectare

462.00 per 0.1
hectare

Planning
All Outline Applications
Sites up to and including 2.5 Hectares

S

Site exceeds 2.5 Hectares £8,285 plus £100 per S
0.1 Hectares in excess of 2.5 Hectares to a
maximum £125,000

Householder Applications

11,432; and an
11,432; and an
additional £138 for additional £138 for
each 0.1 hectare in each 0.1 hectare in
excess of 2.5
excess of 2.5
hectares, subject hectares, subject
to a maximum in
to a maximum in
total of £150,000
total of £150,000

Alterations/Extensions to a single dwelling,
S
including works within boundary (including flats)

206.00

206.00

Full Applications (and first
Alterations/Extensions to two or more dwellings, S
submissions of reserved matters) including works within boundaries

407.00

407.00

New Dwellings (up to and including 50)

S

462.00 per dwelling 462.00 per dwelling

New Dwellings (for more than 50) £19,049 plus
£115 per additional dwelling to a maximum of
£250,000

S

22,859 + 138 per 22,859 + 138 per
additional dwelling additional dwelling
over 50, subject to over 50, subject to
a maximum of
a maximum of
300,000
300,000

Erection of buildings not dwellings, agricultural,
glasshouses, plant nor machinery, no increase
in gross floor space or no more than 40m²

S

234.00

234.00

Erection of buildings not dwellings, agricultural,
glasshouses, plant nor machinery, increase of
gross floor space of more than 40m² but no
more than 75m²

S

462.00

462.00
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis
Erection of buildings not dwellings, agricultural,
glasshouses, plant nor machinery, increase of
gross floor space of more than 75m² but no
more than 3750m²

S

Erection of buildings not dwellings, agricultural, S
glasshouses, plant nor machinery, increase of
gross floor space of more than 3750m² 2
£19,049 plus £115 for each additional 75m to a
max of £250,000
The erection of buildings on land used for
S
agriculture purposes with a site area of no more
than 465m²
The erection of buildings on land used for
agriculture purposes with a site area of more
than 465m² but not more than 540m²

S

The erection of buildings on land used for
S
agriculture purposes with a site area of more
than 540m² but no more than 4,215m² - £385 for
first 540m² plus £385 for each 75m² or part
thereof

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
462.00 for each
75m² or part of

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
462.00 for each
75m² or part of

22,859 plus 138 for 22,859 plus 138 for
each additional
each additional
75m² to a max of 75m² to a max of
300,000.
300,000.

96.00

96.00

462.00

462.00

462.00 for first
462.00 for first
540m² plus 462.00 540m² plus 462.00
for each 75m² or
for each 75m² or
part thereof
part thereof

The erection of buildings on land used for
agriculture purposes with a site area of more
than 4,215m² - £19,049 plus £115 for each
additional 75m² to a max of £250,000

S

Erection of glasshouses on land used for the
purposes of agriculture with a floor space no
more than 465m²

S

96.00

96.00

Erection of glasshouses on land used for the
purposes of agriculture with a floor space more
than 465m²

S

2,580.00

2,580.00

Erection/Alterations/Replacement of plant and
machinery on a site no more than 5 hectares

S

462.00 per 0.1
hectare

462.00 per 0.1
hectare

Erection/Alterations/Replacement of plant and
S
machinery on a site that exceeds 5 Hectares £19,049 plus £115 per 0.1 Hectares in excess of
5 Hectares to a maximum £250,000

22,859.00 plus
22,859.00 plus
138.00 for each
138.00 for each
additional 75m² to a additional 75m² to a
max of 300,000.
max of 300,000.

22,859.00 plus
22,859.00 plus
138.00 per 0.1
138.00 per 0.1
Hectares in excess Hectares in excess
of 5 Hectares to a of 5 Hectares to a
maximum 300,000. maximum 300,000.

Applications other than Building
Works
Car Parks, Service Roads or Other Accesses
for existing uses

S

234.00

234.00

Waste, Use of land for disposal of refuse or
S
waste materials or deposit of material remaining
after extraction or storage of minerals on a site
no more than 15 hectares

234.00 for each
234.00 for each
0.1 hectare or part 0.1 hectare or part
thereof
thereof

Waste, Use of land for disposal of refuse or
S
waste materials or deposit of material remaining
after extraction or storage of minerals on a site
more than 15 hectares - £29,112 plus £115 per
0.1 hectare in excess of 15 hectares up to a
maximum of £65,000

34,934.00 plus
138.00 per 0.1
hectare in excess
of 15 hectares up
to a maximum of
78,000.
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis
Operations connected with Exploratory Drilling
for oil or natural gas on a site no more than 7.5
hectares

S

Operations connected with Exploratory Drilling
for oil or natural gas on a site that exceeds 7.5
Hectares £28,750 plus £115 for each 0.1
Hectare in excess of 7.5 Hectares to a max
£250,000

S

Other operations - Winning and working of a site S
that does not exceed 15 Hectares
Other operations - Winning and working of a site S
that exceeds 15 Hectares - £29,112 plus £115
for each additional 0.1 Hectare in excess of 15
Hectares up to £65,000

Operations (other than exploratory drilling) for the S
winning and working of oil and natural gas with a
site area of not more than 15 hectares

Advertisement

Lawful development certificates

Prior Approval

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
508.00 per 0.1
hectare

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
508.00 per 0.1
hectare

38,070.00 plus
38,070.00 plus
151.00 for each 0.1 151.00 for each 0.1
hectare in excess hectare in excess
of 7.5 hectares to a of 7.5 hectares to a
max 300,000.
max 300,000.

257.00 per 0.1
hectare

257.00 per 0.1
hectare

38,520.00 plus
38,520.00 plus
151.00 for each
151.00 for each
additional 0.1
additional 0.1
Hectare in excess Hectare in excess
of 15 Hectares up of 15 Hectares up
to 78,000.
to 78,000.
234.00 per 0.1
hectare (or part
thereof)

234.00 per 0.1
hectare (or part
thereof)

Operations (other than exploratory drilling) for the S
winning and working of oil and natural gas with a
site area more than 15 hectares

38,520.00 plus
38,520.00 plus
151.00 for each 0.1 151.00 for each 0.1
in excess of 15
in excess of 15
hectare up to a
hectare up to a
maximum of
maximum of
78,000
78,000

Other operations not coming within any of the
above categories

S

234.00 for each 01. 234.00 for each 01.
hectare (or part
hectare (or part
thereof) up to a
thereof) up to a
maximum of
maximum of
2,028.00
2,028.00

Advertisement relating to business on the
premises

S

132.00

132.00

Advance signs which are not situated on or
visible from the site, directing the public to a
business

S

132.00

132.00

All other advertisements

S

462.00

462.00

LDC - Existing use - in breach of a planning
condition

S

Same as Full

Same as Full

Existing use LDC - lawful not to comply with a
particular condition

S

234.00

234.00

LDC - Proposed Use

S

Half normal
planning fee

Half normal
planning fee

Agricultural / Forestry buildings & operations or
demolition of buildings

S

96.00

96.00

Communications (previously refferred to as
S
'Telecommunications Code System Operations')

462.00

462.00

96.00

96.00

Proposed Change of Use to State Funded
School or Registerd Nursery
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
96.00

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
96.00

Proposed Change of Use of Agricultural Building S
to a flexible use within Shops, Financial and
Professional services, restaurants and Cafes,
Business, Storage or Distribution, Hotels, or
Assembly or Leisure

96.00

96.00

Proposed Changes of Use of Agricultural
S
Building to a Dwellinghouse (Use Class C3), and
Associated Building Operations

206.00

206.00

Proposed Change of Use of a building from a
S
Retail (Use Class A1 or A2) Use or a Mixed
Retail and residential Use to a use falling within
Use Class C3 (Dwellinghouse), where there are
NO Associated Building Operations

96.00

96.00

Proposed Change of Use of a building from a
S
Retail (Use Class A1 or A2) Use or a Mixed
Retail and residential Use to a use falling within
Use Class C3 (Dwellinghouse), and Associated
Building Operations

206.00

206.00

S

96.00

96.00

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change of
S
Use from Amusement Arcades/Centres and
Casions, (Sui Generis Uses) and any land within
its curtilage to Dwellinghouses (Class C3)

96.00

96.00

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change of
S
Use from Amusement Arcades/Centres and
Casions, (Sui Generis Uses) and any land within
its curtilage to Dwellinghouses (Class C3) and
Associated Building Operations

206.00

206.00

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change of
S
Use from Shops (Class A1), Financial and
Professional Services (Class A2), Betting
Offices, Pay Day Loan Shops and Casinos (Sui
Generis Uses) to restaurants and Cases (Class
A3)

96.00

96.00

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change of
S
Use from Shops (Class A1), Financial and
Professional Services (Class A2), Betting
Offices, Pay Day Loan Shops and Casinos (Sui
Generis Uses) to restaurants and Cases (Class
A3), and Associated Building Operations

206.00

206.00

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change of
S
Use from Shops (Class A1) and Financial and
Professional Services (Class A2), Betting
Offices, Pay Day Loan Shops (Sui Generis
Uses) to Assembly and Leisure Uses (Class D2)

96.00

96.00

Basis
Proposerd Change of Use of Agricultural Building S
to a State-Funded School or Registered Nursery

Notification for Prior Approval for a Change Of
Use from Storage or Distribution Buildings
(Class B8) and any land within its curtilage to
Dwellinghouse (Class C3)
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
96.00

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
96.00

Notification for Prior Approval for the Temporary S
Use of Buildings or Land for the Purpose of
Commercial Film-Making and the Associated
Temproary Structures, Works, Plant or
Machinery required in Connection with that Use

96.00

96.00

Notification for the Prior Approal for the
S
Installation, Alteration or Replacement of other
Solar Photovoltaics (PV) equipment on the roofs
of Non-domestic Buildings, up to a Capacity of 1
Megawatt

96.00

96.00

Basis
Notification for Prior Approval for a Development S
Consisting of the Erection or Constuction of a
Collection Facility within the Curtilage of a Shop

Prior Notification for Larger Home Extensions

S

96.00

Reserved Matters

Application for approval of reserved matters
following outline approval - Full Fee due, or if
already paid then £462 due

S

Full fee due or if full Full fee due or if full
fee already paid
fee already paid
then 462.00 due
then 462.00 due

Approval/ Variation/ Discharge of
Condition

Application for removal or variation of a condition S
following grant of planning permission

Change of use of a building

Application for a Non-material
Amendment Following a Grant of
Planning Permission

234.00

Request for confirmation that one or more
planning conditions have been complied with

S

34.00

34.00

Request for confirmation that one or more
planning conditions have been complied with

S

116.00

116.00

Change of use of a building to use as one or
S
more separate dwelling houses, or other cases,
no more than 50 dwellings

462.00 for each

462.00 for each

Change of use of a building to use as one or
S
more separate dwelling houses, or other cases,
where change of use exceeds 50 dwelling
houses

Change of Use or Householder
Development in areas where
Permitted Development rights
have been removed through an
Article 4 Notice

234.00

22,859 plus 138.00 22,859 plus 138.00
each for each
each for each
additional dwelling additional dwelling
house up to a
house up to a
maximum of
maximum of
300,000
300,000

Other changes of use, other material change of S
use of a building or land

462.00

462.00

Change of use from Dwellinghouse (Use Class
C3) to Houses in Multiple Occupation (Use
Class C4)

S

462.00

462.00

Alterations/extensions to a single
S
dwellinghouse, including works within boundary

206.00

206.00

Applications in respect of householder
developments

S

34.00

34.00

Applications in respect of other developments

S

234.00

234.00
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Activity / Item

Basis

Application for Permission in
Principle (valid from 1 June 2018)

Site area

Statutory /
NonStatutory
S

2019/20
2020/21
Value inc VAT
Value inc VAT
£
£
402.00 for each 0.1 402.00 for each 0.1
hectare (pr part
hectare (pr part
therof)
therof)

Copy of decision notice

Non - S

28.50

30.00

Copy Tree Preservation order

Non - S

28.50

30.00

Copy of Appeal Decision Notice

Non - S

28.50

30.00

Copy of Enforcement Notices

Non - S

28.50

30.00

Copy of Section 106

Non - S

57.00

75.00

1.60

Photocopying
A4

per sheet

Non - S

A3

per sheet

Non - S

A2
A1
A0

per sheet
per sheet
per sheet

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

6.50
8.50
16.00

7.50
10.00
20.00

Ordnance Survey Extracts

Set of 6 A4 extracts of 1:500 scale
Set of 6 A4 extracts of 1:1250 scale
Set of 6 A4 extracts of 1:2500 scale

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

37.50
37.50
37.50

40.00
40.00
40.00

Planning Policy Documents

Consultants' Reports
Non - S
Local Plans various stages of development and S & Non-S
all supporting documents

POA
POA

POA
POA

Pre-Application Advice

Largescale Major Developments

Non - S

POA

20% of fee

Other Major Development Dwellings
Other Major Development Offices/Research and
Development/Light industry
Other Major Development Heavy
Industry/Storage/Warehousing
Other Major Development Retail, Distribution and
Servicing
All other major development

Non - S
Non - S

15% of fee
15% of fee

20% of fee
20% of fee

Non - S

15% of fee

20% of fee

Non - S

15% of fee

20% of fee

Non - S

15% of fee

20% of fee

Minor Development 1 dwelling
Minor Development 2-5 dwellings

Non - S
Non - S

Minor Development 6-9 dwellings

Non - S

All other Minor Development
Change of Use to House in Multiple Occupation

Non - S
Non - S

Change of Use
Householder Developments
Advertisements
Listed Building Consent to alter/extend/demolish

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

80.00
37.50
37.50
125.00

120.00
80.00
60.00
130.00

Meetings and/or Site Visits (per 30 Minutes) in
Non - S
addition to the pre-application charge applicable
above

100.00

110.00

POA

POA - base on
officer time

Request for current use of
property

All Properties

Non - S

80

84
110

2.00 for 1st page,
and 50p thereafter
2.20 3.00 for 1st page
and 75p thereafter

80.00
260.00

150.00
150.00 for first
dwelling and 75.00
thereafter
465.00
150.00 for first
dwelling and 75.00
thereafter
15% of fee
20% of fee
125.00
150.00
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Activity / Item

Basis

Other Ancillary Charges

Householder Enquiries
History and Investigation

Statutory /
NonStatutory
Non - S
Non - S

Other (not included in the above)

Non - S

Planning Performance Agreement Individual Cases

S

Return Invalid Planning Application Fee
Confirmation of S106, Conditions, Confirmation of S106, Conditions, CIL
CIL

Non - S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
POA
100 per half hr
100 per half hr

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
POA
110.00 per half
hour
110.00 per half
hour

negotiable on an
individual case

negotiable on an
individual case

50.00

60.00

Non-S

110.00 per half
hour

Building Control
New Dwellings up to 300m²:
Number of Dwellings
1 to 2 Dwellings as set out
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge
Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

147.2
441.63
647.7
686.97
182.26
546.77
801.92
850.53

152
452
662
702
187
559
819
869

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee

S
S

Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
140.36
260.36
282.06

123
144
266
288

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
220.48
340.48
368.85

123
226
348
377

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
308.6
428.6
464.32

123
316
438
475

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
420.76
540.76
585.82

123
430
553
599

For Three or more dwellings, or if
the floor area of the dwellings
exceeds 300m², the charge is
individually determined
Detached garage of car
port up to 40m²

Attached single storey
extension of garage or car
port up to 40m²

Domestic extension up to
10m²

Domestic extension 10m²
to 40m²

Domestic extension 40m²
to 100m²

81

85
111

240.34
246
Included in Plan
Included in Plan
Charge
Charge
265.2
271
260.36
266
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Activity / Item
A minimum charge for
rooms in the roof is

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
288.58
408.58
442.62

123
295
418
452

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

120
343
463
501.63

123
350
473
512

Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S

60
200.36
260.36
282.06

62
205
266
288

The introduction of insulation as
part of a re-roof work,
re-rendering/plastering and
replacement ground floors that
does not include changes to
structural members

Plan Charge

S

200.28

205

Inspection Fee

S

Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S

Domestic external window
& door replacements (up to 5)

Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S

Domestic external window & door Building Notice Charge
replacements (over 5)
Regularisation Charge

S

A Minimum charge for rooms in
the roof with dormer

Conversion of
a habitable room(s)

S

Included in Plan
Included in Plan
Charge
Charge
200.28
205
216.97
222
160.22
173.58
To be individually
determined
To be individually
determined

164
178
To be individually
determined
To be individually
determined

Domestic Internal Alterations,
installation of fittings and/or
structural work
Estimated Cost of Building Works
£
0 - 2,000

2,001 - 5,000

Plan Charge
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge
Plan Charge
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge

S
S
S
S
S
S

160.22
160.22
173.58
200.38
200.38
216.97

164
164
178
205
205
222

Plan Charge
Building Notice Charge
Regularisation Charge
Plan Charge
Inspection Fee
Building Notice Charge

S
S
S
S
S
S

200.28
200.28
216.97
240.34

205
205
222
246

240.34

246

For schemes exceeding £5,000
estimated contract price the
charge is individually determined
Charges for all Non-Domestic
Building Work
Estimated Cost of Building Works
£
0 - 2,000

2,001 - 5,000
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

For schemes exceeding £5,000
estimated contract price the
charge is individually determined
Electrical Work - minimum charge
when not carried out in conjunction
Regularisation Charge

Non - S

198

203

Non - S

214.5

220

Fees for Dealing with Dangerous
Structures
Surveyors Mileage Costs
Surveyors Time Costs

Non - S
Non - S

Administration

Non - S

45p per mile
45p per mile
Between £20.00 to Between £20.00 to
£31.00 per hour
£31.00 per hour
51
53

Cost of work to make structure
safe will depend on the amount
and type of work involved
Exempt Building Certificate

S

Retrieval of Plans to enable copies
of Certificates to be issued

Non - S

Copies of Certificates

Per Copy

To view Historic / Stored Files
Letters of Confirmation of works
carried out if files not available

29

40

30.5 Now part of copies
of certificate
charge

Non - S

10

45

Non - S
Non - S

214
46

220
75

S

63

80

S
S
S
S

185
296
700
945

225
350
800
1250

S

126

150

Street Naming and Numbering
Charges
Existing Properties
House Name Change
New Properties
Numbering / Naming

1 - 5 Plots
6 - 25 Plots
26 - 75 Plots
76+ Plots

Additional charge where this
includes Naming of a Building (e.g.
Block of Flats)
Existing Streets
Renaming of Street where
requested by residents

S

220.50 plus 21.00
per property

295 plus 30 per
property

New Streets
Additional Charge to House
Numbering where this includes
naming of street

Per Street

S

152

175

S

39

50

Amendments to Schedule
Amending Schedule of
Per Plot Affected
development already issued
following plot change by developer
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Activity / Item
Guildhall Room Hire
Mon - Fri. 8am till 8.30pm per hr

Mon - Fri. per hr after 8.30pm

Saturdays per hr

Sundays & Bank Hols Per hr

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Great Hall
Court Room
Ceremony Room (Mon-Fri after 6pm)
Dressing Rooms (2) (to be booked with hall only)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

66.00
44.00
27.56
22.05

70.00
46.50
29.00
23.00

Jeyes Room
Gallery Room
Godwin Room
Council Chambers
Jeffery Room
Holding Room
Courtyard & Cloister (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
Mezzanine Area (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
OSS Reception Area (Mon-Fri after 5.30pm and
Sat)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

44.00
27.56
27.56
44.00
44.00
27.56
33.00
33.00
33.00

46.50
29.00
29.00
46.50
46.50
29.00
35.00
35.00
35.00

Great Hall
Court Room
Ceremony Room (Mon-Fri after 6pm)
Dressing Rooms (2) (to be booked with hall only)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

113.00
75.60
75.60
22.05

119.00
80.00
80.00
23.00

Jeyes Room
Gallery Room
Godwin Room
Council Chambers
Jeffery Room
Holding Room
Courtyard & Cloister (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
Mezzanine Area (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
OSS Reception Area (Mon-Fri after 5.30pm and
Sat)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
63.00
63.00
63.00

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
66.00
66.00
66.00

Great Hall
Court Room
Ceremony Room (Mon-Fri after 6pm)
Dressing Rooms (2) (to be booked with hall only)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

113.00
75.60
75.60
22.05

119.00
80.00
80.00
23.00

Jeyes Room
Gallery Room
Godwin Room
Council Chambers
Jeffery Room
Holding Room
Courtyard & Cloister (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
Mezzanine Area (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
OSS Reception Area (Mon-Fri after 5.30pm and
Sat)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
75.60
63.00
63.00
63.00

80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
66.00
66.00
66.00

Great Hall
Court Room
Ceremony Room (Mon-Fri after 6pm)
Dressing Rooms (2) (to be booked with hall only)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

160.00
110.00
110.00
22.05

168.00
115.50
115.50
23.00

Jeyes Room
Gallery Room
Godwin Room
Council Chambers
Jeffery Room
Holding Room
Courtyard & Cloister (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
Mezzanine Area (Mon-Fri after 6pm & Sat)
OSS Reception Area

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
110.00

115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
115.50
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Activity / Item

Basis

Investors Suite Room Hire

Investors Suite Room Hire Per Day
Investors Suite Room Hire Per Half Day

Refreshments
Plasma Screen
PA System
Multi Media Projector
Back Projector
Flipchart
Display boards

Tea/coffee/biscuits per serving per person

Security
Table cloths

Jeffery Room
Great Hall
For 4 boards
Per board
Per officer per hour
Per cloth

Statutory /
NonStatutory
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
262.50
157.50

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
280.00
166.00

1.50
40.00
40.00
40.00
30.00
10.00
40.00

1.60
42.00
42.00
42.00
32.00
12.00
42.00
11.00
19.00
5.00

18.00
3.50

Training Room 2
Chair Covers
Sashes
Flowers
Starcloth
CD Player
Poseur Tables
Photo Copying
Lectern
Mobile Staging
Mobile Bar
Cloak Room Service
Tours of Guildhall

Classroom for 12
Each
Each
In a vase

Per hour
Per person

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

Wedding Ceremony Rates

Great Hall
Court Room
Council Chamber
Holding Room
Great Hall (Sundays & Bank Holidays)
Court Room (Sundays & Bank Holidays)
Council Chamber (Saturday & Bank Holidays)
Holding Room (Sundays & Bank Holidays)

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

826.00
551.00
551.00
441.00
1652.00
1102.00
1102.00
882.00

868.00
580.00
580.00
465.00
1736.00
1160.00
1160.00
930.00

Reception Prices

The Spencer Package
The Jeffery Package
The Tilley Package
The Godwin Package

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

2094.00
1488.00
1047.00
504.00

2200.00
1565.00
1100.00
530.00

250.00

275.00

450.00

495.00

450.00

495.00

600.00

660.00

350.00

420.00

550.00

660.00

550.00

660.00

800.00

950.00

Museum Service
Abington Park Museum

Each
Per copy

Great Hall/Function Room Hire
Core Day Time Rates
Monday/Friday and Saturday/Sunday, One
Non - S
Room half day: 9am - 1pm or 1pm - 5pm
Monday/Friday and Saturday/Sunday, Both
Non - S
Rooms half day: 9am - 1pm or 1pm - 5pm
Monday/Friday and Saturday/Sunday, One
Non - S
Room full day: 9am - 5pm
Monday/Friday and Saturday/Sunday, Both
Non - S
Rooms full day: 9am - 5pm
Tuesday - Thursday, One Room half day: 9am - Non - S
1pm or 1pm - 5pm
Tuesday - Thursday, Both Rooms half day: 9am - Non - S
1pm or 1pm - 5pm
Tuesday - Thursday, One Room full day: 9am - Non - S
5pm
Tuesday - Thursday, Both Rooms full day: 9am - Non - S
5pm
20% discount applies to registered charities
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46.50
2.50
0.50
30.00
50.00
20.00
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0.10
30.00
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Statutory /
NonStatutory

Activity / Item

Basis

Abington Park Museum

Great Hall/Function Room Hire
Core Evening offer
Monday to Sunday Early evening 5pm - 8pm
Monday to Sunday Late evening 6pm - 11pm
Additional hourly daytime rate before 1pm
Additional hourly evening up to midnight outside
core offer
Additional hourly evening rate after midnight
outside core offer
20% discount applies to registered charities

Abington Park Museum

NMAG

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

270.00
450.00
62.50 per hour
90 per hour

300.00
500.00
75.00
100.00

Non - S

110 per hour

130.00

Table hire and cloth hire - all orders incur an
additional £17 delivery charge
6ft circular table seats up to 8
4ftcircular seats up to 6
118" cloth fits 6ft circular table
90" cloth fits 4ft circular table

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

8.70 each
5.10 each
9.54
6.90

10.00
7.00
11.00
8.00

Wedding ceremonies
Monday-Thursday one room 2 hrs
Monday-Thursday additional hours
Monday- Thursday Full Day (from 11am-11pm)
Friday one room 2 hours
Friday additional hours
Friday Full day (from 11am - 11pm)
Saturday one room 2 hours
Saturday additional hours
Saturday Full day (from 11am - 11pm)
Sunday one room 2 hrs
Sunday additional hour
Sunday Full day (from 11am-11pm)

Non-S
Non-S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

750.00
250.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
350.00
3,000.00
1,250.00
450.00
4,500.00
750.00
250.00
2,000.00

950.00
300.00
2,500.00
1,500.00
400.00
3,800.00
1,500.00
500.00
4,900.00
1,500.00
350.00
3,800.00

Refreshments

Non - S

1.80

2.00

Central Hall
Monday, Friday - half day [9am-1pm;1pm-5pm] Non-S
Monday, Friday addidtional hour rate before 5pm Non-S
Monday, Friday - full day [9am-5pm]
Tuesday-Thursday - half day [9am-1pm; 1pm5pm]
Tuesday-Thursday - additional hour rate before
5pm
Tuesday-Thursday - full day [9am-5pm]
Saturday, Sunday - half day [9am-1pm;1pm5pm]
Saturday, Sunday - additional hour rate before
5pm
Saturday, Sunday - full day [9am-5pm]
Monday-Sunday - early evening rate [5-8pm]
Monday - Sunday - late evening rate [6-11pm]
Monday-Sunday - additional hourly rate up to
midnight
Monday-Sunday - additional hourly rate after
midnight
Studio
Monday- Sunday [9am-5pm] hourly rate

Non-S
Non-S

800.00
450.00

Non-S

125.00

Non-S
Non-S

850.00
400.00

Non-S

100.00

Non-S
Non-S
Non-S
Non-S

750.00
350.00
500.00
100.00

Non-S

150.00

Non-S

100.00

Lower ground floor café space
Monday - Friday, 9am-5pm, Hourly rate
Gallery spaces [out of hours]

100.00
Non-S
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Activity / Item

Basis

Talks

Talks

Statutory /
NonStatutory
Non - S

Image Reproduction

Prints (Colour or Monochrome) from existing
digital images
A4
A3
A2
A1
AO

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

High resolution digital image from existing digital Non - S
images
Books
Print run up to 1000 units single country inner
page
Print run up to 1000 units single country cover
page
Print run over 1000 units single country inner
page
Print run over 1000 units single country cover
page
Print run over 1000 units world inner page
Print run over 1000 units world cover page
Magazines and newspapers (inc web use for
same feature)
Local - inner page
Local - cover page
National - inner page
National - cover page
Television (cable, digital, satellite, terrestrial &
web streaming / on-demand)
Provincial broadcast (two broadcasts)
Single country broadcast (two broadcasts)
World broadcast (two broadcasts)
5 year buyout
All retail DVD, Blu-Ray and direct pay per view
will require a five year buyout rights)
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30 each
36 each
72 each
108 each
180 each
36 each

31.20
37.20
74.40
111.60
186.00
37.20

Non - S

36.00

37.20

Non - S

72.00

74.40

Non - S

72.00

74.40

Non - S

240.00

247.20

Non - S
Non - S

120.00
360.00

123.60
370.80

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

36.00
72.00
96.00
240.00

37.20
74.40
99.00
247.20

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

60.00
120.00
180.00
300.00

61.80
123.60
186.00
309.60

90.00
150.00
300.00

92.70
154.80
309.60

Commercial Web, Product & Site use (eg
display panels, exhibition guides, greeting cards,
stationery etc)
One time use, local business
Non - S
One time use, Non local business
Non - S
5 year buyout
Non - S
Images for use in exhbiition guides that are not
for commercial gain can be utilised free of
charge, subject to reasonable use. Where
images are used in conjunction with an exhibition
where income will be made, the above charges
will apply.
Prices are exclusive of delivery charge

2019/20
2020/21
Value inc VAT
Value inc VAT
£
£
65 plus travel costs 90 plus travel costs
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Activity / Item

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis
Creating new digital images
(where images don't already exist in our library
but can be made from our objects in our
museum collections)
Scanning
In-house photography
External photography
Delivery charges (for print and digital images)
By email of FTP
By CD
UK/International 0-25
UK/International 0-25
UK 25+
International 25+
In additional, all overseas orders (to cover
payment costs)

Learning Sessions

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

Onsite Learning sessions at Abington Park
Museum, max number of pupils 35
History of shoes KS1 & 2 - 1.5 hours
Shoemaking KS2 - 1.5 hours
Stone Age to Iron Age KS1 & 2 - 1.5 hours
Archaeological Dig KS1 & 2 - 1.5 hours
Anglo Saxon and Viking Life KS2 - 1.5 hours
Toys Reception/KS1 - 1.5 hours
Homes in the Past KS 1 & 2 - 1.5 hours
Ancient Egyptians KS2 - 2 hours
Investigating the Victorians KS1 & 2 - 1.5 hours

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

Museum Outreach Sessions: each outreach visit
lasts 2 hours & is for 2 classes of 35 pupils, one
hour for each class
Additional classes can be booked on the same
day: 1 class of up to 35 pupils - 1 hour £65; 2
classes up to 70 pupils - 2 hours £85
Romans/Archaeology
Tudors
Victorians
World War Two
Shoemaking
Toys

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

Museum Loans Boxes price for up to half a term
(approx 6 weeks)
In our Shoes
Shoe Chests
Toys
Wooden Toys - Mini Box
The Victorian Child
The Victorian Home
The Second World War - Evacuee Suitcase
Second World War - The Home Front
Second World War - Soldier
World Culture Boxes
Medicine Through Time

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
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2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

18.00
36.00

18.60
37.20
Negotiable

Free
7 per disc

105 plus
105 plus
105 plus
105 plus
105 plus
105 plus

Free
1.50
3.00
3.00
6.00
15.00

7.20
1.86
3.72
3.72
7.44
18.60

80.00
92.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
110.00
80.00

140.00
175.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
200.00
140.00

mileage
mileage
mileage
mileage
mileage
mileage

275.00
275.00
275.00
275.00
275.00
275.00

55.00
55.00
55.00
25.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00

75.00
75.00
75.00
45.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
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Activity / Item
Car Parks
Charges

Permits

Market Stall Rents
Permanent Trader Rates
Winter Rates
Standard

1st Class

2nd Class

Summer Rates
Standard

1st Class

2nd Class

Casual Trader Rates
Winter Rates
Standard

1st Class

2nd Class

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

Up to 1 hour
Up to 1 hour (MSCP only)
Up to 2 hours
Up to 2 hours (MSCP only)
Up to 3 hours
Up to 4 hours
Up to 5 hours
All Day
Evening*
Overnight*
Saturdays (MSCP only)
Sunday
Coaches
* Selected Car Parks Only

Non - S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Non - S
Non - S

n/a
Free
2.00
Free
4.00
4.00
4.00
8.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
8.00

n/a
Free
2.00
Free
4.00
4.00
4.00
8.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
8.00

Monthly - 7 day

Non - S

120.00

120.00

Annual - 7 day

Non - S

1,296.00

1,296.00

Town Centre Annual Parking Permits
Commuter Permits

Non - S
Non - S

360.00
600.00

360.00
600.00

Tues - Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

7.00
10.00
15.00
9.50
9.00
12.50
17.50
8.50
7.00
11.50
16.50

7.00
10.00
15.00
9.50
9.00
12.50
17.50
8.50
7.00
11.50
16.50

Tues - Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

10.00
8.00
12.00
25.00
16.00
10.00
18.00
31.00
14.50
8.00
16.50
29.50

10.00
8.00
12.00
25.00
16.00
10.00
18.00
31.00
14.50
8.00
16.50
29.50

Tues - Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

10.00
12.00
20.00
12.50
12.00
14.50
22.50
11.50
10.00
13.50
21.50

10.00
12.00
20.00
12.50
12.00
14.50
22.50
11.50
10.00
13.50
21.50

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
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Activity / Item

Summer Rates
Standard

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S
Non - S

12.00
10.00
18.00
30.00
18.00
12.00
24.00
36.00
16.50
10.00
22.50
34.50

12.00
10.00
18.00
30.00
18.00
12.00
24.00
36.00
16.50
10.00
22.50
34.50

The fee charged for a new HMO licence (or the Non -S
late renewal of an HMO where the application
does not allow for continuation of the licence) in
relation to an HMO that is able to accommodate
up to 5 persons.
Standard HMO Licence Fee (for 6 The fee charged for a new HMO licence (or the Non -S
or more persons)
late renewal of an HMO where the application
does not allow for continuation of the licence) in
relation to an HMO that is able to accommodate
6 or more persons.

1100.00

1140.00 plus
£40.00 per person
if more than 5
persons

£1,269 (£546
payable with
application, £723
invoiced at draft
stage of Licence)
£1,309 plus £40.00
per person if more
than 6 persons
(£546 payable with
application, £763 +
£40 per additional
person invoiced at
draft stage of
Licence)

Early Bird Discount for a new HMO The discount that is allowed (at the discretion of Non -S
licence.
the Council) to reduce the Standard HMO
Licence Fee for new HMO licences where the
completed and valid duly made application
(including the licence fee) is received by the
Council within the correct timescales.

425.00

250.00

Renewal of HMO Licence Fee ( for The fee charged for the renewal of an existing
Non -S
up to 5 persons)
HMO licence in relation to a HMO who is able to
accommodate up to 5 persons.

1100.00

Renewal of HMO Licence Fee (for The fee charged for the renewal of an existing
Non -S
6 or more persons)
HMO licence in relation to an HMO that is able to
accommodate up to 6 persons.

1140.00 plus
£40.00 per person
if more than 5
persons

£1,269 (£546
payable with
application, £723
invoiced at draft
stage of Licence)
£1,309 plus £40.00
per person if more
than 6 persons
(£546 payable with
application, £763 +
£40 per additional
person invoiced at
draft stage of
Licence)

Early Bird Discount for the renewal The discount (at the discretion of the Council) to Non -S
of a HMO licence.
reduce the Standard HMO Licence renewal Fee
where the completed and valid duly made
renewal application (including the licence fee) is
received by the Council at least 28 days before
the existing HMO licence expires.

475.00

543.00

75.00 + VAT

75.00 + VAT

1st Class

2nd Class

Tues - Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Tues & Weds
Thurs
Fri
Sat

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

Housing Fees
Standard HMO Licence Fee ( for
up to 5 persons)

Licensable HMO's

Practical support and assistance from any
Non - S
Officer of the Council to support in completing an
online licence application
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Statutory /
NonStatutory
Non - S

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£
Excluding the first
30 minutes (which
is free) the cost of
Officer Attendance
is £75.00 + VAT an
hour or part
thereof.

Pre-Application Inspection. Will be charged for
missed, or cancelled, inspections where 24
hours notice has not been given

Non - S

Variation to a licence
The charge made where it is necessary for the
Council to serve an Improvement Notice or
Suspended Improvement Notice because the
owner or landlord has failed to engage with the
Council or it is unlikely that a pre-formal process
will result in satisfactory resolution
The charge made where it is necessary for the
Council to serve a Prohibition Order because all
or part of the property cannot be occupied safely
and resolution cannot be achieved by way of an
informal agreement
The charge made when it is necessary for the
Council to serve an Emergency Prohibition
Order because there is an imminent risk of
serious harm to the health and safety of the
occupier(s) in all or part of the property
The charge made when the Council is requested
to revoke or remove prohibition / emergency
prohibition orders - this will always entail a visit to
the premises
The charge made when it is necessary for the
Council to undertake Emergency Remedial
Action because there is an immediate risk of
serious harm to the health and safety of
occupier(s) in all or part of the property
The charge made when it is necessary for the
Council to carry out works because the owner or
landlord of the property has failed to comply with
a statutory notice and, on its own, prosecution
would not ensure the health and safety of the
occupier(s).

Non - S
Non - S

150.00 + VAT for 155.00 + VAT for
pre-inspection.
pre-inspection.
75.00 for missed or 80.00 for missed or
cancelled
cancelled
inspection
inspection
120 + VAT
125.00 + VAT
450.00
465.00

Activity / Item

Basis

Viewing of Registers

Free Office Viewing or Internet (where
applicable) – charge for copy and for Officer time
if this exceeds 30 mins

Licensable HMO's

Licensable HMO's
All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

All privately owned Properties
(including Empty homes)

Immigration
RSL Framework
Choice Based Lettings
Travellers Site Charges

Non - S

450.00

465.00

Non - S

500.00

515.00

Non - S

225.00

230.00

Non - S

440 + VAT plus the 455 + VAT plus the
costs of the works costs of the works

S

Cost of work plus
either £300.00 or
15% whichever is
the greater

The full cost of the works will be recovered in line
with the relevant statutory provisions, a land
charge will be placed on the property and the
debt will be pursued. If interest can be charged
while the debt remains unpaid this will be added
to the debt.
Request for Letter confirming property is
Non - S
satisfactory for intended immigrant
Registration
Non - S
Flat rate charge for Advertising a Property
Non - S
Pitch Fee
Water

Non - S
Non - S
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2020/21
Value inc VAT
£
Excluding the first
30 minutes (which
is free) the cost of
Officer Attendance
is £80.00 + VAT an
hour or part
thereof.

Cost of work plus
either £310.00 or
15% whichever is
the greater

225.00 + VAT
NPH
NPH
56.65 per week
10.30 per week

235 + VAT
NPH
NPH
56.65 per week
10.30 per week
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Fees & Charges
Activity / Item
Land Charges
Standard Fees

Statutory /
NonStatutory

Basis

2019/20
Value inc VAT
£

2020/21
Value inc VAT
£

Official LLC1 + CON29 enquiries search
Official LLC1 only certificate of search

Non - S
Non - S

108.00
48.00

108.00
48.00

CON29O enquiries - question 4-22 inclusive
when submitted with accompanying CON29R each
CON29O enquiries submitted without an
accompanying CON29R - additional admin fee
(plus £15 per question)
Additional enquiries - each

Non - S

18.00

18.00

Non - S

13.20

13.20

Non - S

24.00

24.00

Additional Parcel Fees

CON29R additional parcels of land
Non - S
LLC1 additional parcel fee (up to an additional 16 Non - S
parcels)

12.60
1.00

12.60
1.00

Personal Search Fees

Personal search
Personal search - additional parcels of land (up
to an additional 16 parcels)

Non - S
Non - S

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Unrefined CON29R (Raw) data
enquiries

Q1.1 (f-h)

Non - S

24.00

24.00

Q3.7 (a-d, f); Q3.8; Q3.9
Q3.10; Q3.11

Non - S
Non - S

2.40
1.20

2.40
1.20

Non Standard Fees

Notes
Non S - Non Statutory
S - Statutory function
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Consultation – public consultation summary
1.

Introduction

1.1. Public consultation on the 2020/21 draft budget was launched on the 16 December
2019. This included an online consultation questionnaire that was open until 31
January 2020. Paper questionnaires were also available on request. In addition, a
public meeting was held on 27 January 2020. The consultation period will formally
close on the date that the budget is approved by Council in February 2020.
1.2. This appendix contains a summary of the results of the public consultation of the
draft 2020/21 budget. These results will be used as part of the process for setting
the final budget for 2020/21.
2.

Consultation questions and summarised responses
Q1 Northampton Borough Council is proposing a small increase in council tax in its
draft budget proposals for 2020/21.
This increase is slightly smaller than the increase in the last year 2019/20. The Council
are proposing to increase council tax for all households by 2.21%. This will be the
equivalent for a band D household of £5.00 per year / 9.6p per week.
Doing this raises an estimated additional £347,000 in 2020/21, and this enables the
Council to continue to deliver value for money services in the future. Do you think that
this increase is?
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Q2 Where do you feel the Council should be spending additional funds?
A few of the responses to this question related to the services provided by the
County Council, such as highways, adults social care and children’s social care.
The most common responses to this question covered the following themes:



Street cleansing; ensuring the streets are clean and tidy; reducing litter.
Improving the town centre; improve physical realm in the borough;
regeneration projects.

Other slightly less common responses that were still raised more than once,
included the following themes:



Tackling homelessness; improving housing.
Tackling fly tipping.

Q3 Do you feel informed about NBC’s budget setting aims and goals?
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Q4 How do you think we can reduce spend, generate income or do things differently
to ensure that we maintain a balanced budget?
The most common responses relevant to the Borough Council included the
following themes:



Cut councillor expenses and civic spending.
Reduce salaries of senior staff.

Other slightly less common responses that were still raised more than once, included
the following themes:



Reduce costs of consultants and temporary staff.
Reduce brown bin collections.

Q5 The key proposals for budgetary savings and growth are set out in Appendix 2 of
the Cabinet Budget Report published on our website (savings and growth options).
Please indicate your views on these proposals.
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Q6 Please give us your comments on the proposals in question 5, or any of the
proposals in the savings and growth options of appendix 2 of the Cabinet papers
(savings and growth options) and include any concerns you may have about how
our specific proposals may impact on yourself or any sector of the community
and if appropriate, suggest how you feel we can minimise any such impact.
The most common response to this question was on the following theme:


Green waste collection should not be charged for; against paying for this
service; likely to lead to increased fly-tipping.

Other slightly less common responses that were still raised more than once, included
the following themes:



Grants to voluntary sector should not be reduced (although it should be noted
that a smaller number of responses still thought the councillor community fund
should be removed altogether).
Overall view that these options were reasonable.
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Consultation – Overview and Scrutiny Committee
As part of the overall consultation process, the budget was reviewed by the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee on 9 January 2020. Below is an extract of the minutes of that
meeting relating to this item. The full minutes can be found at this link:
http://www.northamptonboroughcouncil.com/councillors/documents/g8982/Printed%
20minutes%20Thursday%2009-Jan2020%2018.00%20Overview%20Scrutiny%20Committee.pdf?T=1
REPORT OF THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY REPORTING AND MONITORING
WORKING GROUP - GENERAL FUND MTFP 2020/2021 AND DRAFT BUDGET
PROPOSALS
Councillor Beardsworth addressed the Committee conveying her concerns regarding
budget cuts to the Voluntary Sector; in her opinion, she felt it would be better for the
Councillor Empowerment Fund to be cut to zero for each Councillor. She noted the
budgetary pressures in respect of homelessness. In response to a query from the
Committee, Councillor Beardswoth suggested that £90,000 should be allocated to the
Voluntary sector; there is a need for people to receive the right care and treatment.
Councillor Beardsworth was concerned that charges for the collection of green waste
would be implemented and heard that this had been resolved at full Council in
February 2019 to be implemented in 2020.
Councillor Beardsworth raised concern regarding the number of households in
temporary accommodation of 348. This was felt to be a big number. She commented
that a number of staff had been employed to deal with this and help the homeless but
there are not the homes available for them. There is a need to look at different ways
to acquire temporary accommodation.
Councillor Beardsworth was thanked for her contribution.
The Chair advised that the O&S Working Group had met recently and considered the
draft budget in detail and had proposed six items from the draft budget for the
Committee to budget-scrutinise, three of which a written response was received. He
highlighted the Committee would not be scrutinising the proposed budget in its entirety
at this meeting.
Councillor Eldred, Cabinet Member for Finance, advised that a consultation drop in
session on the budget is scheduled for 27 January 2020 and all are welcome to attend.
Housing – Temporary accommodation and income streams
The Committee heard that temporary accommodation is a serious issue and puts a
strain on the budget; if required, funds would be used from reserves. Officers are
investigating options for temporary accommodation such as “buy back” of former Right
to Buy properties that have come back onto the market. One bedded bed and
breakfast accommodation that is used as temporary accommodation costs around
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£12,500 per year; should NBC have its own accommodation this cost would reduce to
£5,000. Borrowing would need to take place to acquire such buildings.
Councillor Hibbert, Cabinet Member for Housing and Wellbeing, and Phil Harris, Head
of Housing and Wellbeing, addressed the Committee commenting that temporary
accommodation and homelessness is a massive challenge. Families in temporary
accommodation has increased by 6%. Regular updates are produced and there is a
detailed action plan.
It was noted that 100 less affordable houses had become available than had been
forecasted. NBC is working with NPH regarding acquiring the first 22 ex-right to buy
homes for homeless families. These are additional homes to those that are already
being purchased.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:
In response to a query whether temporary prefab accommodation could be used; Phil
Harris advised that this had been previously investigated but there was a need for
more permanent solutions to be looked at. A summary of choices and cost benefits
would be produced for a future scrutiny meeting.
The Committee raised concerns regarding the increase in temporary accommodation
of 6% and how it would be endeavoured to reduce this. The Committee further
commented that planning decisions with less than 35% affordable housing is making
an impact.
Councillor Hibbert confirmed that preventing homelessness is a successful area of
work since the new team has been appointed. Phil Harris added that it is a priority to
prevent homelessness where possible. £500,000 has been invested into the
restructure of housing, money and advice services. The lack of affordable housing
does have an impact.
The Committee further commented that 130 properties were sold under the right to
buy scheme in the last 12 months and queried what impact this had made on
affordable housing and whether right to buy could be prevented In response, the
Committee heard that Rent Plus and other affordable rent options are being
investigated, there is a real benefit for there to be a variety of affordable housing
models. Belgrade House will be for 120 key worker homes, under a lease agreement.
NBC is purchasing former Council homes that NBC and NPH is aware of the history
of and are already in an NPH maintenance area. The first 24 homes have been
purchased successfully. Other housing stock will also be investigated. Each purchase
is looked at on a case by case basis. A trial is in place. The Committee suggested that
it undertakes scrutiny of this trial and a report is submitted to a future meeting.
Regarding Right to Buys, the Committee heard that the receipt of these are split 30%
to the local authority and 70% to central Government.
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In response to a query regarding Women’s Refuges, the Committee heard that NBC
gave support and funding to EVE; a local church has also opened a Women’s Shelter.
In response to a query regrading meeting the budget next year, Phil Harris advised
that he was confident that the Action Plan would set out to achieve its targets.
However, more people had come for help and presented as homeless than expected.
Unitary – Budget of £2.4 million
The Chair confirmed that the Committee has asked for information how the budget of
£2.4 million for Unitary would be monitored. Councillor Jonathan Nunn, Leader of the
Council, advised that the West Northamptonshire Joint Committee had met on 7
January 2020 and received an update on the entire budget for Unitary which was £43.5
million; which includes NCC’s transformation budget, Business Rates Uplift monies
(Kettering act as accountable body) and funding from all 8 local authorities (Daventry
act as accountable body. Adult Social Care and Children’s Services are being
transformed. Savings of £80 million per year are being aimed for.
A Member Briefing is scheduled for 27 January 2020, all Members have been invited
to attend, this briefing will include details regarding the budget.
The Committee made comment, asked questions and heard:
 In response to a query, the budget of £2.4 million for Unitary had been put
together following a lot of detailed planning and estimating. £1 million had
previously been set aside for Unitary and £1.4 million is included in the
forthcoming proposed budget for 2020/2021. Budget monitoring will take place.
 In answer to a query regarding the transformation period, the Committee heard
that this was the biggest change exercise for any Council to go through.
 The Committee was advised that major change creates uncertainty but there is
also positivity. George Chandler, Chief Executive, advised that one of his roles
is to ensure communication to staff and Members stays consistent and upbeat.
The next 15 months will be very busy and there will be real opportunities.
 £500,000 has been spent so far. The initial budget estimate of £1 million
required from each local authority was incredibly low and it has been refined. It
is a programmed budget over a 2-3 year period and not an annualised budget;
it is possible there may be the need for virements between individual budgets
as the work progresses. A further report will be considered by the West
Northamptonshire Joint Committee at its meeting in February 2020.
Staff and Resources – Capacity and Sustainability
George Candler, Chief Executive, advised that there is always an element of risk in
relation to retention of staff and resources during a period of change such as local
government reorganisation. Currently there are 322 FTEs employed at NBC; there is
always a level of vacancies, and some areas are proving difficult to recruit to. 42
employees left in 2019/2020. Exit Interviews are undertaken and based on analysis
from the last 12 months the majority of staff leave due to promotion, sometimes outside
local government. A small number leave because they are not happy in the role. No
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one stated they were leaving due to Unitary. It is understood, however, that employees
want certainties and may look for another job during this period of change. It is
important to make sure that regular, consistent and honest dialogue takes place with
staff. There will also be regular briefings on the programme and newsletters will shortly
be coming out for all staff and elected members. Training and development is key for
staff and succession planning has also been identified to ensure long term continuity
for roles. The Chief Executive concluded stating he felt, based on previous experience,
that the majority of Officers will have roles in the new Unitary Authority.
The Committee heard that there will be a challenge to deliver BAU, Unitary and ‘sprint
to the line ‘work which may lead to a need to prioritise workloads.
At this point clarification of the charge for green waste collection was provided. This
had been approved in the budget for 2019/2020 and the charge will come into effect
in April 2020; it had originally been anticipated that it would come into force in January
2020.
The Chair thanked Officers for the written responses on the following, the contents of
which were noted.




EAC – Maintenance budgets
Sustainability issues
Councillor Empowerment Fund

AGREED: That:
(1) The Committee was content with the responses and information provided regarding
the 3 issues and the written responses provided to the three further issues.
(2) The Committee undertakes pre decision scrutiny on the trial of the buy back
scheme.
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Consultation – Audit Committee
As part of the overall consultation process, the Audit Committee considered issues in
relation to risk within the 2020/21 budget proposals on 6 February 2020. At the time
of writing this report the minutes of this meeting were not yet available. However, full
minutes will be published here:
http://www.northamptonboroughcouncil.com/councillors/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=
529&MId=9121
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Agenda Item 8
Appendices: 0

COUNCIL
24 February 2020
Agenda Status: Public

Report
Title

Directorate: Management Board

Report by the Chief Finance Officer on the Robustness of
Budget Estimates and Adequacy of Reserves

1. Purpose
1.1

To advise the Cabinet on the robustness of the estimates in the budget and
the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves for the general fund and
housing revenue account (HRA) before recommending to Council the medium
term financial plan (MTFP) 2020/24, the revenue budget for 2020/21, capital
programme 2020/24, reserves levels and the treasury management strategy
2020/21.

2. Recommendations
2
2.1
That Cabinet recommend to Council to carefully consider the content of this
report with regards to the general fund and HRA prior to recommending the
approval of the Council’s MTFP 2020/21, the revenue budget for 2020/21,
capital programme 2020/24 and the treasury management strategy 2020/21.
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3. Issues and choices
3.1

Report background

3.1.1 Section 25(1) of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the Chief
Financial Officer (Section 151 Officer under the Local Government Act 1972)
reports to the Council when setting its council tax on:
• the robustness of the estimates in the budget.
• the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.
3.1.2 Section 25(2) of the 2003 Act requires the Council to have regard to this report
in approving the budget and council tax.
3.2

Issues

3.2.1 The Council is setting its budget at a time when it faces a range of issues to
contend with. In broad terms these can be split into 3 categories; economic,
local government and local.
3.2.2 Economic
There continues to be uncertainty around the national and global economic
outlook, caused by various factors including the UK’s withdrawal from the
European Union (EU).
3.2.3 The Bank of England’s monetary policy report from November 2019 reported
that growth in the UK economy had been volatile during 2019, but that overall,
growth had slowed. This is partly because of Brexit preparations, and partly
due to lower growth elsewhere. Inflation was reported as just below the 2%
target, and it is expected to fall further in 2020, but then to rise gradually to a
little above 2% after that.
3.2.4 Local government
The provisional local government settlement was published by the Department
of Housing, Communities and Local Government on the 20 December 2019.
Some of the headlines from this settlement were as follows:
• New Homes Bonus will continue for another year but will then be
phased out by 2023/24;
• A reduction in the maximum increase in core band D council tax from
2.99% (or £5.00) to 1.99% (or £5.00);
• Settlement funding assessment increases in line with the multiplier
(1.6%).
3.2.5 Local
The 2020/21 budget setting process was done in the context of the proposed
local government reorganisation and creation of a new unitary authority. Whilst
this means that Northampton Borough Council may cease to exist in its current
form beyond 2020/21, the budget set for that year must be sustainable.
Therefore, forecasts are prepared for three financial years beyond 2020/21 on
an existing ‘ongoing’ basis.
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3.3

Risks and mitigations
The budget report presented to the Cabinet on 19 February 2020 sets out the
councils proposed medium term financial plan (MTFP). The assumptions on
which the MTFP is made are robust and are based on the most up to date
intelligence available. However, as with any assumption, there is an element
of risk that the reality will be different. The following assumptions in the MTFP
contain the most risk:

3.3.1 General fund revenue
a) Government funding. Government grant income is based on known
(settlement funding) or reasonable assumptions concerning future
entitlement.
b) Business rates retention. The current assumption is for the level of
business rates in 2020/21 to be £9.3m, including £0.8m of actual growth
achieved in 2018/19. The actual level of business rates for 2020/21 will
not be known until after the end of the financial year, and it should be
noted there is a high level of uncertainty over the level and timing of
business rates income. It is for this reason that growth achieved over and
above budgeted levels from two years previous (hence £0.8m growth
from 2018/19) has now been released into the MTFP as this provides
some certainty. However, risk still remains around business rates appeals
where the Council has made assumptions regarding success rates.
c) Council tax. A clear strategy on the Council’s policy for council tax
levels over the MTFP period is an essential part of a council’s financial
planning. The MTFP includes an assumption that the Council will
increase council tax by £5.00 or 1.99% (whichever is greater) in 2020/21
and future years – this is the maximum amount permitted without
triggering a referendum.
d) Delivery of proposed savings. The MTFP includes savings to be
achieved of £1.387m in 2020/21 – these are itemised in the budget report
at appendix 2. There is risk of non-delivery of these savings due to the
financial quantum and complexity associated with delivery. This risk will
be mitigated by monitoring the progress of these savings targets.
e) Northampton Partnership Homes (NPH). The Council created NPH in
January 2015 to deliver the Council’s landlord function. This is being
financed through a management fee paid by the Council to NPH. There
are a number of general fund activities provided directly (for example,
certain housing responsibilities such as Housing Choice) and indirectly
through recharges by NPH. The risks are mitigated through the
governance structures and the involvement of the Chief Finance Officer
and his representatives in those governance structures. This includes
regular meetings between the Chief Finance Officer and NPH Resources
Director.
f)

Employee costs. Pay inflation has been assumed to be 2% for 2020/21
and across the MTFP period.
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g) Demand led budgets. There are some services which historically have
had higher levels of financial risk associated with them, including car
parking, development/planning income, and homelessness/temporary
accommodation. The position on each of the demand led budgets is
reported to Corporate Management Board in the monthly financial
monitoring report. This provides senior management with enhanced
information about the cost and service demand levels to take informed
judgements about maximising demand on income generating activities
and reducing/mitigating demand on cost consuming activities. Cabinet
receive bi-monthly budget monitoring reports, highlighting material risk
and variance areas.
3.3.2

General fund capital
h) Large capital schemes. There are a number of high profile capital
schemes to deliver over coming years including Vulcan Works and
Environmental Service Vehicles.

3.3.3

i)

Waterside enterprise zone. There has been significant capital
investment relating to improved infrastructure in the enterprise zone over
recent years. The bridging funding of this investment is from various
sources including the Growing Places Fund. The ultimate repayment of
this bridging finance is reliant on the delivery of business rates uplift.

j)

New schemes. The capital budget proposals include a number of large
new items, which are being investigated and will receive full economic
and financial appraisals.
These include enhancements to the
Racecourse sports facilities, IT infrastructure refresh and a footbridge
replacement scheme.

Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
k) Government policy change. Since the introduction of self-financing in
2012 there have been a host of government policy initiatives that have
impacted upon housing finances. Some of the major impacting ones are
the legislative backed 1 % rent reductions for 4 years from 1 April 2016,
the encouraging of right to buy (RTB) by increasing RTB discounts, and
the introduction of Universal Credit and Benefit Cap. More recently the
Government has pledged to spend an additional £2bn on affordable
housing and a new policy will come into effect from 1 April 2020 for future
rent increases from 2020/21 with increases to be capped at CPI plus 1%
for 5 years.
l) Northampton Partnership Homes (NPH). NPH, a wholly owned arms
length organisation of the Council, provides the Council’s landlord
function, plus other housing functions. NPH is funded by a management
fee from the Council. In addition NPH receive monies to deliver repairs
and maintenance services and capital improvements to the Council’s
housing stock. The total fee paid to NPH is the financial representation of
the management agreement between the two parties and has been sub
divided into six component parts. As with any arms length organisation
there are risks, one risk worthy of note from a financial perspective is that
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the budgets are not allocated correctly between the components
elements of the total fee. To mitigate the risk of any change the
management agreement includes a clear approach to managing the
virement of budgets between the various elements of the total fee. The
financial performance of NPH will be closely monitored by the Chief
Finance Officer through regular meetings with the NPH Resources
Director.
3.3.4

Housing Revenue Account – capital
m) The asset management plan. The asset management plan has been
reviewed and updated by NPH with the latest information from the stock
condition surveys. In addition to this included in the draft capital
programme is a significant investment in the Council’s new build and
major works 2020/21 programme (£20.9m to deliver over 100 new
homes in year), reflecting the removal of the HRA debt cap from October
2018 and the new ability to prudentially borrow within the HRA. This has
been included in the draft budget and will inform the refresh of the
Council’s HRA business plan for 2020/21. The HRA capital programme
has been developed within the context of the 30-year business plan and
the existing asset management plan. The capital programme has a
direct impact on the revenue position of the HRA.

3.3.5

Treasury management
n) The Council has entered into a number of loan agreements with
local partners. Risks are assessed with due diligence undertaken. Loan
agreements are in place to mitigate the risks including proposed
repayment schedules; interest rates charged on the loans; assessments
against state aid implications; and appropriate security. The repayment of
loans are monitored regularly.
o) There is a risk relating to interest rate increases. The interest budgets
have been built using latest forecasts of interest rates provided by the
Council’s risk management advisors, Link Asset Services.
p) Sixfields and recovery of NTFC loan monies. The Council is in the
process of attempting to recover the loan monies lent to Northampton
Town Football Club (NTFC). The Council should closely monitor progress
on this activity. In particular the costs associated with the recovery of
monies will need to be monitored to ensure value for money is being
achieved.

3.4

Forecast reserves and balances

3.4.1 There has been a review of earmarked reserves and the minimum working
balance.
3.4.2 Minimum levels of working balance
The risk assessed minimum level of general fund balances for 2020/21 is
£3.0m and reflect the risks being faced by the Council, with a prudent level of
£4.0m included in the budget setting. This is the same level as in 2019/20. The
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risks assessed in respect of housing related services is reflected in the
prudent level of £4.0m with an absolute minimum of £3.0m.
3.4.3 The working balance for the HRA continues at £5m.
3.4.4 The underlying minimum level of working balances necessary to mitigate
against short to medium term risks will be reviewed, along with the levels of
earmarked reserve, on an annual basis.
3.4.5 Use of earmarked reserves
Earmarked reserves are set out for specific purposes. There is a planned net
contribution to earmarked reserves within the 2020/21 revenue budget of
£0.834m.
3.5

Conclusion

3.5.1 Based on the assumptions made in the 2020/21 budget and MTFP for income
and expenditure the Council can set a balanced financial position for 2020/21.
3.5.2 However, due to the continued reduction in government funding and forecast
pressures on services the Council is facing a significant deficit budget of
around £2.6m by 2023/24.
3.5.3 Whilst in the next financial year the Council’s financial position is sustainable,
beyond this there are well publicised financial challenges facing the whole
sector. The Council (or any new entity resulting from the Local Government
Reorganisation) will need to ensure it makes the right decisions over the short
term to ensure it rises to these challenges over the medium to long term. Such
a strategy could include maximising all income streams; sharing services with
other councils and partners where possible; being more commercial;
continuing to generate efficiencies; and influencing the risks faced to optimise
the Council’s future financial viability.
3.5.4 Provided the Council carefully considers and acts upon the above analysis,
and officers robustly manage the implementation of the revenue and capital
budgets, a positive opinion can be given under Section 25 of the Local
Government Act 2003 on the robustness of budget estimates and the level of
reserves.
3.6 Choices (options)
3.6.1 Section 25(2) of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have
regard to this report in approving the budget for both the general fund and the
HRA.
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4. Implications (including financial implications)
4.1 Policy
4.1.1

The revenue and capital budgets are set in support of the Council’s priorities
and in order to do this effectively, the calculations used within the budgets
must be robust; this report demonstrates that, in the opinion of the Chief
Financial Officer, the budgets for 2020/21 are robust within the parameters
outlines in this report.

4.1.2

Protecting the Council’s medium to long term financial position and ensuring
adequate provision for reserves allows the Council to continue to deliver
services in line with its priorities.

4.2 Resources and risk
4.2.1 The report is of a financial nature and the implications are set out within the
report. This report by its nature considers risk management from a financial
perspective.
4.3 Legal
4.3.1 The Council has a legal duty to set a balanced budget each year, bearing in
mind its fiduciary duties to the taxpayer, and the HRA is not allowed to go into
deficit by law. Section 25(1) of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that
the Chief Financial Officer (Section 151 Officer under the Local Government
Act 1972) reports to the Council when setting its council tax on the robustness
of the estimates in the budget and the adequacy of the proposed financial
reserves.
4.3.2 Section 25(2) of the 2003 Act requires the Council to have regard to this report
in approving the budget.
4.4 Equality and health
4.4.1

There are no equality and diversity implications arising from this report.
Separate assessments will be produced as savings plans are developed
over the period of the MTFP to deliver the savings yet to be identified.

4.5 Consultees (internal and external)
4.5.1 Internally Heads of Service and budget managers have been consulted, and
Management Board has carried out a detailed challenge of the budget with
Members.
4.6 How the proposals deliver priority outcomes
4.6.1

Consulting on the draft budget is a key ingredient of effective financial
governance, which contributes to the priority of making every pound go
further.
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4.7 Environmental implications (including climate change issues)
4.7.1 Environmental implications were considered as part of each of the options put
forward in the budget setting process.
4.8 Other implications
4.8.1 None not already covered above.

5. Background papers
5.1

General fund budget report

5.2

HRA budget report

Stuart McGregor,
Chief Finance Officer (Section 151 Officer)
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Agenda Item 9
Appendices
Cabinet Report
plus 5 appendices

COUNCIL
24 February 2020
Agenda Status: PUBLIC
Report
Title

Directorate: Management Board

Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget, Rent Setting
2020/21 and Budget Projections 2021/22 to 2023/24

1. Purpose
1.1

The purpose of this report is to:


Approve the HRA 2020/21 budget and the HRA indicative levels for 2021/22 to
2023/24, rent setting, service charges and other charges for 2020/21,
including the Total Fee proposed for Northampton Partnership Homes (NPH)
to deliver the services in scope for 2020/21.



Provide a brief update on the ongoing work on the direction of the HRA.

2. Recommendations
2.1

That Council approve:
a)

An average rent increase of 2.7% per dwelling, in line with the
legislation and the government’s national rent policy, to take effect from
6th April 2020.

b)

The HRA budget for 2020/21 of £53.7m expenditure detailed in
Appendix 1.

c)

The HRA capital programme for 2020/21, including future year
commitments, and proposed financing as set out in Appendix 2.

d)

The proposed service charges listed in Appendix 3.

e)

That Cabinet be authorised, once the capital programme has been set,
to approve new capital schemes and variations to existing schemes
during 2020/21, subject to the funding being available and the schemes
being in accordance with the objectives and priorities of the Council.

f)

The Total Fees proposed for NPH to deliver the services in scope for
2020/21 detailed in Appendix 4.
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2.2

That the Cabinet acknowledges the issues and risks detailed in the Chief
Finance Officer’s statement on the robustness of estimates and the adequacy
of the reserves.

2.3

That the Council be recommended to confirm the reserves strategy of
protecting balances wherever possible to allow the option of supporting future
years’ budgets, aiming for a minimum level of unallocated Housing Revenue
Account balances of at least £5m for 2020/21 having regard to the outcome of
the financial risk assessment.

2.4

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer to make any technical
changes necessary to the papers for the Council meeting of 24 February
2020.

2.5

That Council be recommended to delegate authority to the Chief Executive
and Chief Finance Officer to implement any retained HRA budget options and
restructures.

2.6

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer in consultation with
the Portfolio Holder for Finance, and where appropriate the relevant Head of
Service and Portfolio Holder to:
 transfer monies to/from earmarked reserves should that become
necessary during the financial year.
 transfer monies to /from HRA working balances between the Council and
NPH for cash flow purposes should that become necessary during the
financial year.
 transfer monies, within the Capital Programme, between Developer
Affordable Homes opportunities (budget head) and Buy backs and
Acquisitions (budget head) during the financial year subject to the funding
being available and the schemes being in accordance with the objectives
and priorities of the Council.
 update the budget tables and appendices, prior to Council should any
further changes be necessary.
 update prudential indicators in both the Prudential Indicators report and
Treasury Strategy report, for Council for any budget changes that impact
on these.

3. Issues and Choices
3.1

Report Background

3.1.1 In the event that there are changes made in accordance with the delegated
authority to the Chief Finance Officer following Cabinet’s meeting on the 19
February, updated appendices to the Cabinet report will be tabled reflecting
these changes.
3.1.2 See also Cabinet report attached.
4. Implications (including financial implications)
4.1 Policy
4.1.1 See Cabinet report attached.
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4.2 Resources and Risk
4.2.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.3 Legal
4.3.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.4 Equality
4.4.1 See Cabinet report attached.
4.5 Other Implications
4.5.1 See Cabinet report attached.
5. Background Papers
5.1 See Cabinet report attached.

Stuart McGregor, Chief Finance Officer
George Candler, Chief Executive
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CABINET REPORT
Report Title
AGENDA STATUS:

Housing Revenue Account (HRA) Budget, Rent Setting
2020/21 and Budget Projections 2021/22 to 2023/24
PUBLIC

Cabinet Meeting Date:

19th February 2020

Key Decision:

YES

Within Policy:

YES

Policy Document:

YES

Directorate:

Management Board

Accountable Cabinet Member:

Cllr B Eldred

Ward(s)

N/A

1. Purpose
1.1

To agree the Cabinet’s proposals for recommendation to Council on 24
February 2020 for the 2020/21 HRA budgets and the indicative levels 2021/22
to 2023/24 HRA budgets.

1.2

To agree the Cabinet’s proposals for recommendation to Council on 24
February 2020 for the 2020/21 HRA rent setting.

1.3

To agree the HRA capital programme funding proposals for 2020/21 and
future years.

1.4

To ask the Cabinet to recommend to Council that they approve the
recommendations in section 2 below.

2. Recommendations
2
2.1
That Cabinet recommend to Council to approve:
a)

An average maximum rent increase of 2.7% per dwelling, in line with
the legislation and the government’s national rent standard, to take
effect from 6th April 2020.
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b)

The HRA budget for 2020/21 of £53.7m expenditure detailed in
Appendix 1.

c)

The HRA capital programme for 2020/21, including future year
commitments, and proposed financing as set out in Appendix 2.

d)

The proposed service charges listed in Appendix 3.

e)

That Cabinet be authorised, once the capital programme has been set,
to approve new capital schemes and variations to existing schemes
during 2020/21, subject to the funding being available and the schemes
being in accordance with the objectives and priorities of the Council.

f)

The Total Fees proposed for NPH to deliver the services in scope for
2020/21 detailed in Appendix 4.

2.2

That the Cabinet acknowledges the issues and risks detailed in the Chief
Finance Officer’s statement on the robustness of estimates and the adequacy
of the reserves.

2.3

That the Council be recommended to confirm the reserves strategy of
protecting balances wherever possible to allow the option of supporting future
years’ budgets, aiming for a minimum level of unallocated Housing Revenue
Account balances of at least £5m for 2020/21 having regard to the outcome of
the financial risk assessment.

2.4

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer to make any technical
changes necessary to the papers for the Council meeting of 24 February
2020.

2.5

That Council be recommended to delegate authority to the Chief Executive
and Chief Finance Officer to implement any retained HRA budget options and
restructures.

2.6

That authority be delegated to the Chief Finance Officer in consultation with
the Portfolio Holder for Finance, and where appropriate the relevant Head of
Service and Portfolio Holder to:
 Transfer monies to/from earmarked reserves should that become
necessary during the financial year.
 Transfer monies to /from HRA working balances between the Council and
NPH for cash flow purposes should that become necessary during the
financial year.
 Transfer monies, within the Capital Programme, between Developer
Affordable Homes opportunities (budget head) and Buy backs and
Acquisitions (budget head) during the financial year subject to the funding
being available and the schemes being in accordance with the objectives
and priorities of the Council.
 Update the budget tables and appendices, prior to Council should any
further changes be necessary.
 Update prudential indicators in both the Prudential Indicators report and
Treasury Strategy report, for Council for any budget changes that impact
on these.
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3. Issues and Choices
3.1

Report Background

Housing Revenue Account
3.1.1

The HRA is a ring-fenced account that represents the costs of holding the
Council housing stock. There are strict rules surrounding the costs and
income that can be charged to this account. Much of the income and
expenditure is dictated by legislation and regulation leaving the Council with
direct control over a limited number of these budgets.

3.1.2

The HRA Budget proposed for 2020/21 reflects the current service levels and
service delivery. This year’s HRA budget process continues to incorporate
the calculations required to provide a Total Fee to Northampton Partnership
Homes (NPH) who manage the housing stock on a Management Agreement.
This report provides the updated financial position and revised Total Fee for
NPH for 2020/21 to provide the services in scope taking into account the
current rules and regulations which impact upon the financial envelope
brought about by Government changes in legislation in housing finance.

Developments in Housing Finance.
3.1.3

Since the introduction of self-financing in 2012 there have been a host of
government policy initiatives that have impacted upon housing finances.
Some of the major impacting ones are the legislative backed 1% rent
reductions for 4 years from 1 April 2016, the encouraging of right to buy
(RTB) by increasing RTB discounts, and the introduction of Universal Credit
and Benefit Cap.

3.1.4

More recently the Government has pledged to spend an additional £2bn on
affordable housing and a new rent standard will come into effect from 1 April
2020 which will permit future rent increases from the start of the rent year
2020/21 with increases to be capped at a maximum of CPI plus 1% for 5
years, although there are exemptions for specific categories of
accommodation.

3.2

Draft HRA Revenue Budget 2020/21 Cabinet 23 December 2019

3.2.1

The Cabinet met on 23 December 2019 and recommended proposals for
consultation. The headlines were:
a) Proposing rent increase in line with legislation and national rent policy
of 2.7%;
b) An HRA budget for 2020/21 of £53.7m expenditure.
c) A Total Fee for NPH of £66m for 2020/21 for the delivery of services
over the six fee elements including a Capital Sum.
Further work on refining estimates has been undertaken on the HRA
revenue and capital budgets since 23 December 2019, resulting in the
proposals set out in the following sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.3

Draft HRA Revenue Budget 2020/21 - Cabinet 19 February 2020

3.3.1

The final 2020/21 HRA budget remains as at £53.7m expenditure. The
details of this proposed budget can be found in appendix 1. The changes
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are in respect of Interest and Financing Costs, Revenue Contributions to
Capital and transfer to/from Reserves and the Capital Programme.
Rents and Rent Setting 2020/2021
3.3.2

Rent Income, by far the largest single budget within the HRA, has previously
been calculated in accordance with national rent policy. In October 2017, the
government announced its intention to set a long term rent deal for both local
authority landlords and housing associations. This would permit annual rent
increases on both social rent and affordable rent properties of up to CPI (as
of the September prior to any increase coming into effect) plus 1 percentage
point from 2020, for a period of at least five years (‘the new policy’). The new
policy will come into effect from 1 April 2020.

3.3.2.1 The proposal for rent increases in 2020/21 is therefore the maximum
2.7%,(September 2019 CPI 1.7% plus 1%) on average across the housing
stock in line with the new policy.This is consistent to what was put forward in
the report to Cabinet on 23 December 2019.
3.3.2.2 Target Rent - In line with the Governments guidance any dwelling that
becomes void in year will automatically have its rent realigned to the Formula
Rent (target rent), which takes account of average national rent, relative
county earnings, number of bedrooms and relative property value. The
forecast position of rents at target per property type by number of bedrooms
is shown in the table below, after modelling the rents for 2020/21.
Analysis of Dwelling Stock at Target Rent by Property Type
Dwelling Type
Bedsit
Bungalow
Flat
House
Maisonette
Sheltered Bedsit
Sheltered Bungalow
Sheltered Flat
Sheltered House
Very Sheltered Flat
Total

At Target
116
310
1,524
4,400
49
1,256
272
2
28
7,957

Not at Target
107
18
2,169
472
113
1
10
483
5
3,378

Total
223
328
3,693
4,872
162
1
1,266
755
2
33
11,335

There are currently 3378 dwellings not at target rent (compared to last year
3,398). In all these cases the rent is less than their Target. The Council does
not have any rents above Target. The policy of moving re-let properties
straight to Formula was introduced in 2014/15 with the intention of closing the
rents to target over a period of time. This will continue to be monitored and
any future changes to Rent Policy will be consulted on.
Service Charges
3.3.3

The schedule of proposed Service Charges for 2020/21 is attached at
Appendix 3. The level of Service Charges should be set to enable the full
recovery of costs incurred. It is proposed that general Service Charges for
2020/21 are increased in line with CPI as at September 2019 (1.7%). The
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Service Charges have been reflected in the budgeted income figures. There
are no changes proposed to the draft budget position.
NPH Management Agreement / Services Being Provided
3.3.4

The HRA is the Council’s statutory account for the Housing Landlord service,
which pays NPH a Total Fee to provide both the Housing Landlord services
and those Housing General Fund Services in the scope. The embedding and
development of NPH is planned to shape the future HRA budgets as
efficiencies and improvements to services are made leading to more
investment opportunities into the stock and the service.

3.3.4.1 The Total Fee for 2020/21 has been negotiated in partnership with NPH and
takes into account the current level of budgets, and the changes in available
funding for services in scope. NPH have been working with the Council to
ensure that a balanced budget can be delivered while trying to mitigate the
impact on services. It should be noted that the Asset Management Plan
continues to be reviewed. Further Government announcements on Housing
are due to be released in 2020/21 which will be interpreted and run through
the HRA Business Plan model.
3.3.4.2 Since the proposed draft budget in December 2019, there have been
changes to the proposed NPH total fee. The Capital Programme IT
Development budget for 2020/21 has increased by £50k. In addition £650k of
the original proposed £1.3m Disabled Adaptations Budget will be used to
provide adapted dwellings as part of the New Build/Major Projects
programme.
A summary of the NPH total Fee proposed is shown below.
NPH Management Fee
Management - HRA
Management - General Fund Housing
Maintenance - Responsive & Cyclical (Managed Budget)
Capital - Improvements to Homes (Managed Budget)
Capital - Improvement to Environment (Managed Budget)
Capital - Managed Budget ICT
Total Fee

£'000s
14,172
291
12,219
36,050
3,000
300
66,032

The detailed NPH Fee schedule 5 is attached at Appendix 4. The
Management Agreement provides NPH the ability to action the virement of
funds within the Total Fee up to an aggregate of £2 million per annum. Any
requirement for a virement above this or of the Housing General Fund
element will need NBC approval through the Chief Financial Officer
(Statutory section 151 Officer).
This enables the Council to have
assurance that the budgets are spent in line with the budget the Council
approves.
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HRA Reserves
3.3.5

In previous years, Cabinet has approved the prudent set aside of funds into
specific HRA Reserves to finance future HRA expenditure including capital
financing, service improvements, risks of Leaseholder claims, and an
Insurance Reserve. The use of the capital reserve is incorporated into the
Capital Programme financing considerations included later in this report.
The table below shows the current forecast of these reserves to the end of
the financial year.

Reserves

Balance B/f
01/04/2020

Earmarked
in Year

Applied
in Year

Balance C/f
31/03/2021

£000

£000

£000

£000

HRA Reserves
HRA Leaseholder Reserve
HRA Service Improvement
Reserve
HRA Insurance Reserve

(2,846)
(500)

0
0

2,430
0

(416)
(500)

(1,000)

0

0

(1,000)

(300)

0

0

(300)

Total HRA Reserves

(4,646)

0

2,430

(2,216)

Min Level of Working
Balances

(5,000)

(5,000)

(5,000)

(5,000)

Total HRA Reserves

(9,646)

(5,000)

(2,570)

(7,216)

3.3.5.1 These reserves can be drawn down as required, to finance the future
strategic requirements of the service. The reserves will be subject to change
depending on the final outturn position for 2019/20 and future investment
priorities driven by the Asset Management Plan and decided by the Council.
Adequacy of Working Balances
3.3.6

A prudent level of working balance, along with appropriate application of
reserves, should be part of the overall budget. The Chief Finance Officer
reviews the level of balances required to support the Housing Revenue
Account spend annually as part of a robust risk assessment. This risk
assessment suggests that the minimum level of balances, taking all known
risks into account should be held at the current level of £5m for 2020/21. It is
anticipated that in future there could be a requirement to increase this level of
working balances taking into account any further government
announcements. This minimum level is designed to cope with unpredictable
circumstances, which cannot be addressed by management or policy action
within the year. Under the Management Agreement with NPH, NPH will
continue to have available to it £1m of this working balance to call upon to
maintain cash flow if required.
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3.4

Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme

The Financial Position and New Build Programme
3.4.1

Capital expenditure is essential for the Housing Revenue Account in order to
maintain and improve the Council’s housing stock as well as deliver new
council housing. The HRA is an asset driven service and as such the capital
programme plays a key part in the delivery of the HRA service

3.4.2

Alongside the implementation of NPH, the Council decided to adopt the
“Northampton Standard” for the maintenance and improvement of Council
housing stock. This higher standard has associated increased costs which
are built in to the capital programme.

3.4.3

The HRA Capital Programme has been developed within the context of the
30 year Business Plan and the existing Asset Management Plan which has
been reviewed and updated with the latest information from stock condition
surveys. There will be further input from the HRA Business Plan review which
is currently being undertaken which may lead to changes being brought back
to Cabinet in 2020/21 as the New Build programme is developed.

3.4.4

Included in the capital programme for 2020/21 is a significant investment in
the New Build programme (£20.9m). This is in addition to previous year’s
investment and means that the Council is on schedule to deliver over 150
new dwellings in 2020/21. The indicative budgeted investment in new build is
forecast to deliver a steady stream of new council dwellings of approximately
150 per year. This ability to investment reflects the removal of the HRA Debt
Cap from October 2018 and the ability to prudentially borrow within the HRA.

3.4.5

The medium term plan currently shows a similar level of investment in new
build over the next 5 years, however this is currently being reviewed and will
be continually reviewed along with the Councils HRA prudential borrowing
and affordability. At the moment the numbers of new housing are prudent
and will deliver a steady supply of new homes each year. NPH will continue
to work closely with the Council to increase the new build programme for
delivering new social and affordable homes over the coming years. This will
help the Council to address the severe shortage of affordable housing in
Northampton and reduce the rate at which the Council’s housing stock is
reducing through RTB.

3.4.6

Right to Buy (RTB) sales have increased compared to recent years
following an increase in discount levels introduced from April 2012. The total
RTB sales for the last 7 years and in year to end of December 2019 are
shown in the graph below:
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3.4.7.1 Assumptions based on these increased resources are included within the
indicative HRA capital programme financing shown at Appendix 2. There are
two additional considerations arising from this:
a)

Additional pressure is placed on the revenue budgets through reduced
rental income; assumptions around this have been built into the HRA
budgets being considered in this report; and

b)

The additional capital receipts must be used towards the provision of
new social housing and can only be used to finance 30% of this cost; if
the Council does not spend the capital receipts within a 3 year rolling
timeframe, the receipts, plus an amount for interest, are payable to
Government. The government consultation last year has yet to
announce its outcome. However the consultation did include an
increase in the flexibilities around use of 141 RTB receipts, including
extending the period from 3 years to 5 years.

Draft HRA Capital Programme and Funding 2020-21
3.4.8

The proposed HRA capital programme for 2020/21 to 2023/24 is attached at
Appendix 2.

3.4.9

The table below shows a summary of the draft programme and final
proposed capital programme and funding for 2020/21.

3.4.10 The HRA capital programme for 2020/21 and beyond will be refined in
conjunction with NPH, in line with the updated Asset Management Plan, and
the HRA Business Plan review.
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Draft
2020-21

Proposed
2020-21

External Improvements
Internal Works
Environmental Improvements
Disabled Adaptations
Structural Works and Compliance
IT Development
New Build Programme/Major Projects
Buybacks and Spot Purchases

£000
9,300
4,600
600
1,300
3,000
250
20,250
500

£000
9,300
4,600
600
650
3,000
300
20,900
500

Total

39,800

39,850

Major Repairs Reserve/Depreciation
Capital Receipts - RTB (excl 1-4-1)
Capital Receipts - RTB 1-4-1 Receipts
Revenue/Earmarked Reserve
Borrowing / CFR

12,000
2,845
4,698
6,289
13,968

12,000
2,845
4,893
6,891
13,221

Total Financing

39,800

39,850

FINANCING:

The New Build/ Major works’ project budget for 2020/21 and indicative
budgets for the following 3 years is expected to deliver up to 600 Council
homes.
3.5

The Next Steps
3.5.1The timetable for the 2020/21 budget process requires a meeting of the
Council on 24 February 2020, at which consideration will be given to the
recommendations of this Cabinet in relation to the expenditure, income, and
rent proposals that relate to HRA spending.

3.6 Consultation
3.6.1 Public consultation commenced with residents, businesses and interested
stakeholders from the 16 December 2019. An online consultation was
published, which closed on the31 January 2020. In addition a public meeting
was held on 27 January 2020 to hear feedback on the draft budget. The
consultation period will formally close on the date the budget is approved in
February 2020.
3.6.1 Overview and Scrutiny Committee reviewed the budget proposals at its
meeting on 9 January 2020. The views of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committees are reported in the General Fund Budget report at Appendix 10.
3.6.2 Audit Committee reviewed the budget proposals from a risk perspective on 6
February 2020. The key risks identified are reported in the General Fund
Budget report at Appendix 11.
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3.7 Choices (Options)
3.7.1 It is recommended that Cabinet make the recommendations to Council as
detailed in section 2 of this report, taking into account the items detailed for
noting.
3.7.2 The Cabinet may choose to make amendments to the proposed budgets or to
the proposed rent increase and adjust the budget proposals accordingly, in
consultation with the Chief Finance Officer. It would then recommend the
amended budget (if applicable) to Council.
4. Implications (including financial implications)
4.1 Policy
4.1.1

The revenue and capital budgets are set in support of the Council’s priorities.

4.1.2

The HRA Revenue Budget is set in the overall context of the HRA 30 year
business plan and the Council’s Asset Management Plan.

4.1.3

The Capital Programme for the HRA is set in the context of the Council’s
Capital Strategy.

4.2 Resources and Risk
4.2.1

HRA budgets have been updated to reflect the ongoing efficiency work of
NPH, further reviews of these budgets and refinement will be undertaken as
part of the regulation budget monitoring processes.

4.3 Legal
4.3.1

The Council has a legal duty to set a balanced budget each year, In
accordance with the provisions of the Local Government Finance Act 1992
and taking into account its fiduciary duties to the taxpayer to avoid loss of
revenue and failure to deliver services. The HRA is not allowed to go into
deficit by law in accordance with section 76 of the Local Government and
Housing Act 1989.

4.3.2

In complying with these overarching legal duties, the Council must follow
proper accounting practices and comply with a range of other legislative and
administrative financial duties, which have been taken into account in the
preparation of the proposals in this report.

4.3.3

There is no statutory requirement to consult tenants upon a proposal to
increase rents in accordance with the provisions of the new rent standard.

4.3.4 The Council has a legal duty with regard to assessment of the impact of its
activities, including financial decision making, with regard to the Public Sector
Duty of Equality (“PSED”) imposed upon local authorities at section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010, which mandates that Local Authorities must have due
regard to;
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eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
that is prohibited by or under the Act



advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic in that Act and persons who do not share it and



foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

4.3.5 Failure to comply with this duty could potentially present an increased risk of a
challenge to these proposals, and the Council’s budget in general, in the High
Court.
4.4 Equality and health
4.4.1 Each of the medium term planning options submitted have been considered
taking into account the statutory PSED at section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.
4.4.2 Compliance with the PSED is an ongoing process with regard to the budget
setting process and financial management generally. No problematic impacts
have been identified so far. If Cabinet decides to recommend that the
proposals are adopted at full Council, any potentially problematic impacts that
are identified as part of the ongoing process will be reported to full Council, as
well any proposed amendments to mitigate that impact, in compliance with the
requirements of the PSED.
4.4.3

How the Proposals Deliver Priority Outcomes

4.3.5

All of the discretionary investment proposals in the proposed budget reflect
and/or are aligned to the corporate priorities as set out in the Corporate Plan.

4.4 Appendices
The Appendices are set out as follows:
1

Housing Revenue Account Summary

2

Proposed Housing Revenue Account Capital Programme and
Financing

3

HRA Fees and Charges

4

NPH Total Fee Detail

5

Consultation on Rent setting

4.5 Environmental implications (including climate change issues)
4.6.1 Any potentially negative environmental impacts, especially with regard to
climate change issues, were considered as part of each of the medium term
planning options submitted. The proposals in this report have been formulated
so as to avoid any negative environmental impact.
4.7.1 Furthermore, Northampton Partnership Homes is integrating sustainability and
biodiversity into both its new build programme and neighbourhood investment.
Examples include:

Renewable energy into new build housing schemes such as the plan to
include photovoltaic panels on the Billing Brook Road Scheme and The Roof
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Gardens and to include air source heat pumps in the Moray Lodge supported
housing scheme.

Inclusion of car charging points in The Roof Gardens development.

Installing loft insulation (where it is absent) as part of the internal works
programme to properties.

Creating secure bicycle storage for tenants living in apartment blocks
as part of the wider neighbourhood investment.

Installation of bat boxes and swift boxes in many of the new build
schemes.

Providing opportunities for tenants in apartments to grow their own food
through raised beds in communal gardens.
4.8 Other implications
4.8.1 None.
5. Background Papers
5.1

None
George Candler, Chief Executive, Ext. 7726
Stuart McGregor, Chief Finance Officer/Section 151 Officer, Ext. 8347
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Appendix 1

Description

Note

DRAFT Housing Revenue Account Budget Summary 2020-2024

Budget

Budget

Budget

Budget

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

£

£

£

£

(50,126,700)
(967,100)
(2,583,080)
(24,000)

(51,851,700)
(920,300)
(2,619,120)
(24,000)

(53,618,300)
(878,100)
(2,666,120)
(24,000)

(55,266,100)
(840,100)
(2,716,120)
(24,000)

(53,700,880)

(55,415,120)

(57,186,520)

(58,846,320)

13,855,415
8,814,172
4,607,699
289,300
600,000

14,149,346
9,161,167
4,717,098
289,300
600,000

14,358,484
9,212,676
4,782,133
289,300
600,000

14,568,249
9,285,477
4,848,127
289,300
600,000

28,166,586

28,916,912

29,242,593

29,591,153

(25,534,294)

(26,498,208)

(27,943,927)

(29,255,167)

2,650,000

2,650,000

2,650,000

2,650,000

(61,672)
45,914
6,438,902
6,891,164
12,000,036
(2,430,050)

(51,233)
54,659
7,063,021
3,964,421
12,300,413
516,926

(51,194)
109,319
7,866,476
3,864,487
12,656,359
848,479

(51,193)
109,319
8,558,299
4,262,501
13,019,603
706,639

0

0

0

0

INCOME
Rents - Dwellings Only
Rents - Non Dwellings Only
Service Charges
Other Income

(1)

Total Income
EXPENDITURE
Repairs and Maintenance
General Management
Special Services
Rents, Rates, Taxes & Other Charges
Increase in Bad Debt Provision
Total Expenditure
Continuation Budget
Net Recharges from the General Fund
Interest & Financing Costs
- Interest on balances
- Internal Borrowing (Under funded CFR)
- Interest Fixed Rate
Revenue Contributions to Capital
Depreciation
Contribution to / (from) Reserves

(3)
(3)
(3)

Remaining Deficit / (Surplus)
Notes

4,742,605

(1) CPI (1.7%) plus 1% increase from 2020/21
(2) Expenditure budgets above are proposed to be split between NBC and NPH as per the table below.
(3) Medium Term Planning Pressures could affect NPH Fee in future years
Description
Repairs and Maintenance
General Management
Special Services
Less NBC Retained Budgets
NPH Budget as per Appendix 4

£'000
13,855
8,814
4,608
(887)
26,391
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Proposed Capital Programme 2020-21 to 2023-24 - HRA

Appendix 2

External Improvements
Internal Works
Structural Works and Compliance
Disabled Adaptations
Environmental Improvements
IT Development

2020-21
£
9,300,000
4,600,000
600,000
650,000
3,000,000
300,000

2021-22
£
11,650,000
3,050,000
450,000
650,000
3,000,000
250,000

2022-23
£
12,450,000
2,250,000
450,000
650,000
3,000,000
250,000

2023-24
£
12,450,000
2,250,000
450,000
650,000
3,000,000
250,000

Total
£
45,850,000
12,150,000
1,950,000
2,600,000
12,000,000
1,050,000

New Build Programme/Major Projects

20,900,000

20,900,000

20,900,000

20,900,000

83,600,000

Buybacks and Spot Purchases
Total

500,000
39,850,000

500,000
40,450,000

500,000
40,450,000

500,000
40,450,000

2,000,000
161,200,000

SPLIT:
Improvements to Homes
Improvements to Environment
IT Development

15,150,000
3,000,000
300,000

15,800,000
3,000,000
250,000

15,800,000
3,000,000
250,000

15,800,000
3,000,000
250,000

62,550,000
12,000,000
1,050,000

New Build Programme/Major Projects

20,900,000

20,900,000

20,900,000

20,900,000

83,600,000

39,350,000
39,950,000
39,950,000
39,950,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
500,000
39,850,000
40,450,000
40,450,000
40,450,000
42686011.91 38451055.67 30841371.06 32859196.68
-360,384
-672,420
-892,532
-1,121,745

159,200,000
2,000,000
161,200,000

Total NPH
NBC Retained - Buy Backs
Total Capital Programme

FINANCING:
Major Repairs Reserve/Depreciation
Capital Receipts - RTB (excl 1-4-1)
Capital Receipts - RTB 1-4-1 Receipts
Revenue/Earmarked Reserve
Borrowing / CFR
Total Financing - HRA

12,000,000
2,845,400

12,300,400
2,921,100

12,656,400
2,998,800

13,019,600
3,078,500

49,976,400
11,843,800

4,892,600

5,387,600

5,387,600

6,420,000

22,087,800

6,891,200
13,220,800
39,850,000
0

3,964,400
15,876,500
40,450,000
0

3,864,500
15,542,700
40,450,000
-0

4,262,500
13,669,400
40,450,000
0

18,982,600
58,309,400
161,200,000
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Appendix 3

SCHEDULE OF SERVICE CHARGES 2020/21

SERVICE CHARGES

PRESENT
£

PROPOSED
£

Garages
(+VAT in some cases)

9.45

9.61

Commuter Surcharge on Garages
(+VAT in some cases)

15.02

15.28

Communal Heating

10.56

10.74

Sheltered Charges
- Level 1 Low

6.32

6.42

Brookside Meadows New Build - Service Charges
- Tarmac and Block Paving
- Electric Gates

3.95
1.10

4.02
1.12

Centenary House New Build - Service Charges
Communal Area Maintenance
Communal Area Cleaning
Grounds Maintenance
Electric

1.76
3.45
1.15
3.42

1.79
3.51
1.17
3.48

Little Cross Terrace New Build - Service Charges
Communal Area Cleaning
Grounds Maintenance
TV Aerials

1.83
1.21
0.31

1.86
1.23
0.32

Eleanor Lodge - Service Charges
Grounds Maintenance
Electric
Gas
Water
Furniture
Electric (Self-contained areas)
Gas (Self-contained areas)

0.98
4.79
3.25
6.13
4.82
3.28
2.23

1.00
4.87
3.31
6.23
4.90
3.34
2.27

CCTV

3.89

3.95

Grounds Maintenance

2.12

2.16

0.12
7.12

0.12
7.24

0.40
0.96
1.20
1.60
2.40
3.60
4.79
4.79

0.40
0.98
1.22
1.62
2.44
3.66
4.87
4.87

Non- Standard Service Charges
Electricity Communal

Low
High

Estate Services - Cleaning and Caretaking
- Service Level 1
- Service Level 2
- Service Level 3
- Service Level 4
- Service Level 5
- Service Level 6
- Service Level 7
- Service Level 8
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Appendix 4

DRAFT Schedule 5 - NPH Management Fee

NPH
2020/21 Estimate
£

Housing Management & Maintenance(HRA)

Total
Total
Total
Total

Repairs & Maintenance
General Management
Special Services
Recharges

TOTAL HRA

2021/22 Estimate
£

2022/23 Estimate
£

2023/24 Estimate
£

12,218,960
7,053,071
4,001,754
3,117,000
26,390,786

12,434,416
7,331,167
4,083,860
3,289,270
27,138,712

12,621,911
7,376,446
4,142,228
3,321,359
27,461,945

12,811,085
7,441,024
4,201,808
3,354,090
27,808,008

210,972
0
80,000
290,973

211,752
0
80,000
291,752

212,546
0
80,000
292,546

213,357
0
80,000
293,357

26,681,758

27,430,464

27,754,491

28,101,365

39,350,000

39,950,000

39,950,000

39,950,000

66,031,758

67,380,464

67,704,491

68,051,365

14,171,826
290,973
9,408,599
2,810,361
36,050,000
3,000,000
300,000
66,031,758

14,704,297
291,752
9,574,500
2,859,916
36,700,000
3,000,000
250,000
67,380,464

14,840,034
292,546
9,718,871
2,903,040
36,700,000
3,000,000
250,000
67,704,491

14,996,922
293,357
9,864,536
2,946,550
36,700,000
3,000,000
250,000
68,051,365

66,032

67,380

67,704

68,051

Housing General Fund
Total
Total
Total

Travellers Site
Temporary Accomodation R&M
Home Choice & Resettlement

TOTAL GF HOUSING
TOTAL REVENUE
HRA Capital Programme
GRAND TOTAL
Analysed by Funding Pots
Management - HRA (including Special Services)
Management - GF Housing
Maintenance - Managed Budget Responsive
Maintenance - Managed Budget Cyclical
Capital - Managed Budget Improvement to Homes
Capital - Managed Budget Improvement to Environment
Capital - Managed Budget ICT
Total
Notes:

Recharges comprise approximately £1.4m from LGSS and £1.8m from the General Fund
All figures are subject to the annual approval, by Council, of the HRA and General Fund budgets in accordance with clause 10
Estimated figures for future years are shown in real terms including inflation on supplies and services.
Capital programme based upon figures provided in support of the revised Asset Management Strategy.
Indicative year 5 included to comply with management agreement (based on 2023/24 figures)
Medium Term Planning Pressures could affect NPH Fee in future years
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Appendix 5
Rent Review 2020/21 - Tenant Consultation
Officers from Northampton Partnership Homes presented details of the proposed
April 2020 rent increase to its Residents Forum on 20th January 2020.
The Residents Forum meets bi-monthly and is open to all Tenants and Leaseholders
of Northampton Borough Council. The forum presents an opportunity for
Northampton Partnership Homes to provide information and updates about the
services it provides and to receive feedback from residents.
Twenty-eight residents attended the forum on 20th January. The residents were
given a presentation outlining the proposed rent increase of 2.7% together with some
context around the recent policy on rent setting. The presentation also included
further information about the new requirement for Local Housing Authorities to
comply with the Regulator of Social Housings, Rent Standard.
Following the presentation, the majority of residents in attendance who provided
comment, felt the proposed rent increase was fair.
Other comments made by residents at the Forum are summarised below:


The increase will affect people on low incomes, my concern is the negative
impact on low income families



As someone on Housing Benefit the increase will make no difference but for
others on basic wage it could make a huge difference



Can’t the increase be means tested



It is not fair to raise rents at the moment. So many families are struggling. This
could be done in the future



Hopefully with increased income, will come better services



The rent increase is fair but service charges are not value for money



The increase is not over the top, but you should keep a tight rein on what is
spent
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COUNCIL
24 February 2020
Agenda Status: PUBLIC
Report
Title

Directorate: Management Board

Council Tax Resolution 2020/21

1. Summary
1.1 The final precept determinations from the major precepting authorities
(Northamptonshire County Council, Northamptonshire Police and Crime
Commissioner, Northamptonshire Commissioner Fire and Rescue Authority),
parish councils, and the budget setting decision of Northampton Borough Council
earlier on this agenda lead directly to the council tax determinations set out in
Appendices A, B, and C.
2. Recommendations
2.1 That Council approve the council tax resolution shown at appendices A, B, and
C.
3. Issues and choices
3.1

Report background

3.1.1 The revenue budget (put forward for approval earlier on this agenda) and the
consequential council tax (put forward for approval as part of the revenue
budget for Northampton Borough Council but formally approved as an overall
council tax resolution at this agenda item) provide the resources to allow the
delivery of the approved level of council services.
3.1.2 If the recommendation above is approved there will be an average council tax
increase for band D properties of £5.00 (or 2.21%) for Northampton Borough
Council’s services. After taking account of the parishes, the Northamptonshire
Police and Crime Commissioner, the Northamptonshire Commissioner Fire and
Rescue Authority and the County Council, the average increase in tax levels will
vary depending on the relevant parish precept charge. Appendix B shows the
individual charges for specific areas.
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3.1.3 The parish council precepts for 2020/21 are detailed in appendix C and total
£1,236,759. The average band D council tax for parish councils has increased
by 4.19% and results in an average band D council tax figure of £17.83 for
2020/21.
3.1.4 Northamptonshire County Council meets on 20 February 2020 and is putting
forward for approval their precept at £89,177,668. This results in a Band D
Council Tax of £1,285.42 (including the adult social care precept).
3.1.5 The proposed precept for the Northamptonshire Commissioner Fire and Rescue
Authority is £4,299,248. This results in a band D council tax of £61.97.
3.1.6 The proposed precept for the Northamptonshire Police and Crime
Commissioner is £17,693,726. This results in a Band D Council Tax of £255.04.
3.1.7 Northampton Borough Council’s budget requirement for council tax setting
purposes is £17,251,341.
3.1.8 Appendices A to C have been drafted on the assumption that the revenue
budget and consequential council tax for Northampton Borough Council are
approved as put forward earlier on this agenda, and that the other major
preceptors approve their precepts, as put forward at their relevant meetings. If
any of these items are approved with changes to what was set out in the papers
published in advance of these meetings, then Appendices A to C would be
amended and tabled at the Northampton Borough Council meeting to
accompany this report.
3.1.9 If the formal council tax resolution at Appendix A is approved, the total band D
council tax will be as follows:

Northampton BC
(Average)
Northamptonshire Police
and Crime Commissioner
Northamptonshire
Commissioner Fire and
Rescue Authority
Northamptonshire County
Council
Sub Total
Parish Precepts
(Average)
Total

2019/20

2020/21

%

230.84

Increase /
(decrease)
£ Per
£ Per
Annum
Week
5.00
0.10

£

£

225.84
245.04

255.04

10.00

0.19

4.08%

60.76

61.97

1.21

0.02

1.99%

1,236.10 1,285.42

49.32

0.95

3.99%

1,767.74 1,833.27
17.11
17.83

65.53
0.72

1.26
0.01

3.71%
4.19%

1,784.85 1,851.09

66.25

1.27

3.71%

Increase/
(decrease)
2.21%

3.1.10 The above council tax figure of £230.84 for Northampton Borough Council is an
average figure for a band D property. Due to the application of special expenses,
some areas will pay an amount slightly higher than this, and some will pay an
amount slightly lower.
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3.1.11 In order to set the council tax legally, the Council must agree the resolutions
shown at appendices A to C. These resolutions build up from the Council’s
council tax requirement including parish precepts, to arrive at a basic council
tax including and excluding parish precepts. Added to that are the precepts for
the Police, Fire and County Council to arrive at a total council tax by parish and
by council tax band.
4. Implications (including financial implications)
4.1

Policy

4.1.1 None
4.2

Resources and risk

4.2.1 See Cabinet report on the revenue budget earlier on the agenda.
4.3

Legal

4.3.1 See Cabinet report on the revenue budget earlier on the agenda.
4.4

Equality

4.4.1 No direct impact on equality context, however any resulting impact
options/consultations for budgets will have to be considered individually.
4.5

Consultees (internal and external)

4.5.1 Internally Heads of Service and Budget Managers have been consulted, and
Management Board has carried out a detailed challenge of the budget which
feeds into this report. In addition tax base and collection fund information has
been provided by the Revenues and Benefits Team.
4.5.2 Externally the Council consulted on the budget proposals including the proposal
for a council tax increase, and also consulted on its Council Tax Reduction
Scheme. In addition, parishes and major preceptors have provided the
information for their organisations for inclusion in the calculations.
4.6

Other Implications

4.6.1 See Cabinet report on the revenue budget earlier on the agenda.
5. Background Papers
5.5.1 See Cabinet report on the revenue budget earlier on the agenda, and the Report
by Chief Finance Officer on Robustness of Budget Estimates and Adequacy of
Reserves.
George Candler, Chief Executive
Stuart McGregor, Chief Finance Officer
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Council Tax Resolution 2020/21
Appendix A
Council Tax Resolution 2020/21
Northampton Borough Council (hereinafter referred to as “the Council” in this resolution) calculated the following amounts for the
year 2020/2021 in accordance with various regulations and RESOLVES for the financial year 2020/21 to:
Note that on 20/01/2020 the Council calculated the Council Tax Base 2020/21:

1
a)

for the whole council area as:

69,376.28

(Item T in the formula in section 31B of the Local
Government Finance Act 1992, as amended)

b)

for the parish precept area as:

21,971.48

for dwellings in those parts of its area to which a parish
precept relates as in the attached appendix C.

Set the Council Tax Requirement for its own purposes for 2020/21 (including parish precepts) at £17,251,341.

2

£
a)

Net Expenditure on Council Services
including formula grant

b)

Parish Council Precepts

c)

Total Council Tax Requirement

3

16,014,582
1,236,759
17,251,341

Set the following amounts in accordance with sections 31 to 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992:

a)

Relevant Gross Expenditure

being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council
estimates for the items set out in Section 31A(2) of the
107,775,520
Act taking into account all precepts issued to it by Parish
Councils

b)

Relevant Gross Income

being the aggregate of the amounts which the Council
(90,524,178) estimates for the items set out in Section 31A(3) of the
Act.

c)

Council Tax Requirement

d)

Basic Council Tax including Parish
Precepts

e)

Total of Special Items

f)

Basic Amount of Council Tax for dwellings
in parts of the area to which no special
items relate

17,251,341 The Council Tax Requirement being
the amount by which the aggregate at 3(a) above
exceeds the aggregate at 3(b) above calculated by the
Council in accordance with Section 31A(4) of the Act as
its Council Tax requirement for the year. (Item R in the
formula in Section 31B of the Act).
being the amount at 3(c) above (Item R), all divided by
Item T (1(a) above), calculated by the Council in
248.66 accordance with Section 31B of the Act, as the basic
amount of its Council Tax for the year (including Parish
Precepts).
This represents the total of Parish precepts and other
1,928,481 special items in accordance with s34(1) of the Act (as
shown at 2 above).

220.87

Item (e) - (g) divided by tax base (resolution 2(a)) in
accordance with s34(2) of the Act.

4

Note that the County Council and the Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner have issued precepts to the Council in
accordance with Section 40 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 for each category of dwellings in the Council's
area as indicated in the table at Schedule C.

5

Note that the Council, in accordance with Sections 30 and 36 of the Act hereby sets the aggregate amounts shown in
the tables at appendix 2 as the amounts of Council Tax for 2020/21 for each part of its area and for each of the
categories of dwellings.

6

Note that the Council's basic amount of council tax for 2019/20 (for the Borough's own purposes and excluding parish
precepts) is not excessive in accordance with the principles approved under section 52ZB of the Local Government
Finance Act 1992
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Appendix B
Schedules
Schedule A
(1)

(3)
(4)
(5)
Basic
Basic
Parish
Parish
Amount of Amount of
Precept
Precept
Council
Council
Council
and
and
Tax
Tax
Tax Base
Special
Special
excluding including
Expenses
Expenses
Special
Special
Charge
Expenses Expenses
£
£
£
£
Area:
Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury
Unparished Area

2,821
536
5,581
289
818
2,789
2,991
3,507
972
1,667
47,405

(2)

200,156
25,199
518,070
27,953
46,978
42,800
221,002
226,421
24,700
35,748
559,454

70.96
47.00
92.83
96.56
57.42
15.35
73.90
64.57
25.40
21.44
11.80

220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87
220.87

291.83
267.87
313.70
317.43
278.29
236.22
294.77
285.44
246.27
242.31
232.67

69,376 1,928,481

Schedule B
Valuation Bands
Area:
Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury
Unparished Area

Schedule C
Valuation Bands

Basic Amount of Council Tax for each Council Tax band
A
£
194.55
178.58
209.13
211.62
185.52
157.48
196.51
190.29
164.18
161.54
155.11

B
£

C
£

D
£

E
£

226.98
208.34
243.99
246.89
216.44
183.72
229.26
222.01
191.54
188.46
180.96

259.40
238.10
278.84
282.16
247.37
209.97
262.01
253.72
218.90
215.38
206.81

291.83
267.87
313.70
317.43
278.29
236.22
294.77
285.44
246.27
242.31
232.67

356.68
327.39
383.41
387.97
340.13
288.71
360.27
348.87
300.99
296.15
284.37

F
£
421.53
386.92
453.12
458.50
401.97
341.20
425.77
412.30
355.72
350.00
336.07

G
£
486.38
446.44
522.83
529.04
463.81
393.69
491.28
475.73
410.44
403.84
387.78

H
£
583.65
535.73
627.39
634.85
556.57
472.43
589.53
570.87
492.53
484.61
465.33

Major Precepting Authorities Council Tax for each Council Tax band
A
£

B
£

C
£

D
£

E
£

F
£

G
£

H
£

Northamptonshire County Council (NCC)
NCC Adult Social Care Precept

780.66
76.29

910.76
89.01

1,040.88
101.72

1,170.98
114.44

1,431.20
139.87

1,691.42
165.30

1,951.64
190.73

2,341.96
228.88

Northamptonshire Police and Crime
Commissioner

170.03

198.36

226.70

255.04

311.72

368.39

425.07

510.08

41.31

48.20

55.08

61.97

75.74

89.51

103.28

123.94

Northamptonshire Commissioner Fire and
Rescue Authority

Schedule D
Valuation Bands
Area:
Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury
Unparished Area

Aggregate Council Tax for each Council Tax band
A
£
1,262.84
1,246.87
1,277.42
1,279.91
1,253.81
1,225.77
1,264.80
1,258.58
1,232.47
1,229.83
1,223.40

B
£
1,473.31
1,454.67
1,490.32
1,493.22
1,462.77
1,430.05
1,475.59
1,468.34
1,437.87
1,434.79
1,427.29

C
£
1,683.78
1,662.48
1,703.22
1,706.54
1,671.75
1,634.35
1,686.39
1,678.10
1,643.28
1,639.76
1,631.19
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D
£
1,894.26
1,870.30
1,916.13
1,919.86
1,880.72
1,838.65
1,897.20
1,887.87
1,848.70
1,844.74
1,835.10

E
£
2,315.21
2,285.92
2,341.94
2,346.50
2,298.66
2,247.24
2,318.80
2,307.40
2,259.52
2,254.68
2,242.90

F
£
2,736.15
2,701.54
2,767.74
2,773.12
2,716.59
2,655.82
2,740.39
2,726.92
2,670.34
2,664.62
2,650.69

G
£
3,157.10
3,117.16
3,193.55
3,199.76
3,134.53
3,064.41
3,162.00
3,146.45
3,081.16
3,074.56
3,058.50

H
£
3,788.51
3,740.59
3,832.25
3,839.71
3,761.43
3,677.29
3,794.39
3,775.73
3,697.39
3,689.47
3,670.19

Council Tax Resolution 2020/21
Appendix C
Parish & Town Council Precepts
2019/20
Tax Base

Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury

2,805
528
5,563
295
816
2,724
2,980
3,510
888
1,662

2020/21

Council
Council Council
Precepts
Precepts
Tax Band Tax Base
Tax Band
Tax
£
£
D (£)
D (£)
Increase
165,900
21,192
480,092
20,738
40,000
39,800
191,345
164,925
24,700
22,000

59.15
40.10
86.31
70.34
49.00
14.61
64.21
46.98
27.80
13.24

Parish & Town Council Precepts including Special Expenses

Billing
Collingtree
Duston
Great Houghton
Hardingstone
Upton
Wootton
East Hunsbury
Hunsbury Meadows
West Hunsbury
Unparished

Special
Precepts
Expenses
Band D
Band D
(£)
(£)
60.71
10.25
47.00
0.00
88.51
4.32
96.56
0.00
55.00
2.42
15.35
0.00
70.38
3.52
48.58
15.99
25.40
0.00
14.99
6.45
0.00
11.80

Total
(£)

167

70.96
47.00
92.83
96.56
57.42
15.35
73.90
64.57
25.40
21.44
11.80

2,821
536
5,581
289
818
2,789
2,991
3,507
972
1,667

171,240
25,199
493,999
27,953
45,000
42,800
210,500
170,368
24,700
25,000

60.71
47.00
88.51
96.56
55.00
15.35
70.38
48.58
25.40
14.99

2.6%
17.2%
2.6%
37.3%
12.2%
5.0%
9.6%
3.4%
-8.6%
13.3%

